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\ . · / FREFACE 
This dissertation traces the course of the Natural Method lmown 
as Ivrit Be-Ivrit to the renewed interest in Hebrew on the part of 
the Haskalah. It likewise points to the process of adaptation of 
ideas from the field of general progressive education to the Jewish 
school system with special reference to the methodology of teach:ipg 
·.Hebrew. It also seeks to establish the organic relationship between 
the Zionist vision and the!dream of transforming Hebrew once again 
into the Jewish vernacular with the classroan as the most important 
medium. Special attention is given to the arguments put forth by the 
exponents of the Natural Method as well as to the views expounded -by-
the oponents of Ivrit Be-Ivrit. 
The major part of this study- deals with the period . of 1873 to 
1913. The former date marks the first clear-cut instance of the 
application of the Natural Method to the work of the Jewish schools. 
The latter date signifies the acceptance of modernized Hebrew as the 
result of the efforts of the Ivrit Be-Ivrit pioneers. The first part 
of this investigation concenis itself with the concurrent rise of the 
Natural Method in Palestine 1 Eastern Europe and the Uni tad States 1 
while the second part of the survey contains an analysis of the subse-
quent devel_oJ;lllent of Ivri t Be-Ivri t in each of the above mentioned areas. 
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OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS 
Chapter I •••• .STA'IDS OF EE BREW UP TO INTRODUCTION OF NATURAL METHOD 
Hebrew as a vernacular during the First and the Second Conmo:owealth 
Inf'luence of Hebrew upon languages spoken by Jews - Quest of Jewish 
authors for the translation and perpetuation of their religious works 
in Hebrew - Factors responsible for keepillg Hebrew speech alive in 
same places - Haskalah-bred discontent with Heder and Yeshivah -
Interest of non-Jewish scholars in the revival of Hebrew as a class-
ical language ~ The Haskalah and the renewed emphasis on secular 
Hebr~ literature -- Hebrew considered a temporary and transitional 
medium to European languages -- The negative attitude of the German 
Reformists to Hebrew -- Familiarity of Haskalah leaders with contem-
porary educational thought: -- Appearance of Haskalah-sponaored 
"Freischulnn -- Increased requests in Eastern Europe for the intro-
duction of modern Hebrew. 
Chapter II •••••••• TEE PHILOSOPHY UNDERLYING IVRIT BE-IVRIT. 
Smolenskin 's revolt against the Haskalah tolerance of Hebrew as 
an international tongue - Eliezer Ben Yelmda first to put the Hebrew 
language on a na~iona.1-territorial basis -- Ben Yehuda's insistence on 
the conversion of Hebrew into a spoken language - The rise of' Hebrew-
speaking organizations in Palestine and Eastern Europe "Lovers of 
Zion" actively expound the revival of the Hebrew language -- Early 
Zionists. unlike European nationalists. choose Hebrew rather than 
prevalent vernacular as national tongue -- Nationalistic Jewish ed-
ucation based in its totality on Hebrew -- Ivrit Be-Ivrit introduces 
the child into nationalist Hebrew atmosphere -- Zionism and Hebrew as 
a vernacular form ideological backbone of the Natural Method. 
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Chapter III ••••••••••••• IVRIT BE-IVRIT AS METHOD 
European origin of the Natural Method -- The in:f'luence of non-Jewish 
writers on Jewish Educators -- First attempts at the direct method in 
Hebrew follows the techniques of teaching .French -- Nissim Babar's con-
tribution ..;_ Ben Yehuda 's plea to teach all Jewish subjects in Hebrew -- . 
Grazovsk:y's essay. Ha~Shitah Hativit Belinmud Sefat Ever -- Ivrit Be-
Ivrit and Lefi Hate.f' • first textbooks along the new n:ethod -- Epstein·'s 
concern for the , teaching of Hebrew as a natural process . -- His _oompara-
. . . 
tive twelve-point suil'IIl8.ry of the advantages of Ivrit Be-Ivrit -- · Dif!'er--
ences between the Shitah Tivit and the Berlitz ~thod - Benefits of 
method confirmed by leading educators -- In order to Il'.11.ke Hebrew a 
natural mother-tongue Hebrew education for women strongly advocated. 
Chapter IV•• •••••••••• TEE OPPOSITION TO IVRIT BE-IVRIT 
Russian ultra-orthodoxy term Ivrit Be-Ivrit "Zionist advetrl;ure" 
British rabbis join in condeI!lilation -- Fanatics in the United States 
me.lee it difficult for Ivrit Be-Ivrit teachers -- Palestinian rabbis ex-
communicate founders of first Hebrew kindergarten -- The Yiddishists' 
opposition to Ivrit Be-Ivrit - Russian Jewish educators oppose it on 
pedagogic grounds -- Unfavorable governmental views in Rus sis. and Bumania 
Hebrew writers opposing Ivrit Be-Ivrit include prominent .. contributors 
to contemporary Hebrew press -- Some limit their opposition to spoken 
Hebrew to the Diaspora but favor it in Palestine - Strong disapproval 
of Ivrit Be-Ivrit is voiced by Mioah Joseph Berdichevsky and Simon 
Bernfeld -- "The inadequacy of Hebrew vocabulary" considered the major 
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factor in opposing the Natural Method -- The "expansionists" versus 
the "purists" -- The concept · of la.n~~nge as a. medium versus the idea 
of language as content -- Reuben Bra.inin's description of the oppo-
sition. 
Cm.pter v ••••• THE VANGUARD ROIE OF TIE PALESTINIAN SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
Ben Yehuda. introduces Ivrit Be-Ivrit in Jerusa.lEllll Alliance Boys' 
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Hebrew -- Founding of Hebrew Secondary Schools encourages continua-
tion of the Natural Method -- The Teachers' Federation is organized 
in 1903 -- The in£1ux of teachers from Russian "Hada.rim Metukkanim" 
Nissan Touroff's Educational Contributions -- The Diaspora looks 
to Palestine for modern Hebrew teachers -- The friction between "Al-
liance" and"Hoveve Zion" on the sponsorship of schools -- Hoveve Zion 
opens Teachers' Seminary for Women in Jaffa The "Hilfsverin der 
Deutschen Juden" challenges Alliance hegemon:y in Palestine education. 
-- Pro-Hebrew forces victorious in the great controversy over the 
language of instruction a.t the Haifa "Technion." -- Ahad Baa.m's 
final views on Palestine education. 
Chapter VI.,. ....... PROGRESS OF THE NATURAL METHOD IN EUROPE. 
Jewish education in Eastern Europe open to new ideas -- Palestine 
education success spurs on Reformed Heders adoption of the Natural 
Method -- Famous "Hada.rim Metukkanim" become Ivrit Be-Ivrit labora-
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tories -- Outstanding European teachers -- Direct ini'luence of 
Zionism upon Jewish education -- Abad Ha.am and n.tbnow join attack 
upon Russif'ication program of Society for DissE1D.ination of Haskalah 
-- Hebrew "Pedagogic Courses" established in Grodno -- Hebrew kinder-
g~en begin to nake their appearance -- Special schools for girls 
founded - Pedagogic and children's literature -- Ivrit Be-Ivrit 
spre&,ds to remotest Furopean towns -- Galicia 's modern Hebrew schools 
'J ~der Shelomo Schiller teach in Sephardit - The Natural Method fhxls 
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its way to the Balkan countries -- Visiting experts testify to effec-
tiveness of Ivrit Be-Ivrit in Great Britain. 
Chapter VII••••• IVRIT BE-IVRIT TRANSPLANTED TO NORTH AMERICA. 
;vrit Be-Ivrit preceded by Hebrew-speaking organizations - ' 
The Shaarey Zion School founded by Zvi Hirsch Neumann - Reorgani-
zation of the Uptown Talmud !orah -- The first Hebrew kindergarten 
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int he United States -- The National Hebrew School and A-.H. Fried-
land's influence -- other schools based on Natural Method -- Sa,nson 
Benderly's efforts in behalf o:f Ivrit Be-Ivrit-- Principals Confermce 
in New York City indorses the Natural Method ---American pioneers of 
Ivrit Be-Ivrit -- Hebrew Teachers' Organ3ation delayed echoes in 
Canada. 
Chapter VIII•••••••••••VINDICATION OF AN IDEA. 
Jewish education indebted to modern pedagogy -- Role of teachers 
in implementation of Natural Method -- Ivrit Be-Ivrit and the expan-
sion of the Hebrew language -- Hebrew schools in Poland and Lithuania 
Hebrew camps on the .American scene -- Modern Hebrew in U .s. Public 
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Chapter I. 
STATUS OF HEBREW UP TO INTRODUCTIOO' OF NATURAL METHOD 
Throughout Jewish history the Hebrew language continued to · 
a greater or lesser extent as a mediua o:t speech and writing down 
to modern times. Avail.able evidence manifests the extensive use o:t 
the Hebrew langwige in Jewish religious life. It al.so points to the 
utilization o:t Hebrew by Jews in the various areas o:t secular life. 
With the inception aDd expansion o:t the Haskal.ah (Enlightenment) 
. f 
aoYement there· began the significant revitalization o:t the Holy 
Tongue, a most necessary step toward its ultimate revival as a 
vernacular. 
The Bible, most o£ which originated during the period of the 
First Commonwealth, was written in Hebrew becauae that was the language· 
used by the prophets, the priests and by the COllllllOn people. Even some 
of the important literary ., rks, vri tten towards the end o£ the Ex:i J io 
, 
period are also entirely in Hebrew. The Restoration was accompanied 
by the problem of linguistic assimilation resulting from intermarriage. 
During the Second Commonweal th Aramaic gained currency and penetrated 
to some degree the inner chambers o£ the academies much to the chagrin 
of leading scholars who, with limited aiceess, attempted to stE111 the 
tide. Despite the fact that Aramaic was the everyday language, Hebrew 
still had its advocates. Arter the destruction ot the Second Temple 
and the S'1J'Pression of the periodical abortive revolts which followed, 
I 
Hebrew continued to lose grounda to Aramaic as a vernacular. 
;I 
In the lands or the diaspora Hebrew as a spoken language had long 
( 
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begun to disappear. Jews in the Parthian Empire proceeded along 
Aramaic lines as is evidenced in the Babylonian Talmud. . The opulent 
Jewish COiilillunity of Alexandria, Hellenized for centuries, carried on 
its affairs in Greek, as did the Jews of other centers in the Eastern 
Mediterranean. In Rome the Jewish settlers ultimately adapted Latin 
to their own needs. ,The Jews who were dispersed over the Arabian 
.,, peninsula, embraced Arabic as their every~ language. 
Al though He brew was no longel!rthe vernacular it continued to 1.no,.. 
fiuence the . spoken languages of Jewry'. In an environment where Aramaic 
was the ~ tongue among Jews, Hebrew affected it so that it made 
the Aram-ic spoken by Jews quite different fran the Aramaic of their 
non-Jewish neighbors. When the Jews in Moslem countries began to use 
Arabic extensively they not only substituted the Hebrew alphabet for 
the Arabic characters but created a new linguistic medillDl saturated 
with the Hebrew terms and expressions. There also developed a Hebraized 
Spanish known as Ladino, "Which is currently used in the far fiung 
Sephardic communities of the world. This language, also known as Span,. 
iolish or Judesma, though a Castilian dialect, is written with Hebrew 
characters, printed in Rashi script. In Germatl1' the average Jew in-
corporated hundreds of Hebrew words into his daily vocabulary. A study 
. 1 
ma.de on this subject l'eveals tJ:iat the widespread use of Hebrew terms 
was by no means confined to the scholarly circles, of past generations 
but penetrated down to the ordinary members of even the last generation 
of German Jewry-. In its long history Hebrew exercized great infiuence 
on many languages. But its impact on early and modern Yiddish reflects 
I 
I, 
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:5y .far its greatest influence. Yiddish is so inter-twined with Hebra-
2 
isms that their removal would result in the decomposition and de-
rttalization of the language. 
In its wri tum torm Hebrew continued to be the main linguistic 
vehicle ot Biblical and T~c:_ c0111D1entaries, academic hOlllilies, 
Kabbalistic calculations, Halalchic codes, ethical tracts, stirring 
elegies and liturgic poems. · The overwhelPd.ng portionE the tremen-
claua TOJ.~ ?'abbinic f terature ~ Gecmic and poat-Geonic ar1g1D 
was produced in Hebrew. Important Jewish works orig1Dal.].y wri~tea 
.in other languages, would have been doomed to oblirlon had thq not been 
translated into Hebrew. J'roa all indications Hebrew governed the relig-
ious lite ot the ~tJbis does not mean. that .Hebrew was cont~ 
exclusiT~7 toG_eligion:J Tb.e Hebrew luguage vu used in the "Batll 
Din,'•(auton0110us Jewish courts) vh~ draving up business and legal docu• 
I 
ments, as well as iD thenotation of historical chronicles and cOlllll1lUl. 
records. It wu likewise the language or the sciences 0£ the times and 
ot secular literature in general. Hebrew was also used ill indiTidual 
letter exchugea amc:mg scholars ad ill verbal cOlllllUDicationa between 
Jews ot ditterent countries. 
Instrumental also in spreadiag spokeu Hebrew in European countries 
during the Middle Agea were the traveling ~aisers tor Palestinian 
1.natitutions who trequmtl.J' could not speak the lang]lage of the ccnm-
4 
try whereto they: were sent. .&. factor in keeping alive Hebrew speech 
in SOM places was the illtroduction ot the dramatic pageant as a tom 
ot entert.a1nwent in the medieval. ghetto. At first those were mere 
~ 
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copies ot Christian carniTals, oratories, and cantatas in which parts 
or Hebrew lyrics were distributed to a number of plqers who executed 
th• along with Tocal and iutruaental aceompaniement. In the course of 
tillle Jewish writers and producers Jl8de Hebrew adaptations or popular 
c011edies, tragedies, and pastorals based on Biblical as well as on COD-
temporary: theaes. W\ '1-l \ z tS_ - \ ~ ~  
The Baakal.ah :aoveaentl\~troduced innoTations with ~egard to the 
Hebrew language and Jewish education. For an uaderstandtng_ot the 
changes proposed aad brougllt about to some degree b;r the Haskalah it 
·is necessar.r to become tandliarized with the •Beder" (Jewish elemmtar,-
school) and the "Iesbiyahn (academ;y tor higher Jewish studies). In the 
old Hader,_ while the majoI:1t7 of th~ ~ _vere _._:in lle~ew no ~is 
was placed upon Hebrew per ae, as A. M. Litsbi tz, an authority' cm the 
Hed95 says: "The Beder taught certain so'Ul"Ce material tJ:le purpose of , 
which was the ccn:prehension or those sources., and the sources were 
' 
Hebrew sources. But Hebrew as such was DeYer studied in the Beder. 
There was no such subject. But it was out or the knowledge or the 
. 5 
sources that the knowledge ot the language eYOlTed.u Wherever Hebrew 
vocabul.aly was taugJlt it was done bJ' means of llD•onic devices i1l the 
- 6 
tora of bi-lingual rhymes (110st Yiddish-Hebrew). fhe atu<\f or Hebrew 
~ vas otticial.1,7 aTOided so that grammatical f'ol"JIS encountered iii 
Raabi coJllllentaries would be skipped over. The Bible vas taught an.. 
~eall.J: by' traulating phrase after phrase into the ver.aacular with 
the emphasis on the commentar;r rather than on the text proper. The 
idea was to go on to talmud:1cal literature irrespecti~e or the imnatur-
- 5 -
it:r and unprep~edness or the pupils. In the Yeshivah the Talmud and 
its accompanying colllllentaries constituted the one and _~Y' subject to 
which both teacher and student were to pa:r their undivided attention. 
Such a state of affairs in Jewish education was naturall,- intolerable 
to the Maski.Ji• and aro~ed their criticisa. -Utter dissatisfaction with 
the Beder is expressed by' M. Rabinowitz or Rozbo:r in his serialized 
poea extending over tour issues ot Hakol. The poem entitled: "There 
was no system in Israel• closes rhetor:t.cal.17 with the outcr:r "enough 7 . . 
of this taultTr education.• Disappointment vi.th the old tne or edu,,. 
cation is Toiced iJl a· two installaent article 1a Hatzetirah. The a11thor 
Kathan Bieli.Dke ot Bobroisk., extends his sympathy: to the "students ot 
the Hadari:a and YeshiTOt., the poor children quaraatiud in the four IP . 
cubits ot ~ _(l~alisa) by: teach:er~ who depriTe thea ot logic., Jmov ... . 
ledge and wi•doa."' . 
Grovi.Dg discontmt with the tona and the content of Jewish le&rDilag 
was not the only' factor that ultimatel7 led t.o Hukalah-sponsored changes 
ill Jewish education. Then was the great positiTe interest ot the 
Christian scholars in the pneeding. centuries in Hebrew. !he Italian 
scholar of the tUteenth century:., Pico de Mirandola ia said to haTe 
studied Kabbala. His German contmporar;r and disciple., JohannReuchli.JI, 
was the author ot a Hebrew grammar~ upon by- generationa ot Christian 
9 - . . 
scholars. Hebrew was given a prominent place in the carriculua ot. the 
higher institutions of learning founded b7 the Haanists in the sixteenth 
10 
C91ltllr1.'• Martin Luther, also sa fit tor theological ~asona to pq 
11 
hoaage to the Hebrew language and urge its study' along with Latin and Greek. 
- 6 -
These men were folioed b7 the 
teenth cant"UrT, Oesenius and 
rts .(father and son) in the sevea-
d in the etgt Cvea~ een t.w j and the 
12 
Delitzcha (father and sOD.) in the nineteenth century. 
The appearance ot non-Jewish scholars preoccupied with Hebrew 
could JIOt have gone UDDOticed b7 the "Maskilia• who had their eyes 
fixed upon the outside world. Heither could the;r tail to see the mm-
anistic trend toward classicism, nor the Protestant enthusiasa tor the 
Bible. The Europea impact upon the Haskalah was enormous in that it 
cae at a tille when the ghetto wall.a were crmabling_ and a break with the 
1-ediate put was inm.aent.· AutonQIIOUS Jewish lite, personitied b7 tile 
rabbis whose authority- was based upon talmudical and rabbinical literature, 
was oa the WIQ'. out. The reYo1 t ot tbe Haskalah, u frequently- happens 
with cultural revolts, took on the :tora ot a 11return11 to the classical 
sources • ill this case, the Bible. The stud;r ot the Bible ia the original 
brought about a renewed appreciation ot the Biblical language. Biblical 
Hebrew was regarded by- the MaskiJ1• as the incarnation ot purit., and clar-
i t., iD contradistinction to rabbild.cal. Hebrew which represented a jargon 
tun et ambipit;r. 8Jlcl obscurantisa. 
Proa the middle · ot the eighteenth to the close ot nineteenth ceatury-
the Bukalah intused new lif'e into the Hebrew language and literature. 
It was beftlDl by: the recognized father ot the Haskalah )d nit, Hoses 
Jlfendalssohn, who founded in 17,0 a short-liTed Hebrew weekly- :naed 
. 
1:Iohelet Mujsar. The great literarr stylist, to vhm language ccmstitu-
13 
ted a criterion ot a pe~ples' educational standard,'. ""f > encouraged bis 
disciples to establish the Hebrew • oath Hameaset in 1784. The aills ot 
--:; 
,,.--(. " 
. ~- . . 
( .·.,.· ... l• 
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the publication were set forth in a special proclamation by' the Haurat 
Dorshe Leshon EYer of Konigsberg and Berlin. One of the chiet purposes 
of the periodical. was to "expand the knowledge of our B~ Tongue among 
. - . lh 
God's people and to display its beauty to all the nations.• 
While the Haskal.ah sang the praises of Hebrew it ·aJ.so expressed coa-
cern oTer its status. In the opening rem.arks of his Manual of the Hebrew 
Lmagpage Bm Z' eT,, the grwarian, lUtmts oTer the fact that Hebrew is 
. 1; 
stµi ~tl.J" a written language. s. L. Rapoport, author-of Sh'erith 
Yehuda, attacked those who said that Hebrew vu an outworn Teasel because 
·1t ceased to be a spok~ l.aJJgUage. He al.so reprillanda his fellow Jews 
who dislike classical Hebrew- and disown it as a language. He is especiaJ.lT . 
harsh with those Jen vho advocate speaking and s~ onl7 the language 
- 16 
of the nations vhereiD they- dnll.. 
One baa to distinguish between the early Retormists ill Ge1"118D1' 8Dd 
the Haskal.ah standard-bearers in Russia) for the latter could ader no 
stretch of the i • agi nation be called "Russians of the MosJuc Persuasion..• 
The German Refonliata nre open -in their opposition to Hebrew in warship 
or the,- looked upon it as a national bond rather than a 
religious one. "Religion does not need the support of the Hol7 Tongue ••• 
the dead unpolished Hebrew language b8Clllle our misfortlme. It crippled 
17 
declared .lbrabaa Geiger a leader in t.he ·nev school. of 
. ' 
the •Science of Judaism.• 0a another occasiu., Geiger wrote that the 
~ebrev language ia being forgotten gradual.17 and soon will be forgotten 
campletely. Cmplaints are of no use and accusations are of no a-nil 
against the verdict of hiator;r. We mast accept this Terdict 110t Olll.7 
( 
' . 
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18 
submissively but also grate.fully-." This attitude was not novel1 tor 
at :the height of the movement tor religious refol"llB (I840-1860) there 
appeared a satiric~ pamphlet entitled: Or liogu (The Bright Light) 
which, curiously enough, pleaded in Hebrew tor the abolishment of the _ 
19 
lfebrev language. -
~ndg!ng from what Hillel Bussbaua Wl'<;te ill t.he Hatzefirah 1Jl 1862] 
pie Eastern HarldliJII tor the aost part also advocated •that nery Jew 
speak in the luguage of his country-: and seek enH gh:temaent in that 
. 20 
tongue." ·rt is signiticmt that nan s. J. Abruovits, the grand-
father ot IIOderJl Jewish literature, who is mom u Hendele Hokher 
Serarta, was al.so reconciled to the disappearance of Hebrew, ae :be 111.ib&a 
~ the 1.utroduction to the tld.rd -:part ot the Hist.or, of lfatval Science/ Iv.., ~ 
. 
.:::b-t "1.u the course ot time r shall not dispute ;rou it you vill seal. the 
fate ot Hebrew like the fate ot all ancient languages that are forgotten 
after coapleting their mission but tor the tille being Hebrew can go turther· 
- n 
for ua to our people iD the :mi.ssien ot the Haskalah.• 
That Hebrew was utilized in order to reach Jen who coud read ne 
o:t11erlaguage can be seen .troa the periodical Socialist literature, pro-
duced by' Aaron Lieberman. In the first issue or Haemet, in 1877, Lieber-· · 
man wrote: "Kot love ot our people has prompted us to publish this periodi-
cal., but the lOTe of :men geaeral.ly and the love of our c• national.s, be-
cause they are aen - this al.oae induced ua to address them iD a laguage 
. 22 
which thq understand and to tell thea the Talue of the truth.• l'or 
was it lne of Hebrew that prompted Lieberman to address Jewish youth of 
his dq in that tongue. , ' 
- 9 -
A turning point in the attitude toward Hebrew UlODg modernists 
in Central Europe is erldenced in Germany in the middle or the nine-
teenth centur;r • .lt the 1845 Rabbinical Conterence in Frankt'ort, 
Zachariah Frankel, the rabbi fl'Oll Dresden, withdrew on the third dq or 
the Conference on a nuaber of questions, the most important of which was 
the questicm of Hebrew in the services. Scme of the liberal rabbis looked 
upon Hebrew in the. Prqer book as superfiuoue, - others COD8idered it op.. 
tion.al, at best - but Zachar;i.ah Frankel newed •the retention or the He-
. ! . 23 . 
brew language 1a the public worship absolutely- essential.• rn 1jhe 
the rtrtues of the Hebrew ·language. The continuous enrichment· of the He-
brew ~e_..,.~oughout the Tarious periods .r its existence is diacuased 
ill tw~~ essays by lcJolp)J ;: ,TeUiMk, Viennese rabbi, and Jacob 
S8Dlllel Fuchs, Berlin journalist. 
,, 
24 
Another is an unsigned dissertation 
25 
which appeared in the Judische Zeitschritt in 1873. 
Under the iDfiuence of European educators the Masld.liJa establi~hed 
•Judische Freisch~" (Jewish Free _ Schools) • odeled after the ~1lan- · 
tbropin'Ull School in Desaau headed b,y Johann Bernhard Basedov. The 
first school, •Hinukb 1fearill,• founded in Berlin (1778) b,y DaTid Fried-
lander at the suggestion of Hoses Mendelssohn, was followed b,y sillil.ar 
schools i:,11 Breslau (1791), Dessau (1799), Franlcf\lrt (1804). The curric-
1:il.Ull of the new school was din.dad into two groupings, secular and Jewish 
subjects. The former included the study' of Gem.an and French, as well as 
geograph7 and history. flle latter division consisted of a religioua 
catechia, Hebrew grmamar, Bible ill the original with a German translation, 
( 
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and Talmud in the higher grades. There was also an attempt to give 
the students vocational training, mostly bookkeeping. However, the 
imlovation of these schools which interests us here is their treatment 
. . 
of Hebrew as a language. Special emphasis vas laid on the grammatical. 
forms and on the cultivation of a good Hebrew style. It vas Ullder the 
influence of the Freischuln that in 1819 the Hasld.I Jacob Tugendhold, 
. 4 . . - . 
and the teacher Isadore Zatenfield, opened the first elementary school . 
tor W~a,r, ·Jewish children where al.eng "with Pol.ish, German and French, ,• 
: J • 
Hebrew vas al.so taught as a lamgnage." This school continued until 1922 
. . 27 
when the Polish Govenment usurped control. 
Bot all Jevs; ot coarse, approved ot the Haskalah comprcadses and 
the tendency- to adjut to an outside alien world. Stirrings of a aev 
type of education which would allocate the proper· place to Hebrew in-
struction began in earnest. There vas a rising consciousness ot the 
illlportance ot including the study- of the Holy Tongue as a language. The 
demand tor the introduction o! modern Hebrew became aore and more frequent, 
judging .tra the contemporary press, as a govenment-appointed rabbi trca 
. - . 28 
Odessa in 1874 propagandized openly- tor Hebrew. A report trca Bialystok 
in the same newspaper, the following ,ear,.reports that a new school vaa 
opened with a curriculUll ot five ditterent subjects, beg1n•:1•g with Hebrew 
29 
as a language. 
Ill a correspondence trca Hohilev to the Hakol in October 1877 there 
- . 
is enthusiastic news about an exanrlnation gi-ren that :rear in a local 
school where the pupils excelled in their Hebrew replies atter h&Ting 
30 
been taught the language a very- short time. Correspondences f'ral 
(_. ·. 
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Zhi tomir tell of successful schools where Hebrew was taught by a •new 
~l 
and easy method and where the teachers themselTes speak Hebrew nuentl.;r." 
In a school in Konigsberg Hebrew was taught not only as a language but 
eYen uaed to teach world histor;r, according to a l'ocal report prais:fllg 
. . ~ 
its superTisor, Dr. Bamberger, who was a1so a rabbi o:t that city. An. 
expression of thanks was also giTell to the t~llDder ot a nev "Kou.se ot 
· Pedagog;r and Didactics according to a new systea• in the city- ot Droje 
. 33 -. -
that same y-ear. A strong .appeal to dnelop lffe or Hebrew acmg 
children was made in a fiower;r correspondence rra Pinsk 1a a subsequent 34 •· . 
issue o:t Hakol. A Budapest writer, signed "Vehqa ze Shaloa", tells ot 
Hebrew being taught in that metropolis and emorts the parents to send 
the children to stud7 •the language in which God spoke with the hol;r 3S . 
prophets. 
An issue ot the Hashahar of 1884 publishes a fervent plea·--e1 ...... z--· P.'1'1"1:11 
36 
,,.,.,- from JrieT to institute a "new system ot teaching Hebrew" which 
would take the age of the .child into account. In that same issue a new 
approach is asked b;r a writer from Vienna. By 1884 the Society for the 
Dissemination of Haskalab in Russia armounces in the same publication· that 
one ot the purposes of the organization is to award stipends to "the ;roll.th 
37 
who studies the language that is holy- mto us.• An :interesting docl11lut 
· dealing vi th a 70uthfw. Hebrew-speaking pioneer is contained in the sup-
. . 
plement of the Bnaggid issue ot Shevat 1873 in the font ot a correspoadence 
:trca Minsk b;r ~ Samuel Selig Bernstein: • . 
Here in our city Mordecai Aaron Tml1n succeeded in teachi.Dg 
Hebrew to his son at a Tery" eari,. age and fram the day that 
the child could recognize his parents, he spoke with him in 
no other language but Hebrew, and in this aanner he did so 
well that now the child at the age of seTen can express 
• 12 -
nuentl,.- in clear and simple Hebrew all his thoughts, just 
as~ one person speaks to another in one of' the luiguages 
used in the land ••• However, I haTe decided to make this 
public in a Jewish periodical so that the readers who admire 
our Holy Tongue and value its charm will emulate this example 
and then our children will be brought up to speak nuentl,.- in 
Hebrew much to the joy of those who love their people and 
their language. 38' 
Darld Lurie, one of the leading Mask1J1JI of Minsk, confirms the veracity-
. '---= --=-w 
of this report in an acccnpanying aff'adavit: "Mr. Bernatein's nrds are 
correct, for :my ear too has heard the boy's voice speak to • e iJl. Hebrew. 
. . . 
r listened and I vu overjo;red. • .Ma,- the Lord endow Jl8B with the means 
of' expression and :ma,.- the Biblical passage coae true in our dq that: r , 
shall ths t'Ul"D mto the nations in clear language to call all in the 
' ~ . 
name of' God." 1'a ~~~ 
~:f!•1t• one can I a, iz1:t /\the~ contribution of' the Haskalah aoveaeat. . 
~ . 
toward the rerl tal.i.zation of the Hebrew language it is essential. loi u· 
to point out the Haskal.ah attitude toward the Hebrew language. To~ 
, <AL.kc., 
Eastern and Westena Maskilial\Hebrew played the role of' the classical 
---language, just as Latin was the classical. laZJgUage dnriDg the :period of 
Bllll8.ld.sm. Like the B1Dl8Dists who wrote their scientific works in the 
Latin tongue, and who neYer considered reviving Latin as a spoken lan-
guage nm in Italy, precisel,.- so the Kaskilim never gaYe an.r thought 
. ·---- . 
to the dissemination of Hebrew as the living language ot the Jewish 
people. It is important to remember that the KPJdl:!• sought te spread 
through the medium of' Hebrew the idea of rat.ionalia rather than .nation-
alism., ha'rl.Jlg in • ind the eril1ghtement of the indirtdual rather ~ 
the education of the Jewish people as a g1111pv ~OV\. ~ · 
%he evo1ab:l:e et 1il:l.e Jng.n•s• HM!tmed dwwa bu the p81lod of the 
~l1ghteaeat, en, t,hqugh at a slgy pee•, ~ w the Bukalah • oveaent 
ti~- '!f 
- 1.3 -
.1-7 ~ in spite of its negatiTI.Sll succeeded in rediscovering the ,lv""-/ 
attraction or the Hebrew l81'lgU&gefuu1zed in the expansion of its 
· 11 teratur~ In their antagonism to the rabbinical authority- and tal-
mudical ~1nk1ng, the Masldlilll turned to prophetic Judaism as expressed 
ill the Bible, Because c4 'WloY 1dent1 t1 cay.op Y11:7h the praphots ue, 
.atoed again · b the eo11 apM:cm •c-1:!ftloraaoe, 1'Ae •em.:J:gJ:tbenexs• eho1e_ a,_f ~ ~~ 
. II 
the11langaago of the prophets as a medium in which ~ ll.~~ . 
aent -._'Wleir ylJ1qu ;r:::t,IH.aele. Thee publicat:[ons soon became the 
• ,. I ! . "' 
Tehicle tor discusioDS of contemporary- attair8 and fer poetical ettorts •. 
The sty-le used was that of the Bible rather than that ~ the rabbinical 
literature. Intormed non-Jewish acadeaicians also led the proponents of 
the Haskalah to emphasize Hebrew grammar. The rerl talization or Hebrew · 
was boUDd to re~ect i~elt in the quest tor new educational tol"IIS • . How 
the attitude of the MaskiH• towards Hebrew was superseded by- the philoso-
--
~ ot the "lfatural Method", resulting trca the nev spirit of nationalia, 
rill be related in the next chapter. 
. ' ,,,... 
\ 
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Chapter II. 
THE PHILOSOPHY UNDERLYING IVRIT BE-IVRIT 
The Haskal.ah .which revitalized the Hebrn literature and language 
indirectly led~ .the Natural Method which in Hehr~ ~me to be known 
in direct transl~tion as Shitah .Tivit or.more f'reqwmt17, as ITrit Be-
•. . 
Evrit. Ivrit B&-rvrit is more than a teaching method. Underlying it 
is a philosophy- ailled at ;the reconstruction of Jewish life al.cmg natia-
aUstic lines. Vere it otherwise, 111J.ch ~ the enthusiasa of its adher~ 
ents on one hand, and an enormous 8110unt of opposition on the other', 
would nner h&Te taken place. 
, 
Jewish writers followed the conception of nationality in relation 
to languag.e as outlined by the following non-J awi.sh thinkers vhG preceded 
them. As expoUllded in the eighteenth centur;y b,- a Ge~ Lutheran clera-
• 
man., Johann Gottfried Ton Herder, utiOD8list thought was synon;yaous with 
revolution againat, and freedom f'rom, .toreiga oppression. 11Freedc:a and 
' 1 
Nationality- are inseparable", was the slogan of the age. Nationality', 
according to Herder, was a living organ:ia eDdowed with al.moat diTine 
2 
rights of existence. Herder was the first to point out that nevfJrT 
language has its def'inite natioilal. character and theref'ore nature !)bligea 
us to learn onq our natiTe tongue which is aost appropriate to our char-
3 . 
acter and 1h ich is · moat conaansurate with our wq o.t thought." He, 
therefore, deduced that •to deprive such a people or its language or to 
m1n1m1~e it means to de:priTe it of its only hlportant possession trans-
I • . 
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4 
mitted tram parents to children.n He considered a nationality that 
liTes and creates in its own civilization with language as its main 
5 
instrument, nnot an artificial instrument but a gift of God.n 
Herder .was not alone in his consideration ot lmiguage as an in-
dispensable prerequisite ot independent nationality. The American 
lexicographer, Noah Webster, seriously urged the creatioa of a national 
language to distinguish the new republic frOJ1 its mother CO\llltry so as 
to '. elillinate the word "Englishn when referring to the language spoken ia 6 . 
the Ullited States. Wilheba Von lfmaboldt dneloped the theory- that the 
structure ot the individual language is an outgrowth and a reflection ot· 
. 7 
the npeculiar, mental lite ot the people who made it.• In practical. 
applicatioa o.t the above theories the linguistid eleaent plqed a tremen-
dous role ill tile dnelopaent of nationalima dlcmg the Bulgarians, the 
8 
~eeks, and the Balkan-Slavic peoples. 
There were signs of a change of attitude toward Hebrew, as an attri-
bute of nationhood on the part of the later Masld.l.im. For example, s. D. 
Luszato urged Abraham Geiger in a private C01111lunication to tell his col-
leagues that •our dispersal among the nations was not meant tor us · to for-
9 
get our nationality." Joseph Ber Levinson alread1' vi•s Hebrew as an 
instruaent of Jewish nationalism; he calls it •a bond that unites the 
10 
vorld-ld.de scattered Jewish people.• The editor ot Hashashar, Peretz 
S.oleulda, lists the Hebrew language as one -ot the three ll4iJl pillars 
11 
upon which his theory- of progressiTe or spiritual nationalla is based. 
In his article, "What vill the Hebrew Language Give Us?" he replies that 
"Hebrew will give us honor and vigor" and goes on to say that while all 
- 16 -
nations erect lllOl2UIIBJlts of stone to retain Q;,;emories of national glory-, 
our only remaining monument .from our holy •ruins is the Hebrew language. 
Therefore, those who reject Hebrew, reject our entire people." Smolensld.n 
admitted that Hebrew was a dead language but vent on to s,q rhetorically, 
"he~ Jewish People ilin7 /tordlllg to the accepted ;,otion about a 
·people, we Jews are supposed .. to be dead and y:et the non-Jews seea to be 
afraid of us because we are aliYe and the thing_ that kept us aliYe was 
12 
the Hebrew language 8lld culture." · 
'While Smol.ensld.n's assertions constituted a !aerious challenge to 
the o1d Haskalah aehool of thought thq did not arouse widespread reactia 
as did the daring_ statements voiced by- Eliezer Ben Yehuda, the f'ather of 
spoken Hebrew. He was born as Eliezer PerlllBJl in the "ficiJai t)" of Vilna ,. 
in 1658 aad died in Jeruaalem in 1923. - Doring his lifetime he translated 
80118 works . into Hebrew, wrote lll8ll7 essays, edited several pet"iodicals, and 
compiled the "Dictionary of' the Old and New Hebrew Language", most volwaes · 
of which vere published posthumously. Following his matriculation he let.t 
Russia under the false name of Alianov in order to elude arrest tor social-
ist s,apathies. Upon arriYal in the French capital he asSlllled the surnaae-
ot BenYehuda, (Son of' Judah) si.J:lce his father's name was Yehuda, which he 
, used as a pseudon,a f'or the first tiaa in 1879 llllder an article to be dis-
cussed later. A.a a medical student in the Sorbonne UniYersity- in Paris ·he 
confided his ideals to his triads. Al though llOSt ot th• ridiculed hi• 
dream• of • ak:ing Hebrew once again the Yernacular ot t.Ae Jewish people, 
one young :un ~ Oetzel Zelikovitch, a Lithuanian YeshiYa student, 
encouraged him. Fram Zel.ikovi tch who had' spent couiderable time in North 
... . ;_ 
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Africa Ben Yehuda learned that there were Hebrew-speaking Jews in Tunis, 
ilgiers, and Morocco. The fact that there were Hebrew-speaking Jews 
already, encouraged Ben Yehuda andlk..,oved to him that bis dreams had a 
sound and realistic basis. 'l'lfe lat'ter attempted to make his rlews 
kno11n in an essq dispatched to the Hamaggid which refused to publish ~t. 
He then sent his article in the .torm of an open letter to Smolensld.n1s 
Hashahar. Peretz Smolensldn, the editor, silllpl,- ch&Dged the title 1'roll 
Sh1elah Lohetet (A Burning Question) to Sh1elah Nikhbadah (An :fJaportant 
· Question) and published it in his Hashahar issue of April, 1879-. Ben 
Yehuda1s rlewpoint is presented in clear and concise terms as .f'ollows: 
"If we still haven't despaired of living_ as a nation we must 
pay attention to our national tuture. If we are dead nov 
we shall rise -and live t0J10rrow: if we reside in foreign 
lands today, tomottow we shall be settled in our hc:neland; 
it today we speak foreign languages tomo?Tow we shall. speak 
Hebrew. For this is the hope of redemption and I know o:t 
no other ••• were I not to believe in the redemption of the 
Jewish people and its historical homeland then I 110uld ha.Te 
discarded Hebrew now as needless. In this respect the Berlin 
MaskiJ.lll were jutified in saying that the Hebrew language is 
onl7 a transition to Haskalah, because after having given up 
redemption they- .found no other use .for the language. For what 
is the Hebrew language, I ask 10u, sir, to a man who would 
cease to be a Hebrew. Is it any better than Latin and Greek? 
Wh,.- should we learn the H,2ew language and read its new 
literature ••• we shall be ble to revive the Hebrew language 
onl7 in a country where its Jevish inhabitants will eutmmber 
non-Jews. Let us then increase the n1aber of Jews in our 
desolate land and return the rest of our people to the land 
of their :forefathers. We shall revive the nation and thus its 
language will coae to lite too." 13 
Ben Yehuda followed this with another article in the Hashabar 
,"e'ntitled Veod au./sar lo lakahnu, (And Still We Have Hot Learned Our 
: .Lesson). After discussing internal dissen'f1on f'ran the days of' the 
Second COllllllonwealth to his own day he ends on an optimistic note: 
- 18 -
"There is a tuture tor this people in its own land and only in this • 
14 
land ••• of the people's cradle will the Hebrew spirit be revealed." 
Ben Yehuda wanted Hebrew to become the language not onl,- of scholars - , 
and scribes •but of all the people - workers, artisans, storekeepers., 
... . , . 
fal'Jlers., porters! etc. He wanted it to be the language t?_f all Jewish 
groups - Ashkenazim., Sephardim, Yemenites, and all European Jews ill · 
their relations vi th one another. His :aotiTeswas more poli tieal than 
cultural. To hi.a the problem ot spoken Hebrew .waa the aaae as the 
! linglliatic controvers,r in the pre-var J:utr...Hungarian. empire., the saae 
as the contrO"f'ersy in Russian-Poland and in British-Ireland and in Genum- · 
Posen. It was a Ti tal politic al matter, a means by which a nation arr:lTed 
at its political freedom. During his liteti:ae this was the dif'ference 
· between him. and the other people who believed in Hebrew speech both in 
and out of Palestine. Throughout his liteti:ae Ben Yehuda vu jut aa 
emphatic - or "fanatical." as his adversaries called hill - when he wrote 
in 1912 the pointed phrase, "Palestinian Jetrr7 v1ll be Hebraic or not 
1.5 
at all." 
Ben Yehuda' s views cae to be shared b;r a considerable maber ot 
Jewish intellectuals. Jmcmg them was David Gordon, the editor of the 
Haaaggid., who agreed that the language ot communication Bllong Jetrs in 
16 · . 
Palestine should be Hebrew only. One ot the ear~ Palestine pioneers, 
Yehiel Mithel Pines, who later cooperated with Ben Yelmda wrote, as earq 
as 1879., to the Mukeret Moshe Fund in Lendon., that he intended to make 17 . 
Hebrew a spoken lmiguage in his coloey. Pines incorporated the same 
18 
idea in the 1882 constitution of the Tehiyat Yisrael Societ,' in Jerusa1em. 
( . 
. . 
\: 
I .. 
\.. 
In 188.5 ten vineyard keepers of Rishon LeZion made an agreement to 
speak. only Hebrew with one another and to welcome one another with 
19 
"Shaloa." Simultaneously, propaganda for spoken Hebrew vaa carried 
on in the Diaspora by Hebrew-speaking organisations that -began to spring 
· up ·in many- eities and towns of Eutern Europe. In.1879 in the tUlOUB 
YeshiTah -o:t Volozhin. there was a Sllall Hebrew-speaking group of students. 
ID the early 8o•s there was a similar club organised in Vilna. The. con-
nection 'between Hebrew and Pal.estine is indicated in this club's awkward · . 
name, borrowed fr011 the Psahas; the organisation was cal.led. "Shaal.u Shalq 
. 20 
Yeruhal:,i.m, • . (Seek Ye the Weilare of Jeruaala). 
An-impo~t point of the B'nai Zion progrUl in Moscow in 1884, dealt 
with the dissemination of the Hebrew language aaong the Jewish youth aa 
21 
a :toundati:on of Hebrew national consciousness. In Warsaw too, there · 
existed such a society cal.led Satah Berurah where the members were r • 
22 
quired to speak Hebrew an hour a dq. Parallel organizations were 
toond in Odessa about 1888, and in Minsk about 1890. In their organiza-
tion notices they shoved their reaction to the Hastalah, announcing that 
their pm-pose "is to uke plans aboa.t our Holy Language which would not 
include paying final tribute to it before its hneral, but to restore · to 
. 23 
Hebrew its original. glor,r o:t 2,000 years ago, to bring it to lite." 
In a report trom Odessa, the center of the "Lovers of Zion" m.OTeaent, 
the writer takes issue with the skep~ asked •whether it YU 2rsa-
!!?!.! and whe~ it •s worth.,/" Jl-;,,4e Hebrew a spoken tongue. n He 
calls upon the "pioneers o:t the idea ot the revival ot the language" te 
118.k:e it easy :f'or the people to speak in Hebrew and not to tire th.ea out 
- 20 -
. 25 
with difficult rules and regulations. He concludes by saying that 
the ideal for which we have to aim with all our strength is that not 
oDly om: tongue should speak Hebrew but also our spirit, as if' it were 
the language in lihich we were. brought up. Only in . that manner will Hebrew 
, ~ 
speech becoae the "tongue among the peepl.e er Israel." 
Hebrew and Palestine are al:aost allf8Ts joined together in the period-
ical literature of those dqs. A teacher in a gOYermaental school for .. 
girls states openly that : the Jewish child is to be put on the "J&~ that 
leada_ to Zicm so that he will know)'! and feel°~with his heart W snl. 
.troa his early youth, that he. is a son of his people and theretore his 
. 27 
pri.Daar;r st11CJT :ma.st consist of Hebrew oDly." "Palestine is the onl7 
place in the world where there is J hope tor a new kind of Hebrew Haskalah 
. 28 ; - -
~ be created.," according to an uncontested opinion. in the Hatsef'irah. 
, ll 1 
s. L. Zitron C'!11]• 1natea an attack upon the inteJJigentsi~ with the state-
' !llellt that •the only salvation is the settlement of Israel and the revi.Tal 
29 . /\ 
of Hebrew." The role of the acadellic youth in this movement is under-
lined :ui an editorial greeting in the Bamelitz to the Hasnaonai student 
fraternity in Bucharest tor fostering Jewish national!• and Hebrew con-
30 
Tersation. 
The organic partnership between Zionisa and Hebrew found expression 
at the first Zionist Congress :ui Basle in 1897. It vaa endorsed by" the 
. 31 
Ii.shin.ff Center and other central Zionist headquarters. In 1905 in an 
open letter to Jewish youth, Joseph Vitldn, a leader in the Second Aliy'ah 
emphasizes Hebrew quite p'1Wl1nentl;r in his plea to establish a pioneer • 
. 32 
JllOTeaent for Palestine. That the teaching of Hebrew is a prerequisite 
t 
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for the resurgence of Jewisn nationalism is echoed in such later 
statements as the following: "The original foundation for the re-
33 
nascence ot aur people is the revival ••• of' the Hebrew language.," 
8Ifaticmalistic tra1ning requires before any-thing else the s'tl:u\r o:t the 
34 
Hebrew language tor its own sake," aThe national· language is the 
35 
pr:laar;r iutrumentality tor nationalistic education. More extreme 
Tins were expressed later by men like VJad1Jl:fr Jabotins]cy'., vho claiaed 
•that in natianal education, language·is the essence and the content is 
the shell" and that the schoeJ. ·•i.Jlplmts within the soul or its studenta 
not the language 11inch is ~ht bu~ the language in which they' are 
taught." 36 .t.,f /v ~ I , -
·~ ' . 
Ah.ad Ha,Ja al.so touched indirectly- on this probl• :ln his article, 
Kodesh Vehol. (Sacred and Profane), wherein he says that "we raise the 
shell to the dignity of the kernel, and do not deprive it of that clignit.f 
37 
even if the kernel withers." Nisson Tom-oft insists categorically' that 
"language is not the apparel of thought but one of the typical eharacter-
38 
istics consti tut:lng__ the latter." 
.l seriOUll question then ariaes, ~at 11: outaide iufiuences were so· 
"\~ great) 1ley 1a it that the Zionists did not tlll'll to Yiddish, the u:!.stiDg 
vernacular., instead of att•pting to rerltalize Hebrew as the colloquial 
language ot the Jewish people? Atter all, did not Nationalists in G~, 
France and Pel.and insist. on accentuating German., French and Polish? Did 
not Ital.J" discard cl.usical Latin and replace it. with Italian? There can 
be no single answer to the above question. In the first place, some Jewish 
Vational.ists did adopt Yiddish aa the national lan~e ot the Jewish 
' ' 
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people. 
/fv/ · 
Those were the Galut or Diaspora .)rationalists whose program was 
outlined by- Chayim Zhitlovsky in the following tri-partite set o.f' prin-
ciples: "One, Jews are a separate cultural people; two, Yiddish is their 
. naticmal. language; three, the secw.a;9Yiddish culture is the £,irito.al national 
h,-~eland of all Jews of all lands." · The second part of the~ogram concer-
ning Yiddish as the natiGD8l languag~ was proclaimed and ratified at the 
famous Tchernovitz Conf"erence and eTen accepted by- various Hebrew writers 
who attanpted as a coaproaise to interpolate a bi-lingual.ism o.f' their 
40 
own. HoveT~, these writers were Galuv-tionaliats who ratiODaliz~ 
their existence by :f'aYoring the c111.taral products o:f' the statws quo. They-
made no progrumatie attempts to revolutionize Jewish lif'e. They siapl.7 
wanted more f'avorable eondi tions, such as a certain amo'OJlt of cul tval 
autoDmy' in the Tarious countries of' Jewish dispersion. 
The Zionists, however, could not accept Yiddish for the following 
reasons: Hebrew was the language of' Jewish religious lite and institutions, 
,a po1nted qnt in previott!Jhaptuet. Interest in the Bible, initiated .1! 
the Maak1H• enhanced the role o:r Hebrew as a factor in Jewish life. Earl7 
Zionia attracted the intellegentaiawhich was Hebrew~ rather than 
jhe masses who were Yiddish-centered. For the Zionists oa 1816 o Wi£ IAi&:al, 
Yiddish was the product of the Galut. Since they- aimed to normalize the 
Jewish people in the cultural. as well as in the .political spheres, the 
Zionists insis~d on the language that would giTe the Jewish people histor-
ical continuity'. The logical language was Hebrew because through it contact 
was aade with the generations o:f' Jewrr ot the ancient past as well as with 
all t]fbS at Jews scattered throughout the globe, thus endoving Hebrew 
- 2.3 -
not only with the sanctity derived .fran the Scriptures, bnt with a 
modern function to unite the Jewish people and reconstruct Jewish 41 . 
life in the land of its birth. Ahad Ha-Am di£ferentiates 
sharply between Yiddish and Hebrew by defining Hebrew as a language 
of the past and an expression of the creativit,y of the classical past. 
He realizes that the adoption .of Yiddish was in the nature of a second 
42 
marriage and that "no second marriage succeeds in national life.• 
Loyalty to Hebrew was not the result of rationalization alone. 
labedded in the jew1sh people ~was a deep eaotional tie toward Hebrew 
as :tt wm, toward Palestine. It was an el•ent of unconditional faith 
in the revival of Hebrew as it was in the realization of Zionism. It 
vas looked upon as a s,mbol and a promise that the people will some 43 -
dq make Hebrew a spoken lmiguage. 
critic Reuben Brainin, who wrote: 
This was adduced b7 the Hebrew 
. Our language will remain a 11 terary tongue ,mderstood onl,-
by certain castes of our people but not b,- the entire people 
as long_ as it is not going to be the vernacular of our 
muses and the language of instruction in our schools, and 
as long. as it vil1 not be used in the .tal.tillllent of material 
needs. A.a long u we are not going to bring our language 
down frca ita pedestal to the urket place of life, so long 
as that does not happen no one can discuss seriousl7 the 
revival ot the Hebrew language. bh 
Several ;years later Brainin prophesied that if Hebrew were~ 
45 
revived our ;youth vouldDDt lO'f'e it "becaue the liTing love lite.• 
It was logical, therefore, for Zionists to resolve that Jewish educaticm 
is to be nationalistic in form and in content. Thia meant a total Hebrew 
46 
education. Once they arrived at the idea of a • odern Hebrew education 
f : . 
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they insisted it had to be according to the Natural Method which was 
looked upon with reverence and religious enthusiasm because "in the 
discovery of this aethod the teacher hoped to reri.ve in ~children 
of Israel their innate acute senses, which had become dull. in the Galut, 
.· . 47 1 
to restore strength in the Jewish boq and lll)lil't it." 
Another veteran teacher describes it differently: 11Ivrit Be-Ivrit 
introduces the child into the nationalist Hebraic atmosphere. It restores 
to hia his national language,· the language of Moses and~ sen .ot _Jesae, 
the language of our Torah and ot our Prophets, and along with the l.a1!lguage 
.~ . - -
the .pa.pill absorbs tr.. his early- ;youth an attinity- tc- his people ad a 
loTe tor its heroes who eonTerae in that language, the i-.ck whence it vu 
. c.}r""" . . 
hevnt 8lld lducation in Hebrew \n early age will shut out aaaia:ilation at 
.. 48 ' 
a la~ age."~ 
-
N1meroue" el•enta are I\ responsible tor the rise of the Natural Method. 
Ho doubt the growing discontent with social, econanic and political con-
ditions and the increasing aTersion to the as~1• 1Jator;r tendencies ot the 
.Haskalah are aaong tile contributingtactors. But in the final analy'sia 
there are two chief eleaents: one, the heritage~ the Haslcalah in revinng 
and enriching Hebrew and, two, the inescapable infil181lce of nationalism. 
Both led to tonmlation ot Zionist thought and the idea of Hebrf;v as a 
Ternacul.ar, and proT'i.de the ideological basis tor the Ivri t Be-Ivri t 
Method. • 
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Chapter III. 
IVRrr BJ!'-IVRIT AS METHOD 
The Natural Method in the teaching of languages has its roots 
in the fifteenth centur,-·DlC>Vellellt to have children speak their mother-
tongue correctly-. In his pedagogical writings, Juan.Luis Vi'ves, a 
Spaniard troa Valencia, advocated the use o:t the Direct Method. In 
the sixteenth cent'1ll")", Michel Montaigne, who infiuenced Rousseau con-
siderabl,-, pokes tun at those who teach La.till from ~oks by' transla-
, 
I 
tion and not through the mother-tongµe approach as he learned it when 
he was a child. Johann Amos Comenius, the :tirst to emphasize the val'U 
o:t visualization in language instruction, . stated categoricall3' that 
"every language J111St be learned by practice, rather than by- rules, 
especial.1,- by- hearing, reading, repeating, copying and by written or 
1 
oral attempt at imitation." 
The entry- of natllralistic theory into the schoolroom meant the 
exit of two older practices: namely- (1) preoccupation with f'ormal •gJ"anmar 
drills, and (2) l.illlitation of read1ng material to translation of classi-
2 ~ 
cal texts. · . Ref'ora along these lines became more pronounced in 1880 when 
n 
a German teacher n8Jlled Wilhel.ll Vietor published a paaphlet enti tl.ed: .. Der < ' ' -
Sprachunterrich muss llllkehren, (The Method of Language Instruction Mu.st 
. j 4 
Be Altered), .in which he urged the adoption o£ new methods leading to 
" . . 
the ~bing of languages as living subjects. Vietor•s pr-.poaals gave 
- . ' 
rise to numerous methods described in detail in the famous reports o:t 
4 I 
"The COlllllittee ot TvelTe." Numerous articles in the Hebrew periodicals 
in the final quarters of the past century' reTeal the intluence of the 
new methods. Outstanding among these are the Letters A.bout the Eduoation 
.. 
( 
( ,.; 
, _;,.. 
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and the Upbringing of Children, a series which extended over six issues 
5 
or Hakol in 1877. Sound advice to classroODl teachers to act onl7 as 
an "aid to nature in the· dffeloi:aent of eTerything that is good and ue-
tul in the child" is offered b7 Shal011 Halevi. Epstein. This realistic 
6 
approach is re~ted by' the same writer in nuaeroua colwms ~t Hatzetirah. 
Another writer vho urged additional space in journal .tor "practical. pedagogy" 
. ~ 
discussion is J. L. Da'rl.dovitch, a .trequent contributor to Haaelitz. 
An impressi.Te displq of knowledge ot general educational aills and 
methods is found in the writings 9f a Ben Dartd on the Problem ot Education 
' 8 ' 
and Solutions. More :pointed counsel to teachers to speak onl.7 Hebrew vi th 
-- , 9 
their pupils sneral hours daily- is giTen by- a writer named J •. DOlll&8hert~ky'. 
Another vri ter, Mena.she Iondiner, . shows a groping· tor better Mthods in an _ 
essay in which he urges a conference ot teachers and writers to deal with 
10 . 
this searching problem. 
It was during the. last quarter ot the nineteenth century that the 
Direct !!et.hod .tor the teaching ot Hebrew took shape and began to aak:e ad-
Tances in Jewish education. The following is an account by- Nissilll Behar, 
(aore about hiJa in chapter V ) principal of the Alliance Israelite UDiTer-
sale School in Conatantinope dllring the 7ears 1873-82; 
·Our Hebrew teacher was the taaous philosopher Reb Hqia Babani. 
Though his knowledge or Hebrew vu Tast, his • et.hod was trans-
lation tram Hebrew into Ladino, and at the ea.dot the first year 
I discovered· that the teacher succeeded in transmitting_ to the 
children the content bu.t not the language 1 taelt. The method ot 
study- ot the Hebrew language as t.he Hol,- To~ at that tbte did 
not sea .ettect1'9'8 _to :ae and I was en't'ious of the aethod used in 
the teaching of tlie ·liY:lng French language, ot which I was the 
instructor. I then approached Reb Ha,ia with the suggestion that · 
he set a special t1ae each day- tor the teaching of Hebrew according 
to the m.other~tong,ie or Froebelian Method, naael7, ITrit Be-Ivrit. 
Approximatel7, in 1874 did Reb Hqia begin to teach one class in 
( 
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Hebrew without translation but with the help of materials 
enumerated in the lists found in the books of Pestalozzi 
and Froebel. After the children became nuent in the 
language Reb Hayilt and the other teachers, his helpers, 
gave up the translation method and devoted themselves 
entirely- to the Natural Method. In 1883 as principal ot 
the Hatorah Vehaaelacha school in Jerusalem, I appointed 
Ben Yehuda as instructor of Hebrew o:t '1lf1' school and told 
hia about 'fll1' experillent in Constantinople and urgecl hill to 
concentrate upon this Mthod and to perfect it, arid so he 
did. The pupils of our school spoke a congloll.eration ot 
languages: Spaniolish, German, Arabic, Persian, Greek, 
Italim. In this envirOJDent Ben Yehuda began :t.o teach 
in the Hataral Method with great enthusiua and devotion 
he infiuenced all of-his students. Two of his early .tollow-
ers were Dartd Yellin and Joseph Meyuh&s who in the course 
. of time helped to dissend.nate the Natllral Method first in 
the tamel School and the Girls' School in Jerusal•, and 
afterward through the bread.th of our land and in the 
Diupora. ll 
Encouraged by' the success of the Natural Method in practice, Ben 
Yehuda iD a stirring essq in 1889 in the Hatsevi, called tor the teach-
ing of all Jewish subjects in Hebrew. He propagated :the idea that •the 
dq will coae when Israel will forsake the alien tongue and return to 
the languge of their fathers. On that da7 Israel. 1vill be one and his 
12 
language one." 
The cause ot Ivri t Be-Im. t as a method vas advanced with energy-
and enthusiasa by- the •teachers• teacher" Yitzhak Epstein. Epstein., 
like his older brother ?.al.man ( who became a Hebrew vri ter under the 
pseudonylll Shelmo Halkoshi) vas born in Liu.ban, White Russia. He was 
born in 1862 and died in 1943. Upon his graduatim trom the R11SSian 
"Realschul.e" in Odessa he wanted to take up agriculture. Bis application 
tor admission tea Russian agricultural college was ttll'ned down on account 
ot Epstein's Jewishness. Through the e:ttorts o:t M. L. Lillienbl1111 his 
• r 
( 
·' 
i 
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Hebrew tutor, he was included in a group of six young men recommended 
by- the Hoveve Zion Headquarters to stud;y agriculture in Palestine at 
the expense of Baron Rothschild. He arrived in Zikhti:-on Yaakov in 
I 
1886 and spent the following tour years in a aethodical study of horti-
culture. He later embarked on an educational. career and served: as a 
teacher ,principal aad supervisor both in Palestine and abroad. Epstein 
continued his own fOl"Jllal education in Switzerland where he was u1tillate. 
l;r awarded a doctorate ot philosophy- in education at the Universit,y of 
Lauaanne. , More about Yi tshak Epstein and his educational contributions . 
vill be related in Chapter \I which deals with Jewish education in Palestine. 
Yitzhak Epstein, while still an agricultural worker of Metulla in 
upper Galilee, was induced by-. a Sa.fed phy-sician to take over a Girls' 
School in that locality'. Faced with an impoTerished comumi t;r, vi tho11:t 
textbooks or other school facilities, Epstein, vho was a Tery resourceful 
person began to devise his own instructional materials. Though his pr:l.mar7 
interest was nature study', he taught all the subjects, using Hebrew as the 
language ot instruction. In teaching Hebrew and the Bible he employed the 
13 
Natural Method. In the meantime Yehuda Grazovaky: publicised the aethod 
ik 1h 
in 1893 in a special pamphlet called Hashitah Hatirtt Bel.ilamd Setat Ever, 
(The Natural Method in the Teaching of Hebrn). In 1895 Grasovsq C!lllbodied 
substant.iall;r the sae thoughts 1n an article in the Jerusalem Hatzevi., 
lS 
edited by Ben Y ehuda. A guarded yet optilliatic report on the status 
of ITrit B ... Ivrit in Palestine subsequentl.7 appeared in the Hashiloah OTer 
16 
the pseudonya "Medad• (J. Orazovsky). 
A detailed description of the Natural Method is contained in Yitzhak 
Epstein's article which appeared in the Hashiloah in 1899. In 1900 
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this was incorporated as the introduction to Epstein's textbook, Ivrit Be-
17 
Ivrit which also contains an outline of one hundred lessons for total 
beginners. ·(For further description ol the books mentioned in this chapter 
see Appendix D) •· In the Hamelitz, the pu.bl.icat.ion of the textbook was 
heralded by' his .follower and co-worker, s. H. Vilkcaitz, who prophesied 
that this book, Ivri t Be-Ivri t, was sure to . cause a •great and radical 
18 
change in the s'tudy of our language eTen in the Diaspora." Another 
textbook which appeared at .approxiaately the same ti.Ile was Leti Ha.tar by 
~ • 
»a'rid Yel+in who later on became~ aa i3 chainum of: the Vaad Hilaahon 
and the to\lDder of the Teachers' Saminar;r in the Bet Haker• quarter in 
Jerusalem. In the introduction the author explains that Hebrew reading takes 
a long tiae to learn because the children come to school unprepared vi th a 
vocabular.r. rt is, therefore, illlperatiTe to condition the pupils to Hebrew 
. 19 
c.S,nversaiicm. For this purpose Yellin reconnends •An.sch&~ Unterrichi"-
ji'ensocy acquaintance with surround1ng objects)-as an aid in teaching the 
children to Terbalize their axperienca. By preceding speaking to reading, 
Hebrew will be taught in the aae order aa other languages. He also claims 
that tile lessons contained in Leli Hat.at were first used in his own classroca 
20 
with pupils whose react.ions determined what te include in the text. Yell.h's 
book., divided into two parts., a Teachers' Manual and a Pupils' PriJlary' Text-
book, was also used ertensiTely in aan;r parts of the world. 
However, ~e major cont.ribu't:1.on to Ivrit Be-Ivrit wu made b,- Yitzhak 
Epstein. The atoraaentioned preface to Ivrit Be-Iffit entitled: Torat 
Hashitah Hativit is not so much a passionate plea for the introduction ot 
Iffi t Be-ITri t into the classroom as a rational explanation of the practical.-
. ity of the method and the logical aotivation tor its use. Epstein starts out 
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by saying that: 
If the Natural Method is essential in the teaching of 
completely dead languages it is so much more important 
in the teaching of Hebrew, a half'-dead language, life-
less in speech and aliTe only in its written form. Who-
ever studies Hebrew wants mostl,- to be able to express 
his thoughts in writing and that he could easily achieve 
through the Shitah Tirlt through speech. Whoever can 
speak a language is able to use it in a living, natural 
vay, so that when he wants to write in it he will find 
no obstacle in his path, for the language is upon his 
tongue, and from the tongue to the pen there is a short 
distance. Whoever is able only to write in a certain 
language cannot write well becauae when he :vri tes he trans-
lates fraa his mother-tongue into the foreign tongue and 
translation can never· take the place of th.e original.. And 
when he is seeking needed expressions he resorts to frag-
mentary passages taken from different books and expresses at 
t:lllles not what he wants to express but which is produced 
through the combination of these !ragments ••• This causes one not 
to listen to what he says or to what emanates fro• his pen. This 
habit to shut one's ears to avoid listening to his own lips, an · 
mmatural phenomenon in the learning of a language, has beccae 
natural among the majority of our brethren who write in Hebrew. 21 
Epstein supports the above claim with nmnerous examples !rem writers 
such as Abrameffitch, Steinberg, Shapiro and Sokolov. He contends that 
this "unnatura1• approach on the primary level of Jewish education is one 
of the chief reaaons for the "removal of our people from nature and fr<a 
22 
-the world of action." Although Epstein is greatl.7 concerned with mak-
ing the teaching of Hebrew as easy and as natural a process as possible• 
he opposes the idea of substituting Oerman words in Hebrew characters. 
That would be confusing since a child will not be able to read a Hebrew 
book because he would be accustomed to 8l'l0ther language, eTen. though it 
. 23 
nre in Hebrew letters. Instead, he urges teachers first to instruct 
their students "to speak". By al.lowing an hour every day divided into 
two periods for one whole year, the child, he believes, will learn the 
( 
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rudiments of the language without too much mental effort. The five-
six hundred words that he would learn during the period would enable 
hi.a to participate in a cODYersation in school when the time came to 
put a Reader in his hands. The pupil will encounter in his book the 
same words and sentences that become part ot his conscious understand-
ing and he will begin to read because the little that he learned of the 
language •will be his and the words that he will be reading will exercise 
the sae illpressfon upon hi.a as the words ot -. living language upon the. 
I 
child that uses it. The minute ~ the child's eyes combine the let~rs 
into a word his memory will visualize an object, a quality, or an actinty ••• 
vi tbout the aedilDl ot a translator. In this fashion, the child will be · 
happy- and " will find in his book things that are known to him and he 
. ~ . 
would nner believe that the book was so sillple." 
Against those who look with disfavor upon the Natural Method because 
25 
ot its connection with Nationalism Epstein argues that it would be 
illogical tor people to oppose a good teaching method just because the 
nationalists look upon it as a "means for the realization ot their hopes.• 
As tor the nationalists . they have a great deal to hope tor from the lfat-ar-
Al Method. The lfatural Method which obliges us to speak Hebrew to our 
pupils before they- are able to ·read the alphabet and to teach all Jewish 
subjects in that language will iJtpress "its .tundallentals upon our children. 
The language which the children speak tor eTen a limited aot1nt of time 
each dq tor six or snen ;years will not be eradicated soon tram the 
children's memory. The youngsters will not .forget it eTen if they cease 
to stud;f it through this Natural Method. Hebrew will becoae, Girsa diyan-
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kuta, the language of their childhood which the;y will love and enjoy, and 
when they _grow up and get the urge to read Hebrew they will easily be in 
a position to do so because or their familiarity with the fundamentals of 
the lasguage. And so the lave of the .Hebrew language will lead .th• to the 
26 
literature and later will bring than to their people." For this reason 
Yitzhak Eps~~ advises the use or a Hebrew-~ebrew dictionary-. 
A CCllparative twelT~int SUJrDIUll7 of the advantages or ITrit Be-
- .. 
ITrit OTer the Translation Method, contained in Ep•tein's two column 
article eatied: Kaaah Maalot Tovot Lashitah HatiTit al Shitah Hatirpin, 
27 
follows herewith: 
1. The Hatwal Method utilizes all the child's senses especial.q those 
of sight and touch. 
2. It can be UBed with Ter,- young children. 
3. When the child is introduced to the Bible he v.l.11 already' be familiar 
with the language and will be able to concentrate on the content. 
4. It eliminates the use of books at the beginning and brings the child 
clo•er to the vcrld aromd him. 
5. Since it proTides actirlty tor the child it ukes tor more pleasurable . 
1earm.ng. 
6. It promotes the child's pw• u • r power of observation. 
7. It enables the child to k thinlc in the language. 
8. It makes it possible tor the child to acquire indirectl.7 a great 
deal of genera1 knowledge. 
9. It enables the child to assimilate his studies •ore easily. 
10. Since the language is UBed throughout the stud;y session, the child 
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has more opport-unity to hear and use the language. 
n. It makes the process of writing in the language easier since the 
child is able to think in it. 
12. It enables the use of the same textbook in all countries, regardless 
of the -rernacul.ar. 
Epstein contiaued to re~orce bis I-rrit Be-ITrit theoey in a JmUer 
of articlea ·1n -rario'\18 publications. On variou occasions he suggests 
prcaoting the use of the -remacul.ar b;r creating congenial. eDTirornental ' 
ccmclitioml such as the founding ot Hebrew clubroGllS, choirs, athletic 
clubs, kindergartens, dramatic circles, etc. The transformation of 
Hebrew b'cn a written to a spoken language is the centt-al .th•e·of a 
treatise entitled: Hadibbur Hai-rri. Included in it are the role of 
aao17 in relation to the d:ittiClllt.7 ot acquiring linguistic facility', 
the •chai• of languages in general and ot the Hebrew language in 
28 
particular. In one of his last articles he brings to light a case 
in which an indirtdual who had studied English b;r the translation method 
tor a !l'Ulllber of years, ne-rertheless c•uld not speak it upon arri-ral in 
. 29 
the Ulli.ted States. 
Because 1111Ch has been :made ot the · external alldlari t.r between the 
30 
Berli ts Method and the Natural _Method, it is important to point out 
the clitterence between the two. The object of those who use the Berlitz 
Method vu to laarn a foreign language. Therefore, al.l the methodologic_al 
device• were diredted to that objecti-re. The books were designed tor-. 
ad1ll ts mostly-, hence no attention was paid to the content of the lesson ·. 
as long as it was possible to introduce -rocabul&l")" material in large quan-
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tities and to enable the student to get. ,closer with every lesson to his 
main aim, namel7, facility in the language. Yitzhak Epstein was inter-
ested in children primarily' and· becaue of that he drew .from the child I s 
experience tor his lesson uterial ad brought W life and J110Tement into 
the classroClll. Or better still Epstein took the class out into the opm .· · 
31 
to atudy", to make sure that he used stud7 matter comiected with nature. 
The Hatural. Method as viewed by- its proponents tollovs the mathc>d b)" 
which a child learns his mother-tongue. The language is to ccae to the 
child orally' and coDTer•ationally- w1 th specially prepared and pre-arranged 
32 
naterials. This &Yoids the pitfalls of nonsensical chit-chat and leads 
33 
to • !3811inghl •creatiTe cODTersation.• Directed coDTersaticm is not 
only- natural b)" itself in teaching languaie but it is particularl7 essen-31' . 
tial in the teaching ot Hebrew according to the Direct Method. Hebrelr 
coDTersation is compared in a sense to oral literature when carried on ·. 
under supervision since it gives the children an opportmdt)" to adopt not 
onl)" the language as such but also its spirit and its pecular fol"IIS ot 
3S 
expression. The acquisition or hnctional vocabulary, a primary require-
36 
ment in ~e _ Natural Metho~:'tlt::' um:versall.)" accepted, is described by-
H .A. Zutta, one ot the pioneers in the Natural Method: "To start G the child 
U- . t) to speak UGbrew waan~t as di.tticult as :.i• ag:lned at tirst. The tirst tort)" or 
.titt)"words were acquired by the pupils easily'. As a renl.t of Tari.0118 axer-
cises taken trom life these words were :iapressed upon the children who a~d 
th• correetl.)". Helptul. in it was the novelt)" of speaking Hebrew. The chil-
drem, Jll.8D)" of ·them of rich parents, could boast that Hebrew to thea~a 
living am spoken language. At 8JJT rate, the first few months m.an,- students 
and I were thrilled with Hebrew speech. I wuld prepare every- evening exercises 
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to interest the children and they would acquire the vocabulary vi th great 
37 
enthusiasm..• 
There are several advantages in the natural Method that are reiterated 
constantly. One is that it gives the learner not •r~ a Jl1111ber ot iso-
lated words, but a feeling ot vocabalary- iD its contextual fora. The 
student learn.a how to use the words acquired iD amt.ence fora thus inte-
38 
grating thea by" associative means into his aemory pattern. Another . 
asset to which frequent reference ia :ude, is the idea that Im.t Be-Iffit 
is more econcaical .and less tille,.connaing· than the translation :method, 
wherein verbal translation is wedged in between the Hebrew word 81ld essen-
tial perception. The latter point is ll&de clear by Mlotok in his intro-
39 . 
duction to the textbook Ka-Im. and by H. A. Zutta in his discussion of 
. 40 
the Heder Metukkan in the Diaspora. 
IntDately connected with the workability of the B'atural Method vu 
the problem of turning Hebrew into a real mother-tongue. There was onl7 
one direct way of doing it and that was to open the gates of the Jewish 
school to the future Jewish mothers and make it possible for tha to 
learn Hebrew, so that they in turn would bring up their children natural.17 
in the Hebrew language. This was realized eTen back in 1886 wha one writer 
bl 
suggested that Jewish mothers be prepared and trained for that purpose. 
A fe"8Jlt plea to give girls a Hebrew education tor the same reas0Jl8 is 
42 
contained in two articles written by a w011SJ1-teacher seTeral. years later •. 
. . 
Another woman-edll.cator draws upon Proebel's theories and his accOIIIPlishaenta 
to decr.r the tact that Jewish W0Jle11 entrust their children to non-Jad.sh 
nurses who sing Rusaian lullabies to them. Instead she suggest.a mmaeroua 
'. 
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4.3 
Hebrew nurse1"7 rhymes to be used by Jewish mothers. 
w,v> 
Dr. • Marcus Ehrenpreis, chief rabbi of Sweden, .ie among the first to 4h . 
urge Hebrew-speaking clubs to concentrate upon the 'women. A. M. 
~ BroaOVBky-, t a co~es~nden4~tr<a Lou&, ccaplilllents the local girls 
who speak a pertect Hebrew. Quoting a statement by Ben Y-ehuda, whose . 
ettorts in waJd ng ~e women of his own tad.17 speak Hebrew are well-kn) 
Levin-Epatein, Teteran Zionist, writes in his mea:,irs nthat as long as our 
women are not g_oing, to speak Hebrew there is no hope or reviving Hebrew 
46 l 
·among, the people.• 
il a session of the Yonnd1ng Conference ot the Palestinian Teachers 
Fede~ation in 1903, Alter Dro78,l10v., Hebrew publicist and later editor of· 
Hae>l8Jll, drew applause when., in the course of his reading or ntzhak Eps~in•s 
address on "The Characteristics of the School. and its Mission," cited 
Epstein as saying that "there mw,t be an effort made that the :mothers speak 
Hebrew with their children so that our language will becOll8 a real natural. 
47 
• other-tongue to the youngsters." 
"In order to utilize the many advantages that the Method is ottering ua" 
writes J. Yehielchik,· •we lll\18t create tor our children possibilities for 
Hebrew expression eTen before they' begin to attend the Reder so that they 
will find that they understand the language or instruction traa the first 
48 
minute of their arrival in school." I. I. Glass goes so tar as to · 
·49 
suggest that there should be a special kind ot Hebrew education tor girls. 
. . . 
This theme repeated itself in DlSll)" variations. One ot the most direct ap-
proaches is made by a writer named Israel Rogovin-who states that "a radical 
change mwst take place in the minds ot our people in relation to the teach1ng 
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of the Hebrew language and in connection with our outlook upon the Jewish 
woman. First and foremost, it is necessary to Judaize the Jewish woman, 
namely-, to strive that our daughters, upon whom all of our hopes rest as 
educators of the c01l:ing generation, acquire the knowledge of the Hebrew 50 -
language." . ~ Nachman Bialik del-y:es into Jewish histor.r when he sqs 
_ that "if alien wives were obstacles in the dqs of Ezra and Nehemiah, our 
own daughters gnw up to be estranged by themselves and became obstacles 
51 
in the education of our children." Judq Our Grazovsk;r also puts it in the. 
' . 
I 
negative when he sqs that "ther~ is roaa to ass1111e that one of the major 
factors in doming spoken Hebrew to oblivion was the COlllplete ignorance of 
52 
the Jewish :vaun in the past generations." 
Ge have_ seen then that th~ Natural Method originated in the teaching 
of the European Ternaculars. Though its use in the instruction of Hebrew 
was advocated by ~, it was tirst introduced in 1873 by Nisa:ill Behar in 
Constantinople. About . the same time variOU8 Hebrew educators in Palestine 
urged its use in the Jewish schools there. Its chief advantages, as out-
lined by- lipstein, one of its main proponents, include the utilization of 
all the child's senses in the process ot learning, the eJ1:adnation of the 
use of textbooks on the primary- level, · enabling the child to make :more 
rapid progress in his study- since the method aakes it possible tor hi.a to _ 
think in the language. 
The objections, both e110tional and ratiorial., to the Direct Method 
-· 53 
and to its formulators, the "Direct Methodists" constitutes the theme 
of the cliapter which i: to :foll~ · 
" 
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Chapter IV • . 
THE OPPOSITION TO IVRIT BE-IVRIT 
Strange as it ma,- seem, the opposition to the concept of ITrit 
Be-Ivri.t antedates .its practical appUcatien due to the .fact that the 
renewed emphasis on spoken Hebrew preceded the use ot the Natural • · 
Method. Juat as its exponents viewed ITrit Be-In-it as the means tor 
making Hebrew a vernacular and the strengthening~ nationalist senti-
ments,. ita ·opponents, by- and large, rejected it on the very same grounds~ 
l , . . 
' ' 
> ' 
The opposition to Ivri ~ Be-Ivri t c&11e _ !roa several sources. Among_ the . : , 
·antagonists were orthodox Jews, socialist-minded Y;ddishists, linguistic_ 
assimilationists and a surprisingly large and infi11ential grOllp o.f' Hebrew 
· writers and ecblcators. 
Religious ertrmist writers violentl7 attacked both the "Zionist , l . 
adV'enture" and Hebrew revival, because the;y were interested in the 
maintenance o£ traditicmaliSll both in Jewish lite and in Jewish educa-
tion. Typical ot the attacks upon the introductioh o.f' the Natural 
. . . . 
Method in Jewish schools were the articles in Hapeles, orthodox organ 
published in Berlin at the opening ot this century. One Joumalist who 
uses the pseudoll1JI "Jeshl11"'tm," accuses the Hebraists o.f' perpetrating 
. , -. 
upon the Jewish people the "empty deception o.f' Ivrit Be-ITrit," which 
. . . 2 
is an illlitation ot the .~on-Jewish ideolo17 ot nationalisa. Another 
writer, Koshe--.Shalom Kazarnov charges that the- Natural Method alienates 
• • • • f - ~.,. 
the children .from their parents, 0 ._and he · calls upon the Kizrachi to help · 
. .' . 3 . . . 
arrest the trend toward Ivri t Be-Ivri t. Gabriel Z I ev Kar11toliot, a 
"Dan-an" of the city of Grodna, storM against the Zionists who in their 
- .39 -
Re!ormed Heders (which he sarcastically spells out to read "Dangerous 
Heelers") engage in •Sikha betailah," (idle conversation) called Ivrit 
. . 
Be-In-it, thus keeping the children away from the important study ot 
4 
talmudical · commentaries. Equally" sarcastic is ~e . comunt JU.de by a 
German rabbi that the passage f'rom the Kiddush • ••• and He exalted us 
5 
above all tongues" - includes ·the Heb.rev tongue as well. The illplica-
tion is clear, Judaism as a religion is not contingent upon the Hebrew 
lan~e and hence the renaissance of the language is superfluous. 
Orthodox opposition to Iffit Be-I'ffit was by: no means lilli.ted to 
' . 
exegetical remarks or to acadelli.c diacuaaiQDS. Raring preachers, like 
Elyold.a Oetzel, the Maggid ot Horodna, Bialystok and Brisk, visited 
Jewish town1ets and hall.'ets tor .the upreas purpose ot agitating. against 
6 
Zionism. and the new forms ot Hebrew education. Chaim Veizman teat.I.ties 
that his enthusiastic support ot the Beder Metulckan in Pinsk, where Heb.rev 
was taught as a living. tongue, got him "into trouble with the ultr~rthodax 
vho threatened to denounce me to the police as an atheist, an enem;y ot God, 
7 
a disturber of the peace." 
The attacks upon Ivrit Be-Ivrit and its ad'f'ocates were universal and 
even in the city of Manchester, England, UDif orthodox rabbis objected to 
. 8 
the use ot Hebrew tor secular purposes. At a rabbinical meeting in Lon-
/ 
don dealing with matters ot marriage and divorce, one of the participants 
jllllped up and protested against the teaching of Hebrew through the Iv.rit 
9 
Be-Ivri t method which to hia was •trait as chazir" ( as repuoant as 7 
pork). In the Stepney section of that city, Board • embers ot the Talmud 
Torah I'ffit Be-I'ffit - (that vu its oftici~ name altho12gh unotticialq it 
vas known tor its location as the Redman 1s Road School) - where the Natural 
( . -~ 
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Method was used., objected to it Tery strongly. A compromise wu then 
effected by which half of the hours of instruction,- giTen over to 
rTrl t Be-ITri t and half' to the . translation aethod. This arrangement did 
not lut ..-er,- long and the opposition gro-up led by a pri..-ate aelamed 
ag1 tated both aaong parents and pupils against ITri t Be-Ivri t. It got to 
-- <> 
, ~ .where the students of the graduating clue went on strike demanding 
the "method by- which their parents had been taught." Fin.ally the princip-
al, J. K. Goldbloom, was 81DIDll0ned to a Din rorah (Rabbinical: Mal) bet ore 
10 
the ~•th Din, (Rabbinical -~ourt) headed by the presiding Dan"an, Dr. M. [ 
HJuson. The Yerdict of the rabbinical court issued on Jan. 2.5~ 1903, di-
rected. the continuation ot the Iffi t B"e-Iffi t aethod for the remainder ot 
the current tena and the holding of an exmnation at its conclusion and 
then if neceasar,- the reopming ot the cut at a general meeting at the · 
F '-
bflgi nning ot the school ;rear. The decision apparently tail'ed to · satisfy" 
the ndnori t,-, which withdrew and opened a new Talaud Torah where the trans-
11 
lation method reigned supreme. 
Across the ocean, in the United States, oppositi011 was just as strong., · 
according to the testimoey of the son of an .Aaerican-Hebrew teacher., who 
writes that his father was forced •to ..,gage in :many battles agains-t the 
fanatics who saw a danger to our religion in this Ivrit Be-Ivrit method 
12 
and who made his lite miserable and labelled him as a fence-breaker. 11 
In Palestine it was no different. Tald.ng a leading part in the organ:1.zed 
antagomsa to Ivrit Be-Iffit was the H&Tatzelet Journal mich Ticiousl.,T 
attacked the idea o! speaking the Holy Tongue and described a Teachers• 
Conference "as a 11eeting in Hades with Satan as head-teacher plotting the 
deatruction of Israel, the Torah and all that is sacred by :means ot oral 
13 
Hebrew in the new schools." The opening ot the first Hebrew kinder-
? 
( ·~ 
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garten in Jerusalem in 1903 wae greeted with a rabbinical proclamation 
14 
of excommunication signed by six local rabbis. 
The attitude of the ultra-religious segment, though not to be con-
doned is to be understood in its proper perspective, according to Pinhaa 
Scbi!fman who writes that its opposition •to living Hebrew speech and to 
the resurrection of the lan~.e require great probing and cannot be dis-
ld.ssed by a wa-e of the hand • .Among the intricate factors there is one 
P117Chological faotor which carries weight. B;r association the religiows 
ertraists see Hebrew accaapanied by a host pf1 phencmena trcm the wor1d 
ot heresy and without distinction they see Hebrew speech in itael.:f' a 
15 
source or apostacy." 
The Yiddishists were uneompromis1ngl7 against Ivrit Be-Ivrit as a 
result ot their adamant stand on Yiddish and the utter denial ot ' Hebrev · 
as a living tongue. Host vociferous were the spokesmen of the Bund Social-
ist Party, Chaim Zhitlovsky, rising theoretican or the time, and "Esther11 
(a revolutionary leader at the turn of the century. nie former ·compared 
16 
Yiddish to a young forest and Hebrew to a cemetery. The latter, follow-
ing_ the Tchernowi tz Conference, declared hereselt in favor ot putting an-
. 17 
other "mound of earth" over the corpse ot Hebrew. 
Vigorous oppoaiticn to the .Natural Method aanated tr011. circles that 
were interested in the mdernization and Russitication ot the Je1t1s. A 
t,pical. Haskalah-like approach is taken by Jacob Katzenelson in the Ruaao,,. 
Jewish p~gic journal Yevrei•k-n Shkola. The article rater~ io I"f'rit 
Be-Ivrit as the "natural utopia." · An apologetic attitude is displqed 
by J. L. Dartdort teh in the Baell tz in libich he favors the method of 
-c.· 
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translation into Russian because it will help the children (1) acquire 
the Russian language and (2) it will give them the advantage of being 
19 
able to present the virtues of Judaism in discussion with non-Jews. 
Likewise, J. H. Taviov, who figures prominently. as one of the lead-
ers in opposition· to In-it Be-Ivrit, warns his fellow-Jaws again8t spoken 
Hebrew because its uae •w111 be considered b.r (non-Jews) as artificial. · 
20 
isolation which aq cause a great deal of harm." He states that the 
•Holy Tongue was, is, and shall be, only a literary 1~." This • •· 
status of Hebrew "will not iprevent us in any wq from loving the language 
of the country- which we speak !ran our early youth and there is no need to 
add that this ideal love will not interfere in 9.D1' way- with the precise 
21 
ful.f'Ulment· of our civil duties." In a subsequent article, Tan.OT," 
announces with satisfaction that he received three letters in support of • 
his poaitl.on against Ivrit Be-Ivrit. Characteristicall,1' enough·two ot -the 
22 
letters were written in Russian and one in German. 
What was the official. government view of Ivrit Be-Ivrit? There is 
little in the sources that would indicate a favorable attitude. Assuaing 
that the Natural Method is a European product, there is on record the 
veiled advice of a Russiah Bishop to the Jewish camnbnity of Kovel, Wohlin, 
to stud;r the Torah, observe its laws and not to strive .tor European anlight-
23 
enment which ends in "heresy and nib1 J1 ma." A. note .t'rOR the Ministry of 
Enlightenment clarifying previous edicts issued to gubernatorial officials 
states that __ Jew:tsh subjects must be taught out or texts printed in Russl.a 
aind passed by the censors. This was clearly directed 'against the, taport ot 
. 
· Palestinian textbooks based upon Ivrit Be.;.Ivrit which fell into this cate-
24 
gory of banned books. Teaching' b,r the ·Di.rect Method was discouraged ex,.. 
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plicitly by a government inspector of schools in Yekaterinoslav in 1899 
during a visit to ~ Jewish school in that city. The teacher was warned 
that Hebrew was not to be spoken. When the instructor attempted to tell 
. him that Hebrew speech would illlprove the children• s understanding ot the 
prqers., the otficial' ·replied: "ve prq in ancient Slavic which we do not 2, 
understand either." 
26 
In Rumania, according to Israel Konovitz., Jewish educator who 
later elli.grated to the United States, there was clear opposition to the 
teaching .or Hebrew aa a spoken tongue. Konovitz relates in his History . 
ot Jewish Education in Rumania., that he applied for permission to publish 
a textbook based on the Natural Method. In a long-delayed official reply-
tram the Ministry ot Education; Konowi tz was · reprimmanded in unambiguous · 
terms as he was told t.hat "it is about ti.Ile we realized that the single· 
reason tor the teaching of some Hebrew in the Jewish schools is to enable 
the Jew to know how to read, to read the Scriptures and the order of 
. 27 
prayers and the liturgy or the synagogue." 
While the above attitude was ordinarily- expected frail Russian and 
RlJIU.Dian despotic otficial.doa, the .following may- at .first appear as a 
surprise. The idea of' spoken Hebrew and the introduction of modern 
methods or teaching was looked upon b,- scae prollinent Hebrew vri ters as 
. 28 
"boyish pranks" and subjected to considerable derision. Hebrew-
speaking individuals became the targets .tor the barbs ~ two satiric 
29 30 
humorists ot the age, Mendele Mokher Setarill and Sholom Aleichalll. 
The journalists ridiculed it more directly b7 terming the protagonists 
as the dreamers and the •new Don Quixotes who believe in the resurrection 
,, 
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31 
0£ the dead even without first having to roll underground," and who 
"learned in the meantime to chirp a tew Hebrew syllables on the .cross-
32 
roads." 
.l correspondent f'rom Yekaterinaalav sarcastically- characterized · 
Hebrew as a "dead language to the living and a living language to the 
dead." The latter had special reference to the Hebrew inscriptions on 
33 
taabstones that are inevitably- :t'olDld in cemeteries. The a ame thought 
was expressed b7 ·Peretz S110lensldn earlier in his reply- to Ben Yehuda 
when he said: "We shall be unable to make the language alread;y turned 
into duat a living language attar it has been dead and not used in 
34 
speech." While contindng his faith in the continuity of Hebrew's 
literar;y revival, Perets Smolensldn repeated his opposition more categor-
3S 
ically that "We have no desire to speak in the Hebrew language." 
While Sm.olenskin did agree in principle that_ some day- Hebrew :aight 
. 
become a spoken language in Palestine, ,his contemporary Moshe Leib Lillien-
bl1D saw no point in making an issue of it as mq be seen fraa the .f'ollowing 
. 
remark: "To restore Eretz Yisroel so that through it Hebrew Jll81' come to. li:te 
· is tantamount to building a beautihl. castle anc!- attractive palaces, not :t,e-
cause there is need for them but in order to have something to hang a me-
zzuzah on. What does it matter it and when we really su~ceed in rebuilding 
. the ruins .. ~.f' the land or our· :t'orefathers that German or English will be the 
spoken language of the people, and why' do I have to be a greater pat.riot 
.than were -iq ancestors? Our Father Abraham origjnaUy- trom Ur-Kasdin . am 
I • - • • 
no doubt spoke Aramaic _until he came to the land of Canaan where the spoken 
' language waa Hebrew ••• Hot tor the purpose ot reviving the Hebrew language 
. 
. ' 
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do we have to build Palestine but in order to raise our people from its 
. .36 
.. present · low political status. n It is also related that when Lillienblua 
··and Ben Yehuda met, the latter greeted hi:a in lfebrev as vas his custom, 
·, 
whereupon Lillienblum abruptly replied •in Yiddish: "Redt vie a mensch" 
. ' 37' ' 
( speak like a human being) • 
Among the vell-lmown Zionists and lfebraiats of that and the .following 
generation who <lid not see eye to eye vitq the advocates . o:t Hebrew 88 a 
vernacular in the Diaspora, were such important leaders as Nah,a SokolOlf, 
I _ • • _ • t • 
I 
Yoael Berdichevsky, Simon Bernfeld, Hillel Zeitlin and David Frischman. 
Sokolow was rather cold to the efforts of the Hebrew-speaking clubs whose 
38 
activities were reported in the Hatze:tirah llhich he edited. Shmary-ahu 
Levin saw a danger that in the Diaspora, due to untor"bmate conditions, 
"Hebrew will be the language of the very :tev.• He saw only one place in 
the world where the Hebrew language could develop in a natural wq and that 
. 39 
is in Palestine because th~re the language is alive. 
Bialik identif'ies himself' with ShJaar7ah1l Levin in the mat:ter of mak:1 ng 
Hebrew a spoken tongue in Palestine only. This stand, though pa:in.tul to 
Hebraists, vu taken by Bialik during a debate at the Ivriah Conf'erence in 
the Hague in 1907, where he expressed serious doubts about the work of the 
40 . 
Ivriah, the International Federation o:t Hebrev-8pt11ak1ng Societies. · It vaa 
there that Bialik deYeloped a theory, reiterated in an address 88 late as 
41 
1930 in Komo. The fact that Hebrew is not a spoken language said Bialik 
"is an asset rather than a liabiµ. t.r, :tor; had Hebrew been spoken it would 
have been a changed language because ot the JlaD1' dialects that would have 
- 46 -
evolved." He does not oppose the principle or speaking Hebrew but 
indicates that so long as the language "is not fed·from a natural 
source there will be no real creativit;r ••• no language in the world 
can develop -until there is a natural need tor it." Bialik was 
trankly skeptical about the ability to create that need. It is inter-
esting that while Bialik' s was a lonely voice at the Iniah Conterence, 
since onl::r a Hebrew-speaking element was represented there, he was not 
without supporters in his general contention that the emphasis in the 
. . 42 
nav education should be Hebrew 11 terature and not Hebrew speech • . 
Even BerdicheYsk;r, originator ot •shblui arakhia" (t.Tansvaluation . 
ot Tal.ues) in Judaima, indicated his deep disapproval ot Ivrit Be-Ivrit 
and 1 ts pl'OJl1llgators judging from the following quotation: 
Ivrit Be-Ivritl had become the slogan and the beginning ot 
all activity 8!10ngua. We have teachers who instruct their 
pupils in the language of Ivrit Be-Ivrit and have ude the 
Natural Method the (party) line. We already" have schools 
based on that method. • We have in this field many textbooks, 
and what is more, we·.-al.read;T have several writers who were 
born in this poor Hebrew circle and started out to write tor 
us a poor Hebrew in the language that was t.Tansmitted to them 
all in Hebrew. Rejoice, daughterf ot Jacobi After the cala, 
a stora, and after neglect and lack of a language ot the 
fathers there arose among us a generation that speaks in the 
language ot our prophets and vise menl And it is remarkable 
that this Hebrew-speaking generation is ver;r distinct trm the 
language o! the prophets and wise men. Mallbers ot this gen-
eration speaks Hebrew according to the roles ot the language· 
but their words do not emanate from the original and hava no 
spirit ot lite in them. And especiall;r those carr,ing the 
banner ot the Natural Method torgot the nature ot the language 
and know that what they write and speak is not even a sign of 
Hebrew. spirit, only a hand-u.de language, an artiticial language 
and an induatry- or single word8, a cawing parrot-lilce repetition 
and a sound ot words like a lap ot clq without fora. Indeed, 
. those people who learned Hebrew without the st.range methods and 
withou~ a systa, those who studied the Hebrew book before they' 
studied the Hebrew language, the;r and the;r only', comprehend the 
language and its spirit and in th• only' did the language strike 
root and the;r produced much more than those that learned Ivri t 
Be-Ivrit, those who learn Ivrit Be-Ivrit aa in essence. -To the 
,. 
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former the book was the mother-tongue. Many- passages were 
upon their lips and their Torah was in their bones and they 
knew the Book, and consequently knew their language. But 
the latter even though they know their language they don't 
kllow what is written in the Book •• .And it is found that the 
pupils who study according to the new method of Ivrit Be-Ivrit 
learn on a auch lover leve1 of' knowledge caapared to those who 
studied according to the old method, naae17 the translation 
method. And experience has shown the new lll8thod produced not 
a single scholar in Hebrew literature. 43 
Concurring with Berdichevsk;r ~ the venerable Siaon Bernf'eld. 
He too maintained that the products of Ivrit Be-Ivrit lmow only the 
body' of Hebrn and not 1 ts soul, and that it vu a utopian idea to 
· think that the Jew will return to ·bis language tbro~ I'frit Be-Ivrit. 
In 1911 he stated that the Hebrew language vil1 DeYer becoae a spoken, 
. •. 
livillg tongµe after it had ceaaed being so, "The flower," he said, •that 
44 
was once p1'1cked cannot be regraf'ted to its stem.• A year later 
Berntel.d _ wrote: •rt has neTer happened to a:tl1' language in the world, not · 
eTen to a dialect, that it shoUl.d be revived af'ter having ceased to be spoken: 
A glass dish once broken cannot be mended again. Languag~, the natural 
developaent of which terminated and hu stopped being used by- the people, 
will like al1 historical examples beccae a historical literature and a 
45 
rel.igjous langµag~ but not a living .folk tongue." In the 881le skeptical 
vein argued A. Mirsky when he replied in the negative to bis own rhetorical 
46 
question whether the ideal of' Hebrew revival can be realized Al.though .f'or 
47 
obvious reasons, he does see hope for it in Palestine • 
. One of' the serious objections to !Tri t Be-J:vri t was the contention that 
48 
Hebrew -lacked the proper means of expression. In order to remedi the 
situation., there was launched a mo.vement to expand the Hebrew language b;r 
adapting Talmudic expressions and by taking_ in words .f'rca oriental languages 
especially f'rom Arabic, . 
- 48 -
and by- drawing upon the Aramaic and Chaldean 
,o 
. languages tor a reserve vocabulary. These measures were to give the 
. 51 
Hebrew language a vocabulary adequate for all needs. Thus the f'omd .. 
,,. ation f'or a revived Hebrew philological. literature was laid in the earl,1' 
nineties of the past centlll"1.'. Special BUppleaents to the existing · 
52 
pEriodical.s dealing with linguistic problems were instituted. 
The first mont.hl.7 dedicated to the interests ot· the r~ssance ot 
the language was to haTe been Haiffiah, edited by Gershon Buer, but when 
the publication appeared it vu enti tl.ed Hasharon. It. was in this peri~ 
odical, of' 1h ich only' one issue appeared, that the first installaent of' 
. g . 
Joseph nausner•s dissertation Halashon Haivrit Lashon Hqah saw light. 
The COJ1plete ·~ssq, devoted to a discussion o£ "the revi.Tal of' t.he Hebri,v 
-- 54 
language on a scientific basis" was finally published in 1896. In it 
nausner ottered a systematic method of expanding the language but unfor-
t'tlDately his SJ. ggestions were not generally accepted and opponents of 
Hebrew like Tavivov and others continued to eaplp].ain about the poverty 
of Hebrew. · others revived their earlier objections to the "expansionists" 
;; 
who were trying to bring in a new "jargon." Jo~ the chorus of' thos_e 
who questioned the Marhivai Huata who steered clear of Biblical sources 56 -
was J. H. Ravnitzky in a lengthy article Tehizat Yisrael Usetato • 
.A.had Ha-am, noted Zionist philosopher, also shows :aarked displeasure 
w1 th the experts devoted to the artificial upansion of the langµage. He 
dimaisses their work as less important than the expansion or thought, a 51 · 
task awaiting real thinkers and great writers. The problea, according 
to him, is not inadequacy of the means o£ expression but the "insutficiency 58 . 
of knowledge-content worthy or expression." On one occasion he does 
( 
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write to s. Tchernowitz that he doubted the possibility of teaching the 
59 
sciences and all other subjects in the Hebrew language. Many of the 
objections to Ivrit Be-Ivrit are on educationaJ. grounds. A common state-
ment otten repeated · is that the Natural Method is really mmatural in the 
case of Hebrew because the child learns no Hebrew Tocabul.ar,- at hcae and 
60 
has to be taught ever,rthing in school and therefore, it is only a 
61. 
"man-made" method. 
· There are also those like the pedagogic Polish vri ter mo argued back 
in 1903, that Ivrit Be-ITrit is good for children llbo would spend about. six 
to seven years in school and could well afford to waste a · fev years on con- ' 
Tersations, but tor those . children who spend ~ three or f 01Jr ;years, Ivri t 
. 62 
Be-J:vri t means jut a lot of "useless talk." · In 1897, A. H. Zupnik, a 
Galician teacher contended that the Natural Method a&J' be satistactor,--ui 
other schools but it is not suitable tor Jewish schools becaue ot the 
higher requirements of more basic knowledge that are expected in the 
63 
latter. 
'lhe opponents of In-it Be-IYrit also charge that pupils exposed to 
that :method leave without a clear idea of the real· connotations of ~ 
Hebrew language because they are content with the shallow understanding 
of mere vorda, a situation leading to the superficialities usuaU,- dis-
64 
pla,-ed bl the artificial Hebrew dialogue ot the routine programs and 
~ ' 
parties. $Qll8 teachers felt that the :; 11etf textbooks were interior to 
~ . . 
the old ones. 
. . . 
Katerial.istic motivations torm the background or the anti-Ivrit Be• 
67 
Ivri t arganenta by vri tera of old textbooks. based on the translation method. 
V eated interests are also directly responsible tor the phy'sical. action taken 
against teachers or the Natural Method b,- old-ti:ae • elamdill, who felt that 
- 50 .-
they would in ·the course ot t:iJlle become unemployed and displaced by modern 
68 . · 
Hebrew teachers. · A. s. Herschberg, local historian, relates the un-
pleasant incident of a :modern Hebrew teacher naaed Chailll Jacob Kraer, 
head of a Beder Met'Ulckan, who was driven out ot Bialy-stok in 1892 -by the 
old-tashioned •melamdill." A cantsporar,y Beder Hetuldam teacher Henacheia 
69 
Hendel Kirlinsky, tollowed h1ll to Lodz in 1895, tor the same reason. 
The introdnction of Ivrit Be-Ivrit in RUll8llla wu opposed by the teachers 
70 
theaselves at a conterence in 1902. .Al.though a methodological reason 
' 
was given tor . this step there is no doubt that it inTolnd ?the livelihood 
-
·. 
of a number of individtmls threatened by- the nev Mt.hod. This was true in . ''.· · 
71 
Galicia, as it was in • 8117 parts of Rwssia_and Poland. For example out-
right opposition to Ivrit Be-Ivrit.was voiced by the m•bers of the Reder 
· Metukkan taclll. ty in P.insk whoa one would have i••g:fJv=td to be vhol.-heartedly' 
n . u 
tor Ivrit Be-Ivrit, because that town w.s considered a Zionist strongbCDld. 
Moat comprehensive and • oat representative to this da1' of the liter~ 
tore against the Natural Method is the essq by David Frischman on the Beder 
Hetllkkan ihich .contains among other things thef'ollowing: 
~ 
The truth is that the Natural Method is everything_ you want 
it to be but · natural.. On the contrary, it is very, !!!Z E!!:: 
natural. It is· true that at the most ve can visul.ise such 
a llethod in Erets Israel. where the spoken language is already' 
popularized enough and the enrl.romaent is a Hebrew environ-
ment ••• Under -sueh conditions we find that the language is 
indeed a natural one something which is not so here, where the . 
rather and "the • other and the aaid Uld the g~vermss and the 
etorekeeper ••• speak a really' dif'terent language. And ao, we 
find that this Natural Method here is no :more than a pl9: thing, 
a lie, &l'Jd a torgerr, and of necessity it becClllea a joke and a 
burden, because n load llpOD the child sanethillg whieh is_, super-
n110us and double the aount ot vork. The re81Jlt is that he 
forgets even the little he is being. forced to learn. 74 
In his attack on the Natural Method, Frischman pa:ra tribute to the 
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old method of teaching nwhich has been hallowed by age" and warns of the 
danger of giving the Hebrew teachers a free hand in revolutionizing the 
methods of study'. He berates the concentration an aethod; to hill the 
11hov" is not important. Heal.so pokes fun at the argument that Ivrit Be-
ITrit is "for the good of the natiann and resents the :tact that those who 
are agains't it are labelled as traitors. Frischman declares that as a 
"proud BUll'1 who hates modesty-" his "little finger" has more love for our 
language than a · thowsand aelaadila put together.• In repl,- to whose who 
criticised hi.a, Frisehun replied to the et:tect, •I aa no tailor and 7et 
. 1, 
I can recogniae the proper tit 1n· a suit." 
In an article co-ending_Eliezer Ben Yehuda an his sixtieth anniver-
S&rJ", Reuba Bra:inin writes: "And ,rlQ': deDT the truth? Though mt a :tev, 
ffen SIIODg those who write in Hebrew and wen aaong those who call tbea-
selves national.ista, who used all their might to ridictll.e him. (Ben Yehuda). 
M8IJ1' were his adversaries who !ought h:bl vi thout partictll.ar choice as to 76 -
weapons, D18IJ1' were his opponents, his oppressors ••• " Brainin1s descrip,,-
·t1on ot the opposition to Ben Yehuda and his ideal ot spoken Hebrew, 1IJIJ.T 
well be applied to those antagonists~ his followers and disciples who 
were determined in favor of Ivrit Be,.Ivrit and whose progress will be 
discussed in tuture chapters. 
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Chapter V. 
THE VANGUARD ROU: OF THE PALESTINIAN SCHOOL SYSTEM 
For· tworeuns it was assumed that the HatlJral Method wow.d origin.;. 
all,- be introdnced in Palestine in.a rural school. First, its novelty 
would not appear to attract the traditional element of the old Yishuv 
in urban cammmities. In the second place, the pioneer settlers of. the 
DP colonies possessed a naturai. ideological atf'inity.tor uldng Hebrew 
the l~e ot a rebuilt Zion • .let~, it did not turn out his wq. 
·The teaching ot Hebrew aa a aodem language was begun in ancient 
Jerusal• in one ot the schools ot the Al.1iance Israelite Univeraelle, 
an organization openly-·hostile to Zionism, or at best, otficial.l,7 neutra:t 
1 
towards it. The Alliance School was a product ot the w.iance Israelite 
UniTerselle, the slogan of which vaa •Kol Yisrael HaTerim• (all Jen are-
boWld together). Originally- the Alliance wanted to alleviate the suffer-
ingot the oriental Mediterranean Jews by- intervention through French 
diplc:aatic channels usuaJ.ly in Turkey, and by- means ot education - religi0l18 
education in liturgical. Hebrew and general education in French. The early · 
f'oundars ot the Alliance also urged that the Jews wherever they- lived, 
engag_e in manual labor. 
Carl Netter of MiJcvelr Israel, represented the old leaders who made an 
attempt to adj_ust "the Alliance to the vs.nous enTironments in which thq 
f'unctioned. _But there arose a new group ot leaders like Harcisse Le'f'en, 
Solomon Reinach and Jacques Begar whose sole interest was the dissemina-
tion of French .culture among Eastern jewries. Like the Christian Mission 
Schools the Alliance Institutions became the :means to an end. Fram lll8Jl1' 
points ot view the coru,equences were aeldaa desirable. Generations of 
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French-speaking Jewish youth formed small detached islands in the various 
countries of the Levant. They were detached .f'rom their immediate native 
Arab surroundings and became logical candidates :for emigration to distant 
lands. 
The Palestinian Alliance schools might · have followed the same pattern · 
as the Alliance-directed educational s;rstems in nearby countries, were it 
not for a few individuals courageous enollgh to change the com-se of events. 
One of these Tali.ant souls W'U: Kissi.a Behar. Kissi.JI Behar, Jerusal•-born 
. .. ·r .. 
and Paris-educated principal o.f' Hatorah V ehamelakha school in the Hol7 City, 
' . . 
was unique in the service personnel of the .Alliance. He had alread7 displq-
ed his independence of organizational policies while heading a Jewish. school 
2 
in Turkey. In 1883 Behar appointed Eliezer BenYehuda, a recent resident 
ot Jeruaalem at the time, to the stat£ of his school and authorized h1a to 
teach Hebrew as a modern tongue as alread;r described. He eTen insisted on 
the use of Hebrew during the extra-curricular activities in the school yard, 
appointing monitors to punish their fellow students who would dare to play-
.3 
' Ben Yehuda tells of his historical. assigiaent as follows: 
" ••• also wi't.h regard to the revival~ ot the language there is 
little I could· do but to speak Hebrew with 'IIq w:L:t.'e and with 
the people that I met from time to time. But ·this actirlty' 
was not enougll in rJY" opinion. Nov r realized that at best 
even with the new .generation Hebrew vernacular will progress 
but slovl;y-. In order to hasten the 'rejuvenation ot the Hebrew 
language through .speech we llUSt utilize the children alread;y' in 
Palestine and condition them to it. But how does one reach these 
children? ••• Assistance ~ this matter came·troa an unexpected 
direction. One ·· cloud7 dq in the rainy" season of Tevet a man 
came into my h0111.8and addressed me in Hebrew: 'My' name ia Nissim 
Behar and I am delegated by the Alliance Israelite Universelle 
to open a Boys School in this city. I have, therefore, coae to 
propose to you, sir, to become a teacher o! Hebrew in ,q- school.' 
t-:". 
- , 
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I replied: 'I shall gladly accept the ofter ••• only on this stipu-
lated condition that I shall converse with the pupils in Hebrew 
only. No other language will .the children hear fran me and in no 
other language will I permit them to talk to me. ' 'I have there£ ore., 
come to you with this proposal' said Nissim Behar - 'because I 
heard about you and your idea on the ren:val of. the language and 
wish .to give you an opportunity to carry out your thoughts in 
practice in this school.• I then consented although the sala17 
ottered me was verr· low, ti.tty francs a month tor six hours ot 
teaching daily., but I must sq that even this meager sum that 
Behar ottered m.e was unauthorized, for in the Alliance Budget 
there was no provision at all made for a teacher of Hebrew. ot the 
two hundred francs which were designated for two Hakhaa for the 
-; 'I)_'~;,:" 
teaching ot religion, Mr. Nissia Behar deducted twent;r-five fraDCs 
monthly- .trcn each of them and allocated this sua tor the payment .. · ~ 
of a teacher of the Hebrew language! Thus was created the Ivrit Be- , 
Ivrit 11ethod and thua was begun Hebrew conversation between a , ·' . - ~. 
teacher and his student in our times and t.o Mr. Niasim Behar we owe: _ · 
a great deb1J of gratitude for this great achievement in the histo1"7 · -
of the revival ot · the language. 4 
Following Ben Yehuda1s resignation due to ill health his place was 
taken b7 two of his disciples., Joseph Meyuhas and David Yellin • . 'lbe latter., 
' 
recognized at an early- age for his pedagogic talenta., was ll&de instructor 
aven prior to his graduation frOJll that school. David Yell.in was greatly 
intluenced by' his father-in-law., Yehiel Mikhal Pines, a "Bilu" pioneer., 
and by- Ben Yehuda. His personal success as a teacher and author ot school 
texts., and his tearless advocacy- of Ivrit Be-Im.t earned him the title , 
"main pillar ot Hebrew teaching in Jerusalem." 
In 1893., a special exam1nation given in all _classes ot Behar's Alliance 
Boys School in the presence ot government officials, Arab and Jewish.notables, 
' 6 ' 
· revealed that the students made important strides in their Hebrew studies. -. 
· _ .. Earlier in 1889 ITI'it Be-Ivrit was introduced tor c011petitive reasons in 
. ,.;,. . ' 
the other bro Jerusalem schools. One ot these was the o~dest existing 
schoo1 in the city, the Lam.el .School, founded in 1856 by' Elsie Von Herz 
Lamel in l18110ry of her rather. The other institution was the Evalyna de 
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Rothschild School for girls, directed, by Fortlllla Bachar, the sister of 
Nissim Behar through whose efforts Ben Yehuda's wife Devorah was appoint-
ed Hebrew teacher t.here. 
In the latter part of' the past century the new Pal.estine colonization 
projects in general and its educational undertakings in particular depended 
upon the support of the great benefactor, the Baron Edmund (Benjamin) 
' 
. Rothschl.1:d . of' Paris. The atti tud.e of' the Bar01\tovard the revinl of' Hebrew 
as a modarn language vas rather favorable as he was known to hue gi Ten a · 
' 
. llOlltbl.7 ·subsid7 to Eliezer Ben Yehuda. for . his periodical. · Michael Erlanger, 
. ~ .. - ~ ·: . " 
a prominent ·French Jew and chief ot the philanthropist's adrisors on Jewish 
attairs, writes in a letter that •The Baron knows as we do that t.here is no 
~ . 
nation v:Uhout a language of its ovn. In Tiev of the fact that 11e already' have 
7 
an ancient langoage ••• we Jll118t bring it back to IU'e • ..-
Rothschild's positive atti tode towards Hebrew was hardlT retlected in 
the actions ot the adminV1trators of his colonies. To the supervisor the 
schools represented one ot the manTitells requiring budgetary treataent in 
. 
the f' orm ot a teacher engaged tor a certain · period or tillle. In the begin-· 
ning Hebrew presented no probls to th•_ and when it did Rothsehild • s appoint.-
ad aanagers eTen favored Im.t B-Ivrit, · not tor nationalistic motives nor 
tor pedag~gj.c reasons but because of' their derogatory outlook upon Yiddish. 
"They also tel:t a duty to uphold the teacher, their •ployee, who swod tor 
. ' . 8 . . . - . . .· . 
this (natural) method," . against the obstinate old-fashioned -~ants who. 
insisted upon the old Heder -vith Yiddish as the language_ of' instruction .~ 
Jewish subjects. 
· ~ ·teacher-adll:inistrator alliance was of short duration and changed 
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into a teacher-parent coalition against the coloey official. The latter, 
being a career supervisor, with his roots• in France was basically inter-
ested in furthering French infiuence and Franch linguistic patters. Due 
to his actiYe encouragaaent, French chatter and trips to Paris beca.e the 
9 
. Yogue among the 7oung women of' the. colonies. . The aTerage adJl1u111trator,· 
therefore, began to object to and to obstruct the Hebraization of the 
schools since that interfered with the Europeanisation or the Baron I a 
settlements. · Waging var with the Baron's burea110rac7 vu no~ task 
but it becaae the ~t. ot the pioneer-teachers in the aev .villag~s. · These 
I 
men wanted to eaal.ate the · ad.Tances made in the Bilu colonies ot Gedera, 
Hadera and Rehovot, where French vaa nner adllitted and Hebrew vas in a 
privileged position as a aatter or established custom. 
Among the better known ,ranguard educators in rural areas. were: 
Mordecai Lubnan, a civil engineer by profession and inspector of schools •· 
10 
in the southern or Judaean region. Lu.bun, also a teacher of mathemat-
ics, died at the age of thirty-eight. Elijah Sapir of Petah Tikr&ti, also 
a teacher of' .Arabic and co-author ot early Hebrew textbooks, vas forced to 
resign by' the Baron's administrators. Dartd Judelowits, of' Rishon Le-Zion;: -: 
.. 
vu one of' the charter members ot the secret Tebiyat Yisrael Society in , · . ' 
i 
Jerusalea and an early disciple of Ben Yehuda. Zev Yaa,retz ~t Zikron Jacob, 
vu also an author of~ Hebrew texts, the best known of' which is a .Bistorz: 
. . 11 . 
o! the Jews. Yehudah Grasowsky'-<hlr of' .lkron, vas p!\'blicist, author and ~oa-
piler ot ~ Hebrew-Hebrew dictionar.,. S1.Jlha Wilk~tz ot Reho,rot took Yitshak 
Epstein's positio.n in Sated vhen the latter vent abroad to complet!t his · 
studies. Shillon Vitld.n headed a Reder Ketukkan in Kursk, Russia, prior to 
his caaillg to Palestine, whereas his son, Joseph V~tkin ot Gedera., was author 
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12 
of the famous "call, to Jewish youth in the Diaspora." 
An enthusiastic report of educational achievement in Palestine in 
the year 1891 is contained in the .t'ollow:tng correspondence: 
Our .t'ellow Jews in the-Diaspora are in DO va,- able to picture 
to themaelTes a school in Palestine as I could not visualize 
it until r vu prirtl.eged b.T Ged to ccae here and see it with 
_,. own eyes. In Rishon Lezion there is a co-educational. schoo1 
where the children o.t' nine ,-ears and oTer speak Hebrew nuentl.,-
and easil,-. Conducting the school are expert teachers devoted 
with their heart and soul to the great and hol,- task in which 
thq are engaged. Heither the pen,nor one's mouth can .describe 
the j"7 that a lover ot our people and ; our language feels at the 
sight of this school ~ The Palestinian :School. The ruling and 
spoken l.angaage ·is Hebrew, something that neYer appeared eYen 
in the night dreams of Naphtali Herz ·Weasel,-, Isaac Erter and 
Adam . Hakohefn Lebensohn. 13 
A modest beg.hm1ng al.ong the lines o:t a teachers' organization vaa 
14 
made in 1891 at the initiative o:t Grazowak7 and Judelovitz. The organ-
ization, consisting of only" thirteen members·, known as the Asefat Hamorill 
(Teachers' Assembly) existed for about tour years. ot inaediate illportance 
was the f'act that the Asefat Hamori.Jll had beccae the "h011e address" and the 
ral.lying point of the new immigrant-teachers that began to arrive in the 
countr,- in large numbers. ot educational signi:ticance was the continuoua 
. lS 
attempt to construct a uniform curricul'IDI. eabodying the•aiu of the group. 
Within that time it succeeded under the cha:1rnumship ·ot Mordecai Lubaan to 
establish atter considerable discussion that "The Hebrew language is to be . 
the single language o:t al.l subjects taught in the (Jewish schools ot 
' 16 
',, -Palestilne. • 
Warm tribute is paid to Mordecai Luhnan as the pioneer "to whoa ve· 
owe man;r thanks for malc1ng Hebrew the main language of the school and in 
which one taught arithaetic, geography, general hist.or,- and the natural 
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17 
sciences." This did not come about without a struggle. There was 
internal opposition due to disbelief in the ability to invent Hebrew 
scientific terminology and due to the real lack of proper texts. The · ~..,-
first was 'met with a declaration of faith that if other peoples had 
. 18 
dane it the Jett1s can likewise do it. The second objection was OTer-
ccne· in part _by- the resourcefulness of the teachers themselves. Lubman 
improvised a bo~k on· nature-etudy entitled: Sihot Bj_yediot Hateva (Con-
. . 
versations OD Jature), based on a Russian text by- Anton Zubov. Judelowits 
. I 
caaposed a He~ew Geography-, Shraga Fe:i.vel Rosen, prepared .tor translation 
lessons in g~al history, and Ben Yehuda was commissioned to write a 
19 
Students• ~stoey or the Jews. Grazowsq, Tziprin and Judelowitz were · 
responsible for the first complete series of Heb~w textbooks on JDaD7 , , , , __ ·:., 
20 . · 
, · · sub1ecta. 
Innuential in adapting the Hebrew language to the teaching of all 
subject matter was Yitzhak Epstein whose Im.t Be-I'Yrit, ~ alrea~ man-
ll 
tioned, received world-wide acclaia b7 Jewish educators. In PaJ.estine 
his very presence radiated encouragement and ~dance in the new app!'9ACh. 
,;., . 
He was tbe first to have the -Natural Method permeate all of his teachings. 
Instead or bringing the subject of Bo~ into the classr001ll he preferred 
to take the class out into the open fields in the "lap or nature. st A.a a 
progressive educator he alW818 _'advocated :aore pupil activit,- and a reduc-
22 . ,, ·. 
ti.on ot the teacher's role to that or a guide. In his e.tforta to maintain 
,., /'- i .,.;, w ' ' ~ 
1.:~t . ·. ·'·.·.the cb1l.c:t1·a iiotivation and interest Epstein would seek to utilin· ~ · 
, , •,' .• I • • . 23 
· . pupil's "sixth s~e, nam.el;r the sense ~ J110Tement." During his ten 
years of work in the northern part of Pales~ the "Master11 disseminated 
( 
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the two concepts which have become part of Jewish education in that coun- · 
try' to this day. They are the intensive study of' the local flora and 
.t auna and the idea of manual labor, preferably in an agricw:tural setting ... 
According to Bissan Touro.tt who knew Yitzhak Epstein from close range -
"'l'he latter was endowed by' nature itself with physical and mental qualities 
that :ma.de it possible :tor me to create around hill an atmosphere o.t ease 
24 
and joy;..11 His edncator-:triends, there.fore, found it 8861' and pleasant 
- ' 
to heed their "master's" voice when he pict-ured the Natural Method as 
.. i 
atanding· and m-ging: . "Teachersl teachers! instruct ,-our pupils not the 
theory or the language but the language itself - speak to the children 
25 
as their· own mother would speak to them in their language all da;y." 
The .tirst Hebrew kindergarten was foonded in 1898 in the· colo~ or . 
Rishon Lezion. It was the outgrowth of a pre-prilller ·class in existence 
since 1894. The first teacher was Esther Shapiro, who received her Jewish 
education in the local Hebrew School under Judelowitz. For her practical 
training she was sent to work in the English-speaking kindergarten of' the 
26 
~a de Rothschild School in Jerusalem. The budget f'or the first 
kindergarten was provided .from Baron Rothschild's funds. 
In 1903. the first Hebrew kindergarten was opened in Jerusalem in the 
27 
face of much opposition on the part of the ultra--religious element. The 
sponsoring group, the B1nai B1rith Lodge .of that city, declared the atiis 
of the kindergarten to be: (1) To teach the Hebrew language to the tots 
· so that they will not find the language too difficult upon entering the 
elementary school, and {2) To give them an appropriate and mod.em edncation.• 
This statement was directed against the practice of turning pre-school chil-
;""~ 
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. 
dren over for supervision to a ''Maestra," a Sephardic caretaker who would . 
sit and lmit while the children would be required to sit on the fioor in 
absolute silence • . The whole "Maestra" syst• under UlUJ1-gi.enic conditions 
. 26 
-continued to exist tor many years to come. 
The second kindergarten opened in 1904 near the Meah Shearim, and 
the third in 1906 in the Old City. All three were financed by the Hil!s-
Terein." The tunctioning_o.r the ldndergarten 1n the cit,r of Jerusalem 
compelled the adm1n1,stration of the Eval111a de Rothschild School to engage 
' 
a Hebrew.-speald.ng teacher for i_.ts own English ld.ndergarten. Jatta organ-
ized its first Hebrew kindergarten in 1904 and was followed by Rehovot, 
Hai.ta, Sated, Ti.berias and in Jerusalem. The children spoke .elnen difter- . 
ent languages upon enrollaent in the Hebrew kindergartens wherein they were 
to learn the one language that ·was to unite thea. 
Criticism of the conduct ot the kindergarten in Palestine was aired at 
the Teachers' Conference in Zikhron Yaakov in 1903. The lecturer, a Mrs. 
Kom.aroft, a kindergarten teacher herself, telt, among other things that 
29 
the kindergarten was not the place to teachchildren reading and writillg. 
As a result of this session some kindergarten teachers vent abroad to stud;r 
the profession more thoroughly. But it was not until 1911 when the first . 
trained kindergarten teachers arriTed in Pal.est1D:e directl,- from the 
11Pestalozz111 - Froebel Haus8 m .Berlin. Jaong the .first group were Sarah 
Epstein and Teminah Soehowolslq, who vent to Jatta, . and Hqa Broide, 
30 ]:· •:. 
~,..~ . Shelollit Fl.alJlll and Hasia Feinsod-Sukenik, who settled in Jeruaalea. 
The fOlDlding of the Hebrew kindergarten served the advancement ot Hnrev . 
as a mother-tongue to an unforeseeable extent. On account ot the children . 
. 
~ 
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the parents began to take the language seriously • . The vicious attacks 
of the orthodo.Jcy' were answered by men like Eliezer Ben Yehuda and his son 
31 
Ittamar Ben Avi, and the kindergarten with its emphasis not only on He-
brew but also·.on health measures and personal hygiene became an established 
landmark on the educational map ot Palestine. 
Just as the appearance of primary education 'Was a boon to the Hebraiza-_ 
tion ot Palestine so was the emergence of secondar,y education a step in the 
right direction. The problea of the hture ot Hebrew elementary school grad-
' 
uates weigJled heavily upon the minds ot the parents and troubled the con-
. . 
science ot the educators. Yet, when Dr. Judah Leib Ma-tmon..Cohen annolD'lCed 
in Septeber, 1905, the opening ot the Oymna.sium, Herzliah, in Jafta, he waa 
~•ted with a shower ot abuse and suspicion. To the Earopean.-ed:llcated ~etr 
a Gyanasi'Ull was in the categol"7 of the Holyot Holies where toot his kind 
could ever enter. Perhaps the ph;ysical. appearance or Herzliah, a two-rocm 
house in an Arab llley:, was just a shocking sight to him. Many- of the 
teachers wre incensed to the point ot drmring up a protest resolution 
against the iapudence of a colleague. Were it not tor the pleaa ot the 
venerable Yishai Adler and Alexander Ziskind Rabinowitz there would h&Te 
been on record .a stinging r~solution opposing the establishment ot the 
32 
Herzliah G,-maaium. 
Much to the surprise ot ~ obaerYers Herzliah began its growth 
trca the very first year of its tomding. Increasing DUll.bers ot students 
tram Russia and other countries eagerly- c me to Palestine tor the sole 
purpose ot at~ classes in th~ Jaffa Gymnasium, as Herzliah was ccmmon-
q called at the time. Four years later the cornerstone was laid for a new 
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school building, and the added facilities naturally brought about a 
continued expansion of its educational. program despite the lack ot 
appropriate textbooks on the secondary level and the absence of ade-
quately prepared s,tatr -members. With the organization of the Agudat 
-Hagpmasia Haivrit, a sponsoring group, the ;institution passed .f'rcm 
33 
priTate hands to public control. 
Jerusalem, already proud of its "Bezalel" Art School, founded in 
1906'by- Professo~ Boris (Z~ Dov) Schatz soon boasted of a Hebrew 
Oymnasiua as well. The H:illsverein Teachers' Sem:i.nary and the Geraan 
Oymnasilllll were regarded ,as inadequate by- parents who wished to see their 
children exposed to higher education but could not atford to send them. to 
Jatta, a cOJlllittee of parents and other interested lay people __ got together· 
- and inati tuted the project in 1908. This vas a co11111Ull8l. venture .frail the 
very start though it did not enjoy the publicity and fanf'are that Herzliah 
seemed to have monopolized. Among the known founders were Dr. Nattali 
Weitz, Dr. Yitzhak Lerl and ~oshua Barzilai (Eisenstadt), a Zionist cultur-
al leader. The faculty included Yitzh~ Ben Zerl. and his vile Rachel 
34 
Yanait. 
The more traditional. wing or the nationalistic Jews residing in 
Jeruaal• opened ;in 1909 a Reformed Heder which ultimately developed 
into the Tahkmoni Schoo1. Its main innoTation aa distinguished froa 
3, . 
other Hedoria was the teaching of the 'talllud in Hebrew. The initiati"f9 
seemed to have COllS frcm .the Mizrachi .branch in !'rank:turt. It vu derided , 
by sme Zionists as a "Ko~er High School under the auspices ot the 
Jerusalem rabbinate .and Yeshivah (Tahm.dical Academy-) officialdom." 
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Although the Haolam, organ of the World Zionist Organization, saw fit 
36 
to attack the proposal. at times as a partisan intrigue, the school 
nevertheless made headway and, like the Ja.tta School by the same 11811le1 
served as a prototype of the Misrachi educational. system that arose in 
Eastern Europe ,-ears later. 
The force llhich sought to unify, if not to make uniform, Jewish 
education in Palestine and which succeeded to a large exte'nt was ~e 
Histadru.t Hamorim Haiffim BeEretz ·Yisrael (Palestine l"edar~tion of 
' -
Teachers). The Federation was brought into existence at a special 
conference held in the colony Zikhron YaakOY in the sU111111er of 190.3, and 
attended by nllllerOws educational l~-leaders, among the aost ~tant 
.  
of whom was M. M. Ussishkin, chairman of the Odessa HOYeTe Zion at the . .- , . 
time.. rts aims were: 
(1) To improve the status of education in Palestine and to giTe all. the 
schools a nationalist Hebrew culture. 
(2) To :reTive the Hebrew language and the Jewish spirit in all the schools. 
(3) To better the econanic and professional conditions of the school . 
. 37 
teachers in Palestine •. 
Consistent with the above aims, particularly the first two, the 
Federation in 1907", prepared a uni!ol'lll curriculua for all elementary 
. 38 
schools, both rural and urban. In its introduction the authors made 
' . 
it clear that thq did not consider the "cmTent ;tatus .ot the scho~' which 
,/ 
was changing before their eyes the type' ~ school ~ch according to th• 
could and should be the normal type of ·a public school in our land, that we 
· 39 . . 
must attain in the near future." This curriculllm was the first great step 
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.forward in the direction of raising Hebrew educational standards. The 
second concrete step was the institution of examinations for aspiring 
teachers. Of the ·tventy c~didates examined ill 19081 thee were dis-
qualified completel)r. Another illlprovement was the setting up of a 
publishing house, Kohelet, f'or the purpose of publishing suitable class-
roan materials. · The teachers' ncircular Letters" and the two organs 
Hahinukh and Ham.oledet for teachers and youth, respectively, soon :followed. 
The infiux of' teachers from the· European Reformed lfeders made itseU 
felt in Palestine. In addition to the educators mentioned above there 
were the following: Eliezer Feff'er, a former Talmud Torah principal iD 
Kh·erson, Southern Russia, came to teach in the Girls I School in Jaffa. 
Dr. Joseph Seliger, veteran Galician pedagogue, founded the Takhkemoni. 
School in that city• Barukh Zusmans.-Yekutieli, principal of a Hader 
Metukkan in Lithuania, also taught in the school in Jaffa. Samuel 
Pinhasawitz, one of the first Ivrit Be-Ivrit teachers in the famous 
Beder Metukkan in Nikolayev was among the founders of the Teachers• Feder- , 
ation. Dr. Joseph Luria, ~principal of a modern schmol in Warsaw named . 
Hinukh, first taught in the Herzliah G,ynmasillll and then headed the Merku 
Hamorlm of' the Teachers' Federation shortly before World War I. He was . 
later in charge of' the Education Department of the Zionist Organization in 
Palestine. Yehiel Yehielchik-Yehieli, a pioneer teacher according to .:~e · 
Natural Method taught in the Girls' School in Jaffa. .., ..... . 
. ... 40 · 
Yishai Adler, one of' the moat succesatul teachers of' Ivri t Be-Ivri t '. · · 
was engag~d in Rehovot f'or three years before going on to the Jaf':ra ·school. 
- ' 
His weekly pedagogic discilssions and regular school visits are well remembered. 
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Shelomo Schiller, once head of the Hebrew School system in Galicia, took 
over upon arrival in Palestine the leadership of the Jerusalem Gymnasium. 
Nissan Tourof.f's appointment to the principalship of the Jaf'f'a Girls' 
School brought considerable improvement to the institution af'ter repeated 
change of directors. Touro.f! was born in the town o! Nesvezh near the city 
or Minsk. His !amiliari ty vi th the Heder lasted only a .few semesters since 
. . 
he received his early Jewish and general education (in Russian) .traa private 
~-, 
teachers. As a youth he was also a student in the art schools of Koscow and 
Vilna. By' the age of thirty, Tourof'! graduated troa the Vilna Teachers In-
stitute and succeeded in obtaining employment in _a government-supported 
school. He then vent abroad to stu.d7 at the universities o.t Strassburg, 
Zurich and Berne. He finaJJy- received his doctorate f'rom the Universit.f o.t 
Lausanne where he met Yitzhak Epstein the educator, and Saul Tchernichovsk;y, 
the poet. Upon his return to Russia, Touro.tf' was appointed Regional inspector 
or Jewish schools, a position he left to go to Palestine. (More on Touro.tt 
will be .found in the following chapter). Touroff' was interested in the 
aesthetic dffelopment of his s tud~ts and as a result enco~raged the intro-
duction o.t the arts into the school ataosph~re. In addition to his original. 
duties he became the dean of' the newly organized 1iomen's Seminary- .tor Teachers, 
• later named after the Hebrew writer, A. L. Levinsky. When the Hoveve ZiCID of' 
Odessa took over the financial responsibilit.f ot Herzliah, they- appointed 
Touro!! to be their authorized representative on the Gpmasium.'s faculty 
council. Touro£!1 s work as editor o.t Hahinukh was well. regarded as one ot · 
. - , . 
. I . 
his co-workers testifies: He approached his task with a sense of responsibil-
ity. His plans were bro~er than those of the Hapadgog _(magazine+ in Warsaw ••• 
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The editor would sit up nights ••• and polish and arrange the subnµ.tted 
41 
manuscripts ••• 
The success of the Natural Method in Palestine stimulated the open-
Ding ot modern Hebrew schools in the nearby countries b)" Palestinian 
·teachers. An announcement by the Merkaz Hamorill appeared in the Haolam to 
the effect that Pal.estine was unable to meet the ·requests f'ro.11 the Diaspora 
tor Ivrit Be-Ivrit teaching personnel. The announcement included the public 
. . .. . . . ,. 42 
· .. : ·• ··appeal to European teachers to volunteer 1or work in Mediterranean lands. 
In a sense' this was a partial. realisation •ot Abad Ha-m's prophecy in which 
Palestine, as the cultural center, was to provide teachers to the periphery. 
43 
It is known that Yi tzhak Epstein conducted a succesahl school in Sal.onild, 
Greece (see following chapter) and DaTid Judelowits introduced Hebrew as .a 
-,darn subject in Alexandria, Kgypt. When the offensive against the Alliance 
.. 
schools was extended beyond the borders of Palestine, a group of Palestd.n:ian 
educators, headed by' the Sephardic writer, A. D:maH4h,took over a deserted 
Tabmd Torah in the cit," of Damascus and established a modern Hebrew schoo1 
and kindergarten· there~ The Alliance soon tried to caabat this 110ve b7 
-
using all wanner of intimidation and presS1Jre, ineludillg release of inf'orma.-
tion to the Turkish Oovermaent on the aS'Ubve~sive Nature" ot the work carried 
44 
on by the Hebraists.a 
In Paleetine, 1'riction developed betwe~ the Alliance and the Hoveve 
Zion over the sponsorship or ·~chools. In 1r,93; when Israel Belld.nd'a· pri-
vate Hebrew school was forced to close dawn in ~atta, a group of local 181' 
leaders reopened it as a COIDlllU4, undertaking. In order to assure its con-
, 
tinued existence . the7 applied :tor subventions from both the HoveTit Zion 
central office in Odessa and the Alliance headquarters in Paris. With the 
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help of both organizations the Jaffa leaders also opened a Girls' School 
in that city. Major di:fferences developed between the Alliance and the 
local school administration on the question of preparing the fin students 
of the oldest class for teaching. The Alliance ordered that the class should 
close because it was not interested in traurl.ng teachers for modern Hebrew. 
Curiously- enough, sane of the appeals for Hebrew in Palestine were in German. 
The following was written by- the B'nai Moshe Chapter in Warsaw to the 
Alliance Headquart.er~ . in Paris. The excerpt herewith reproduced frca Lewin-. 
Epstein's memoirs, emphasizes the importance of Hebrew as a force for unity 
among the various Palestinian Jewish groups. ''Man kann uber die Wichtigkeit 
des grundlichen hebraischen Unterrichts in alien ubrigen judischen Schul.en 
urtheilen wiei.nan will1 dass aber in dem Schul.en 1m Heiligen Lande, wo Kinder 
der Aachkenazia lDld Sephardia1 Kinder aus RUBaland und Arabien auf einer Bank 
sitzen1 ia Schulen 1m Lande, der Wiege der judischer Nation, dass dort das 
Hebraisch eine dom1n1rende Stell,mg einnebmen muss, daruber existirt in der 
45 
offentlichen Meimmg der Spender keine Meinungsverschiedenheit." After~ 
vain protests to Odessa and Paris the teachers decided to continue the class 
even if they- had to instruct the students gratis, which they- did for a tiae.-
After ten years of struggle over the teachers I Hebraization policy the 
dual sponsorsb:1.p was dissolved and the Boys' School was taken over complete-
ly by the Alliance, whereas the Girls' School was retained by the Hoveve 
46 . . 
Zion. In conjunction with the Girls' School the Hoveve Zion ultimately 
opened a Teachers' Seminary- for Women (named atter the writer A. L.Levinsky) 
47 . 
in 1913, under the direction of Nissan Touroff. 
Of great assistance in com.batting the French influence of the· Alliance 
in Palestine was the appearance of the Hilfsverein der Deutachen Juden, as 
an educational factor in that country-. The original motives of the Hilfs-
verein1 otherwise known as"Ezra" (the educational. body) in Palestine, were 
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not dissimilar to the reasons which gave rise to the Alliance •·s inter-
est in education. The Hilf'sverein was to serve Imperial Germany in its 
"Drang nach Osten" (Drive to the East) b;y carrying Genum · culture to the· 
·Balkans and Aaia· Minor, -in -the-·smae manner as the Alliance ·had been 
serrlng the interests of 'the Republic of France in that part ot .the world. 
In order to weaken the , French hold upon the schools, the teaching of Hebrew . 
u a modern language was not only ·tolerated but encouraged b;y Esra officials. 
'J.hi's atti tu.de was laid down ·as official policy by Paul Nathan, head of ' the 
·Hilfsverein, in 1907. -On the ev-e of his inspection viait ·to Palestine fu ~ 
.1987, · he announced to the world that the Hilfnerein was taking into consid-
eration the wiil of the Jews in the Near East. It supported thea not as a 
potential German,,.spealdng element but as Jews and in 'its schools -Hebrew · 
:~:.· · was the language of speech and instruction. Dr. Nathan went on ·to ~ •. • 
size that'' neither the Berlin nor the P~s pattern will succeed in Pales-
tine and we are prepared to make use of our knowledge and abili ti in accor--
48 
dance with local needs." 
Following ·Nathan1s return from Israel the Hiltsverein made known ita 
plan f'or '. the establishment in Haifa of a technical high school and college. 
The announcement generated great enthusiasm among Zionists ·in general and 
_, 
Palestinian teachers in particular. When the b~dinga were about to be 
callpleted the· news spread to the effect that the language -ot ·1natruction 
. ' 
1il ·the new inati tutions· would be not Hebrew but German. The interventi~ 
. 
on the part ·of Zionist· leaders ·1n and out of' Palestine produced no · change 
in the decision. The tirst step opposing the ·ruling cmae fraa the head,. 
· 49 
quarters ·of the Teachers• Federation~ The teachers opened their often-
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sive with a counter demand to use Hebrew in instructing the sciences 
not only in the proposed technical college.but also in all existing 
Ezra schools. This took on the form of an ultim;atum resulting 1n 
nation-wide strikes by teachers; students and parents.. The opposition 
·-
movement could not be suppressed even with the help or the police and 
the intercession of the powerful Genaan Consul against the "Russian 
Nihilists" who preferred Hebrew to German. The Teachers' Federation 
opened one school after another in C011p9tition with the H:Uf'sverein 
schools. Of !'ift,--six teachers !'ormer~ employed by the HilfSYerein, 
. ,o 
. forty-one immediately joined the faculties of the dissenting group. 
The victor;r was won but the responsibility of the victors was now imnaense; 
Having lost an illlportant source of income the small PalestiJ:lian Yismrr, 
aided by limited Zionist .tunda, had to shoulder the educational. task 
alone. 
Compared to the seveiiteen schools in existence in 190.3, there were 
now sixty schools in 191.3. The qualitative progress made by the schools 
due to the persistent use of the Ivrit Be.J:Trit method by the teachers · 
aq best be summed up in the words of the originally skeptical Abad Ha-
aa who wrote a year later: 
•I observed the educational work in Palestine at its . inception 
eighteen years ago and in my heart I couldn't believe that 
these isolated teachers who instilled the great ideal of Hebrew · 
education and who began to realize it in practice with their 
limited strength - that they woald realJ.7 succeed in bringing · 
abcnlt such a sp1r1 tul revolution in our world ••• I ban now 
cc:ae and observed •• .Bebrev education in the Hebrew language. 
It is no long$?' mi ideal in Palestine but actual lite, a natar- · 
a1 ·phenoaenon, the existence of which is a necessity and ita 
disappearance canmt be i.Jlagined any :more ••• Whoever beholds all 
this now and recalls what the situation was before nm.et admit 
that indeed a revolution took place in the land and that the 
HebrA teacher bu been victorioua." Sl 
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Chapter VI 
PROGRESS OF THE NATURAL METHOD IN EUROPE 
The Natural Method successfully introduced in Palestine had an 
-- -
enormous ef'.tect upon Jewish education in Eastern Europe. The ehannel 
through whi~h Ivri t Be-Ivri t penetrated into the Diaspora was the 
Re.formed Beder, the origin ot which datet back to the ldddle eighties 
of the p~t centur;y-, or EJYen earlier. In several issues ~ the Hatzef"ir-ah 
! 
in 1886, we find repeated announcements to the effect that Tillansq's 
Heder Metukkan in the city of Warsaw was being_ transferred from one loc• 
i . 
to another. A. year later in an unsigned article in the same publication 
a vri ter takes coamomaJ leaders to task for allowing the Hadari:a Metukkan:im 
/_ to remain in the hands of individuals rather than ha.Te th• taken OTer by 
2 
the conaunities. 
These priTate schools were designed for the wealthy and middle-class 
Jewish children who were in a position to pay tuition tees for a long 
. 3 
period of time._ Event~ thq furnished the synthesis beween the 
old-fashioned heder and the assimilated school. A.side trcn the physical ··· 
improvements the "Reformed Hedar" included secular material taken .tram · 
the curricula o.t the general European school, such as Arithmetic, · 
Geograp1J1', Nature Studies, ·etc. lhe Heder Meb1kkan upheld tradition in 
that it taught the conv~~ional subject--ma.tter and it was modern in its 
decorua and method ot · teaching. 
The chief innovation as far as methodology- was concerned in the 
.) , 
'. 
~-
··- n -
latter Hadari.m Metukkanilll was the use o£ the Natural Method in the 
teaching of Hebrew. '.the teachers were greatly ·encouraged b7 Yitzhak 
Epstein, who ez:ploded the notion that "onl7 in Palestine is it ~ssible 4 . .· '. 
to teach through Ivri t Be-Im. t." His idea was that since in the 
lands outside of Palestine our children are g1 ven less time tor Hebrew,· 
"it is certainly inetmbent upon us to select a good and easy-method, 
-· naael7, the Shitah Tirtt," (the Natural Method). · 
. Educators were espeeiall:r e&g'1" tor educational 11&teria1 emanating -: 
trca Palestine, such as Gruovsq's Bet Serer Ivri and Yellin's r.eti · 5 . . -
Hatat. N'Ullerous teachers later recalled those days when they loeked 
with great lenging_ to Palestine tor educati:onal guidance.Their en-
thu.siasa tor the Natural Method is refiected by' H. A. Zutta, known 
Hebrew School. principal in Russia, as he testifies ot his experience . 
in 1895 in the city ot Kharkov. 
The third winter ot rq teaching_ we were pleasantly surprised 
when in reply to a letter b7 1fl1' students to the Girls School 
in J atta, they .recei-nd an. answer s.i_gn$d by all the D1811bers 
o£ an entire class. · In additicm to a Jl111lber ot copies cd 
GrasoTaq•s textbook, "Bet Sefer Ivri, 11 first edition. In 
our tillle -it is illpossible to describe the i:mensity ot our 
joy over this daring exper:iJllent. Our eyes did not tire ot 
looking at it; we swallowed fferr word, ffery passage, and 
each storr wa,s an outstanding_ pbenomenou, and the unusual 
print, the gray paper, the .strange letters - all that imbu~ 
us with .a . new spirit. The critical attitude which we allowed 
ourselTes to take towards 1_t1188ian. textbooks we -soon discarded · 
in?I"eterence to the Palestinian books. With regard to the - . . 
latter we permitted ourselves no degree ot criticism whatever. . ~ .. ,.._,. -
We looked upon thea vi th the comern o~ a loving· mother~'..I · , . · ~ , . · \ 
then introduced these books iri the .~iYat class"'idthoiit asld.ng ... 
the 1Gabbaim.' ' (Trustees)•• .The textbook "Bet Sef'er Im"· ,. · · : · ,. 
aroused in me and iii Yehieli the thought ot Hebrew conversation 
and teaching in Hebrew. 6 
Although abuses ot the Natural Method were quite cmon in sane 
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7 
~adarim MetukkaDi.JI, real advances were made in others. Most famous 
among the Ha.dariJn Metukkanim which became the Ivri t Be-Ivri t laboratories 
was the one lecated in Hoael.. This cit,:, located on the main line be-· 
ween St •. Peteraberg and Odessa, was a natlll"al setting tor liberal -ex- · 
pertaents. Both nationalist and socialist tendencies were rampant there. 
Pro-Palestine sentiments becU1e respectable phencmena nen vi th a man · 
8 
like .lbrahaa. EliashllV, . Govenment Rabbi of Homel. When t.he Zienist· · 
. . , 
' . 
!fm'~t. vu otticiall;r la1mched on a world scale in 1897; it ru ~-
' . ~ 
... 
Mordecai ben Hillel . Ha-Cohen· ·of Hoael. · who deliTered· the first '.; aDd enlT ;', -9 . t .-
address in .Hebrew at the Bule Congress. In the lead:ing· Heder h~ 
. . 
b;f· Sbel0118 Frankel (father Gt Yehuda Nedi vi, now Mmicipa1 kre~ of · . 
10 , . 
Tel A.Tiv), .ITrit Be-Ivrit was the accepted .. thod or teaching. .,. • .· 
;t · Bowver, real prminence wu gi'Yell the citY- with the establishaent· :·.~ -
ot a Reder Metukkan by Yishai Adler. Fraa private teacher in Tillages · 
and tovnleta, idler came .to Alexandrov-ak, near Yekaterinislav, where 
he was elected as a delegate to the 1896 Hoveve Zion Conference. He 
. 
tir• t became mown tor bis · fier;r ·Zieni• t addresses, changing positions 
rapidly, first. going to KriDk:i "and then to David.-Horodok. rt 11U there 
ll 
that he began to teach according_ to the Iffit Be-Ivrit aethod. In 
1900 the PiDSk Zionist Organization ottered hiJl a position in a Beder 
,:1,: . 
a head-teacher ter itsHeder Met1Jlckan and due to the tact that the latter 
was a larger· city than Pinsk, the P1nak Zionists released Adler and made 
12 
it ~•sible tor h:iJa to go on to Hc-.el. 
,. 
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O:t the many who lauded Adler' s work as the trail-blazer o:t the 
1.3, 
_!atur.a.1. Me.~, . the .following evaluation of him by J. L. Ricklea . 
He arranged teacliers meetings and, explained orall.,: and in, 
writing the md1• ents o:t the method and the illportaat thing, 
he hillsel:t practiced what he preached~ His school in, HOll81 
where Adler succeeded in concentrating teachers like K. L. 
Sil.Jum, s. H. Barkos, J. Halperin, .all acquired a good 
reputation and man;y: of the teachers and writers and l.a:,-
leaders in educationuavitated there tra near and tar so as 
to see with their own eyes the nev ·method in realit;J:, and who-
ner entered an opponent cae out an uponent. But AcD.er did 
not 'irait 'UDtil they- caae to hlll, he would g_et up and traTel 
to d:Ltterent c1 ties and investigate and explain . and enlighten-.. . 
and when he came back he had to answer all questions and see ··· 
all people who so~t. his advice 1Ji the utter o:t teaching., lh.,. 
Another a,del Retol'Jlled Reder in which ITrit Be-ITrit was the stan-
dard procedure was one located in lfikoliff, South Russia. It was 
founded in 1898, and D1Jllbered aaong_its teachers Chaia PialkaY, 
Joshua Schafir, Samuel Pinhasovitz, all of whca later eaigrated to 
Israel. It is interesting that this .school had the pedagogic bene-
fit of .two gQVernment school teachers, Pialkov and Schafir. The 
:to:raer waa .diaisaed :trcn his public school position f'or attendi:ag 
. . 15 
one of the Zienist Congresses. The other teachers included the , 
brothers Leatchinsk:;r, Jacob and Joseph, who at the suggestion ot 
J. H. ,Ravnitzk;r; Bial.ik1s co-worker, were transf'erred tr011 a aall 
~ . ~ ' 
tom in lln •· The leading. • ember ot the start ,who was dest~ed ·. 
to aake a ccm:tribution to Ivrit Be-I'ffit YU Yeabial. Yehieli, prin-,,'.,: 
. 17 · .· . · ._, _. 
· cipal o:t the school. . ·,,~: , ·' ': 
The first recorded. ·adYertisement of a new Heder M9'uldcan which 
- I 
featured "D:l.bbur Iffi," Hebrew conTersation, in large letters YU 
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.- . 18 
inserted in 1895. The pedagogic entrepreneur fram Lodz who first 
realized the illlportance of teaturing modern Hebrew as an attraction 
19 
was Yitzhak Goldberg. Another lieder Metukkan opening that same 
· y:ear in Lc.ua _vas anno1JD.ced as. haTing_ as its chie.t purpose "to teach 
Jewish children the knowledge ot -our Hol.7. Tongue ~d eTentual.q to 
make of thelll useful individuals.• I ts tounder, Tsachar Lertnsk;}"' of 
A.ugµstov.,- :·aakes it clear that secular 8llbjects vou1d be taaght only 
- . 20 
to those students vbo excelled in their Jewish studies •. 
Israel Isaar Jratsnits, a teacher in the TalJmd Torah. of Poltan, 
. . 
_relates that he began to preter the uae ot Ivrit Be-I'ffit under the 
. . 
infiuence of the povertal. B1nai Moshe organization,_ the secret !rater-
. a 
Dity ot the Lovers of Zion, with which .lhad Ha+ma was conneete~ . His 
coll~es included Al.exander Zisld.nd Rabinowitz and Mordecai KrisheTslq'-
- - n 
Ezrahi, both of whom continued their educational vork in Palestine. 
In Bialystok too the initiative in organizing a Hebraic Beder Metukkan 
vu taken by- the local Zionist leaders both in the years 1898 and 1902. 
23 
_ '?he same · was true in Minsk, White Russia, where one of the leading teachers 
vas .lbrahaa .l"fT'tlllin, a contributor to Haelits, and co-author of Hebrew 
24 
grmar • am,al s. 
Hot onJ.r indiTiduall.y" but collectiv~ the Zionists carried on a 
vigorous capaign tor the intensificatimi of Hebrew education. . The . 
AU-Russian Zionist Conterenee held in Minsk in· l.902 _heard speaker alter 
speaker extol. ·the virtues _ ot the Beder Metulckan and declared the latte~ · 
u •one of the moat vital factors in the reTival of our national 
-2S 
culture.• The Zionist of.tensive vas directed primar:f.ly' against the 
HeTrat Metitse Haskalah, a society tor the Dissemination ot Enlighten-
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ment among Jews in existence since 1863. The society was not .anti-
Hebrew per se, tor ' it did usist writers in the publication. ot their 
thqugh . . . 
Hebrew works, • _it wu pro-Russian in 110st of its Clll. tural undertak-
ings. Dissatisfied with the slow Hebra:1.zation progress in Russia the 
Zionists and the national autonomista organised a joint Nationalization 
Camm.ttee headed by' Abad Ha-aa, Smon Dnbnow and Meyer Dizengorf, later . 
.. 
aqor ot -Tel .lTiv. The battlep-cnmd chosen was Odessa because the 
. local branch ot the"societ71t vas the larg•st in the countr,: and because 
in its Ruasian:lzation program it exceeded nen the expectation or its 
26 
headquarters in St. Petersburg. 
Instructed by the above connittee, a 11DOrandull ns presented to 
the oUicials or the Hevrat Metitse Haskal.ah, requesting_a change in 
eaphaais in the education.al work ot the society'. Specitical.17, the 
insurgents asked for more instruction tille tor Modern Hebrew and Jev.t.sh 
History in the schools subsidized b;r the "Enlighteners.• .lhad Ha-a and 
27 
Dubncnr followed up the aeaorandma with oral and written appeals to the 
Hllbership of the society. The struggle was continued the f olloving_ 79ar, 
le~ to Abad Ha,..a•s resignation troll the Odessa Chapter's .Executive 
Coalittee in 1904. It fiared up again in 1911 under the leaderahip or-
na,U• 1r Jabotinslq, vbo dalanded that two-tittbs ot all the school ' -
. . ~- .. 
sessio• be devoted to Hebrew and .related subjects., 
The great contribution to Iffit. !Je-Ivrit on the part of'"·the Metitse · 
Haskalah was the establishment ot the Grodno Pedagogjc Courses tor 
teachers in 1907. Prior to that date no training was &Tailable tor 
Hebrew teachers as such. There seemed to haTe been one ll&jor stipulation _ 
tor the perfection ot teachers in Jewish schools, · that •they become con-
- --;. 
ditioned to Hebrew conYersation among themselves and their pupils." 
As late as 1903 there were still dAJPamis that teachers in "Hadarill 
Hetukkanill• be licenaed only atter having ahami:ShiJmsh Halashon,• 
30 
11ngaistic facility in Hebrew. 
29 
Attempts at g1ving teachers an opportlJDity to develop ·as better 
classroaa instructors were sporadic and ot short duration. .lt Yishai 
Adler's inTitatl.on a group ot twenty-three teachers .trca about thirteen 
ditterent cities gathered in the Spring ot 1904 to view his aodel Heder 
. . 
Metukkan in !1011181. A series of educational seminars ensued as a result. 
31 
Sillilar regional. meetings of Ivrit Be-Ivrit instructors were held repeated-
ly- at Homel and centered ar0\1Dd the personality and. leadership of Adler. 
One -,nth I s S1D1aer course in pedagoa was also scheduled in 'Bialo-Cerkwo . 
.32 
by' the Marbe Haskalah. It must be added that the above were designed 
tor teachers-in-aervice onl.7, unlike the Grodno courses tor teachers-in-
tra:tn1ng. The imed:l.ate steps leading to the organization of the Pedagogic 
· Courses in Grodno sh~d be of interest. lfissan Touro.tt, at that t:illle a 
school educational inspector of the Metitse Haskal.ah, a11phasized in his 
reports to St. Petersbm-g_ that schools needed better teachers. .lt the . 
suggestion of the leaders ot the SocietJ' tor the Di~sfllination ot En-
lightenaent., he wrote a letter to Baron Hirsch in Paris reqµeating a 
subsidy- tor the, establishaent ot a teachers• training course in Grodno. 
The re~ was attiraative and Tourott was to head the traim.Dg _program. 
Meantille., ·. Ussishkin., tor Hoveve Zion . ottered hill the principal.ship ot 
the Girls' School in Jatta, and he accepted. The leaders of the Hevrat 
Hetitse Haskalah, looked askance at his actions because they teared the 
•courses" were now jeopardized. But when thq heard that the J11&terial 
conditions in Jatta were eYen worse than those in Orodno, they were 
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pacified. Touror.r then recC11D11ended in his place Moshe Kahanstann, who 
33 
was heading the St. Petersburg School at the time. 
Grodno was the logical p1ace tor these Pedagogic Courses because 
it vu a s~} ot gonrmaent and the center of one of ·the three best 
Zionist regions in Russia. It al.so bouted of a fine Beder He'tllkkan 
founded bJ" Besalel J~fe, a well-known Zianist official. The •Couraes• 
attracted lecturers and students troa aan;r parts of Europe. · One of i ta 
[great teachers vu s. J. Chama, author ot a work on Jewish education. 
. . - ~ . 
·durillg_ the Biblical, Tallmdic and Gecmic eras. Outata:nd:Sng_. among . 
the educators, produced by: the 11Coursee• wm-e Jaco'b Lerner, 11. Bttp1, 
.A. lJr:imTst;y and J • Jharouan. During World War I the "Pedagogic· 
3S 
Courses• were J110Ved to nn. 
Tra:Sn:Sng_of kindergarten teachers was begµn in Warsaw in 1910 by-
Yehiel Heilperin, fomerlJ.' of s. L. Gordon's School, and Yitzhak 
ilteram, both later in Palestine, previo11Bl.7 on the staff of A. Li'bu.sb. 
.36 
itsk:y'1s Beder Metukkan. The Sew:iD&l'T, better known as the IIFroebel.ian 
Institute,.• vu disbanded with the cold.ng_ of the Fi.rat World War and re-
organized in Odessa lDlder the same auspices. The t:ra:Sn1ng of k1uder--. 
garten. teaehers -followeci the establisluient or the tirst Hebrew k1nder-
g_arten in the;,P~ah capital in 1909. · The kindergarten opened with 
eeYen children and closed its first :rear with thirtJ' in aitenaance. By_ 
\'( 
1914 there were tvo htmdred children there. This was net the fint Hebrew 
Kindergarten 
,4.n Eastern Eu.rope, u there is fficlence ot one in existence in the city 
37 
ot Drlnah in 1904. 
Warsaw was also the seat or the first ITri t Be-Ivri. t Heder Metakkan 
. J 
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for girls. It was named Yehudia and was organized about 1890 by the 
B1nai Moshe, led by' s. P. Rabinowitz, head of the _Pol.ish Hoveve Zion. 
With the arrival of Pu.ah Rakowsky- ' the first wom.an,,.teacher to be accepted. 
. . . 39 
38 
in~ a recognized Hebrew School from r.am.a, ~ the school waa expanded. 
Fpur-hour eTening _courses · in Modern Hebrew were introduced tor the poer 
-~ ho . 
and the working girls :unable to ~ttend dq-tiae classes. A l• 
years later Kiss Rakowlllq laid the foundati0n for a private school along 
. . bl. . 
·the same H~braic lines ot instruction. 
. Bquall.7 well .knolm is the Yehudi& School tor Girls in Vilna, founded 
~ 42 
. b7 . Rachel Goldberg_ about the same period. This school operated branch-
, ea all OYer the c1. ~. In L'Dl>l:1n in 1893,. the Hoveve Zion introduced modern 
Hebrew in an established girls• school "imch to the delight ot the sta.-. 
. 43 
dents." In 1895 ,. Hebrew schools tor girls are recorded. IS having_ estab-
Wi 
lished in Koval, Lutzk, Ostraha. and ZUln. !he :aov•ent tor separate 
Reformed Hader-schools tor girls, on the order or the Hader Metukkan, 
resulted in 1903-4 in new girls schools with the Natural Method as their· 
educational. corneratcme in the tolloring cities: Zabl.udoTa, Chermi&ov 
)lS 
and Saolensk. B:r 1907 there are maerous reports ot suocessrul 
46 
results in the tea.ching _  ot He\trn to girls. The sacceas ot the· Hader 
Metukkan with regard to girls is attribnted by- A. M. Li.tschitz, later -R_~in-
- 1 I _ 
ei . ai::.of:~~t,ke~!: tiar&eb:1 Teacher.st Ser!Mr.f and author er, the Ctapre-. 
. p . -· . . . .. . . - .. . .. .. . ... . . . 
heuive essay- on the Beder Metukkan• to the tact that unlite the. edw:a-
'. ~ 
tion ot bo;ys there was no ccapetition whatsOeYer in the education of 
Ji;7 
girls. 
reYival 
A not inconsiderable share ot :the credit tor the JNWbii ot Hebrew 
. 1 
- - · ~79· -
and for aak1ng_ its teaching along the Natural Method possible must go 
to the various publishing houses which put out children's books I sch.el 
texts and Hebrew literature in general. Evidentq, there was a~ · 
Med and desire te read Hebrew., u it is ind:1.cated br .. the tranatoru.tien · 
into da:117 newspapers ot the two weeklies, Haael.itz in St. Peteraburg, 
and Hatsetirahin Warsaw, toward the end of the :,ut century:_. J.pparent-
17 the tendency not to rEU.1' upon Palestine only, in so tar aa ·literature 
li8 
T he man whose name appears most regµ].arl7 in connection with Hebrew 
publications of that period is A.. L. Ben-Arlgdor (Shalkowits), tollllder or· 
the popular Sitre .Agorah, . pemv.: booklets. · Together with a gro11p of :B 1na1. 
· · · 49 . : 
Moshe, headed by: Ahad Ha.-aa, he established the Ahia.sat Publishing · 
House, famous tor 'its annuals, Luah Jhiaaat, and the Hasb:lleah 110nthl.J". 
Ben Artg~r then organized Tuahia, a more progressive til'll, with the 
50 
eaphasia on mus production and financial sel.1"-sutticiency. Tushia 
. . 
made a traaendous edncational. contribution through its children•s ·weekl.;r., 
. -51 · - . -- .. . .. 
Ql;mr' Katan,and teachers• ~~, Hapdgos~ ~ both .en.: _'ldd:ch w~e. edited 
jointl.,: by: A. L. B~Tigdor and S. L. Gordon, teacher and Biblical 
axegitical ccmaentator. 
In 1911 two aore Helrev publishing_ ccapanies were started. One vu 
Herku or.: 11Ceatral• with which 'tushia aited, and tbe ether was Moria~ 
'!'he toraer vu responsible for a great deal of literature for children 
under the titles., lfitsama (100 booklet.a), Perahilll (250), Biblioteka 
52 
Lizeladim (loo), Bik:hurila (270)., and Biblioteka J:etana (25 pamphlets) • 
Moriah was rounded in Odessa by H. N. Bialik, J. H. Ranrl.tsky, s. Ben-
- 8Q -
Zion and A. _ L. Levinsky. In line with its avowed purpose, Moriah 
ppblished better iaodern Hebrew textbooks including_ the Sippure 
,: 
Hamikra" and the well received Biblioteka Lanoar. Among the other 
individual ventures in Hebrew educational publishing at the turn of 
· . the centlJr;y were Gan Shaashniia1 a children' 11 weekly, Lebenai Haneurila · 
a bo;rs' • onthl;r, both in nower;r languag~, and both edited by .Abraham 
S3 
Mordecai P.l:arto, a teacher and textbook writer in Orayvwo, Poland. 
Higher education also shewed ·the impact ot the .Natural Method, with 
' 
the opening_ ot. two modern Yesbivot in 190,. One was in the Lithuanian 
town of Lida under the leadership of Rabbi J. Reines, and the other was 
located in Odessa under the guidance of Hqi]a '?chernovitz (Rav Tsair)~ 
The Odessa Yeshivah numbered aaong_its .tacul.t.r ••bers Han:iia Bachllan 
Bialik and Joseph llawmer, differed frca the Lida Yeshiva in the 
Sb. 
greater aeasure of acadellie treedoia allowed its instructors. 
The popularization ot oral Hebrew, the main basis ot the ij_at.ur~. 
I" , 
Jre~~, was enhanced by' the rise ot dramatic troupes in a nuaber or 
cities. rt seeais there were man;r att.pts at the creation of a Hebnv 
stage but the one group which is known tor its courage to tour the 
countryside in 1910 is the Habiaah Haiffi.t of Lodz. The Lodz experi• ent 
was followed by- a siiailar attempt in Bialptok in 19ll, with Nah11J1 Zemah 
as its ~ding spirit. The latter, assisted by Menah• Gnesin and -Rannab 
... ' ~ ' . " 
Rorina, organized a Hebrew theater in Warsaw in 191.3. lot irrelen.nt to : 
this subject 1• the t~t that Miss Rovina, vho was to became the leading 
female star on the Hebrew stage in Israel, was at that ti.lie a teacher 
been .. -
in Yehiel Heilperin'a :model kindergarten after h~cgraduated from 
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the Hebrew Froebel Institute in that city. The same trio tinally-
succeeded in establishing the Moscow Habima in 1916. 
That I'ffit Be-I'ffit was not limited to a few large cities may be 
seen .trca the following_ evidence. In 1900 in a small town of Snobsk · 
S6 
~ere was already- a Hebraic Heder Metukkan conducted by- Joshua Margolin, 
while at the same time in Dona;yevtzi the local school was imder the super-
. 57 
tision ot Jacob Ficmun, the poet, critic and textbook author. 
I 
:rears later the lannotmc8118Dt is aade of the opening. of •anew re.tOl'Jled 
school" 1a the Caucasian town o:t Kutaia, wbare "the Jewish subj_ects are 
· 58 . 
to be taught according to the Natural Method." By- that time the 
Bessarabian sull town o:t Soroki. boasted of a ten-!'ear old Reder Metukkan 
. 59 
founded by' the Zionists under the leadership o.r Mark Ettinger. 
The interest in and the practice of the .Natural Method continued 
to grow. In response to a suggestion made in a newspaper article by 
A. H. Zutta in 19021 that all Hebrew teachers who beliffed in that 
aethod CODYene to discuss . it more fully and exchange . information, over 
one hundred replies were received troa ~ parts ot the Russian apire. 
Incidentally, such a conference ultillately was held in 1907, in BrahiloT, 
Podolia, where the Histadrut Haaoria Hain1.a Be-Russia (Hationa1 Hebrew 
Teachers' Federation of Russia) came into being, 111 th PiDhas Schittaan 
· ~ ~ . 
60 
as its recognised leader. In 1912, Hasatah journal stated editorially 
62 
that "Hebrew coim,rsation is . gradually beeOlling naturalized 8lll0Dg us." 
A sample regional SUrY"ey revealed that twelTe out of sixteen Hada.rim 
63 
Metukkanim used ' the direct method. 
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The Federation of Jewish schools in Bukovina and Galicia offered 
a very inviting field to exponents of the Natural Method. The fact that 
the schools were subsidized by the ~aron de Hirsch and that the twin,,. 
regions we!e in the Auatro-Hungarian doma1n which made it a more liberal 
. atmosphere in which to work attracted numerous refugee teachers from 
Czarist Russia, ·particularly- during the years 1904-5. These teachers along 
with the native.,.born instructors made the following two innovations: They 
not only- . taught according to the Ivri t He-Im. t method but . taught it in the 
J ,, ... :.:!~--." -', !'~ '·4-,:_'!t: •l' -. • • ' • 64 
· !: ' --~ ·: •. ~ Sephardic accent, first informally- in 1903 and then pfticiall7 in 1907. v 
\i. ·~-,.~:·, (: ·, .(' ', :· .i• .• ~- : . . . ' . . ' . . 
· · , e.,.~ '.'r. · · They :aiao introduced tor the first time in the Di88pora the celebration ot . · 
l_rebrn Da.7 (Yom Hai.Trim), a prcaotional project copied in Jll8D1' countries 
. . 65 
·118117 tears later. 
.. . ---
'-.+ :~ •~:: . The man chiefi7 credited with the modernization or Hebrew teaching. in · 
·, 
· .. \ . .t, that part ot the world waa Shelo• o Schiller, .known as the •Gal.icia? .Ahad · 
~ ... . . 
H..a" who served. as superintendent of the Federation of Schools in Bulcovina · 
Galicia during the earl7 part o:t the century. Reb Benjamin, an eminent 
contemporary ot his, has this to sq about hilll: "The Hebrew • OT•ent was 
· to Schiller JllOre than .a .linguistic gesture. The Hebrew moTea~t was ~ · -~ ···· 
a promise .and a s,mbol tor other things .. tor the raising ot the spirit.or 
the people and tor the strengthening o:f its idealisa as a • edium tor people1s 
. ·66 J 
education, and as spiritual. U"llaaent. That is how he · looked upon his work.•· 
·, .' 
- ---;. 
Because of_·. Schiller's i• portance another biographic detail should be added,and 
}~', . . ·· ~ ~ · . ." , .::-- ' . ' . ·. ~-. ·. ~ .. 
_, that is his weal.th ot_ hropean le~, tor it was out ot admiration ~or -
. ., ' ' . . . .,, . .· }\.·t ··,-. ' . . -~· , 
Friedrich Schiller, that ·this He~n ·~edagogua, changed his name from - . 
. ' 
I 
Blankmstein to Schiller. 
' ~ ... .... ... ... .. , . ,,. •. 
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In the other neighboring countries as well, Ivrit Be-Ivrit contin- · 
ued to gain ground. In Rumania its entry into the classroom came 
through the initiative of Israel Konowitz, (later active in modernizing --~ 
Nev York Talmud Torahs lJllder Bendarl7), who vu attracted to the pro,-
fession of .Tevish education b7- an older pioneer educator, Menahem Mendel 
Bronstein (Miboshon) the man responsible for introducing children's 
. ~7 
libraries in the Jewish schools ot that coun"tr7. 
Most infiuential . in the Balkan countries on behal..r ot the pre-Zionist 
/ 
Hibbat Zion lllOVement ~d modern Hebrew was the teacher-writer Barnkh 
68 
Mitrani ot Bulgaria, editor of the nationalist publication Karnd.. The . 
first Jewish school •captured• by' the Zionists there happened to· be in 
. . 69 .> 
the Bulgarian town of · Tipzerchik in the 7ear 1901. The largest and 
most efficient .Ivrit Be-ITI'it school in the Mediterranean area was the 
camaunit;y Talmud Torah of Salonild, Greece, conducted by Yitzhak Epstein 
during the years 1909-15. Its 200 pupils, eapeciall7, and the port-cit.Y's 
Jewish population generall7 were proud and fond of their beloved principal, 
70 
"Don Yishak Ebstein •. 11 Second in the Balkans to the Salom.ld. insti tu.tioD 
.;,as the Boys I School in ~, Turkq, where the Natural Method was a 
71 
matter ot course by-·190, • 
.lt the beginning of the century the Batural Method was introduced 
in Great Britain ~th the organization of Redmans Road Ivrit Be-Ivrit 
. 
_ Talmnd T~rah in London on ~e _second dq ot Sukkot., 1901. The organizer., ' 
,1,..,ti>•.· 
-~" ,' Rn. J .( • . Goldbloom., a "cultural" 'Zionist, had to c,yercome DIDl81'0U 
. : 72 .. l -
obstacles and interferences !rem many quarters. , .An annua1 report 
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issued tor the school year 1903-4 indicates a student population ot 
13 
125 for that period. At its height there were 650 pupils registered .... ;..-
74 
in the Talaud. Terah. 
Man;r,•ere· the disti.Dg11ished. Ti.sitars who •ere called. upon to -
em:iD4 the }fupus ot the Tilllud Torah, aaong_ thea vere M. M. Ussishld..n, . 
11. Sokolov) Shemaey_ahu Levin, Ahad Ha-a, DaTid Yellin (twice), R •. 
Brai.DiD ad others. Hoted. aong_ the enthusiastic reactions wu that ot : · 
~ • • • .• · 1. '~\ • ~ 
s •. J~ ~, -811:l.tor et·B•ugid:, 1'ho wrote in 1903 .- .tollOlfSt ~It-waa•' ·, .. . ~ 
... .,. ~- . 
a spiritual pleasure to teat the pupils ot the Talmud Torah in Stepnei ... 
. . 
who study" according to the. In-:tt Be-I'ffit :method. We would not haft 
belined our 'ears it anyone vere to tell ua that ~ lads, . aps ·eight ·. ·. 
• f • I • 
• to elnen, .. speak Hebriw like experienced oid-tillers, and are accutoaecl., ~-
.. . . .. 
. . . ;) j~. ~ ·: "t"., ":t. J 
to expla1n the l.awa of the Shulkban Arukh., passages troa the Torah, and. . 
chapters froa our hiatory- in nuent Hebrew without azq- stuaering, ancl 
their .tacea testitJ' that Hebrew conversation is a source ot pleasure , 
and entertainlllent to th•; and the;r consider it eTidently: u their 75 .· . 
natural· speech."" · 
ITrit Be-Iffit ·spread not ~ to tour more schoo1s iJi the nriou · 
sections ot London but to other cities u Yell. I. Slotkin and M. 
Wilens]q, tomer .. :teachers of the Redllans Road Tahud Torah, introduced. . · 
' 1 ', • 
the llatm-al. Method in the Talllud Torahs o.t Manchester aad ·Ireland~ _i • 
reapectinl.7. LiTerpool Zionists org-1,sed a Hebrew Da;r. School ot , 
' their own. along the sae lines. • 1'he Shit.ah TiTi.t vu 'Dl.tiJlataly- --· 
. . . u 
adopted in Leeds by' Cohea Luk and 1n Gl.aag~ by' Nathan Morris. 
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In this chapter we have seen the infiuence ot the _lfatural Method, · 
' ' 
first introduced in Palestine, upon. J~sh edllcation in Eastern Europe • 
.. 
ZiuimL_an.d Zioniats plqed a •te~mng"';t""ole.m the .. deTelopaent~ot 
.. :!-.. ' ~"t~f. .. . ' ·.~· . "' . . ' . . ". '. •':•_ ~. ~ '~··/./ ~:· :~?-. .r,:- :: . . > . :· ~ ' . ' . "'} . it· . .,· ·:·; 
· the Beder Metukan which eaplo,:ed the Batvai,_Hetbod as a aatter'.ot 
1 
• •_.. t; ~~~t+t~:t~ iµ,~~-l,r I,,·, ,:t~::.rs? :: ._, • • ' Ii"", t--- • 
· idaeloa. Palestinian ·textbooks were introduced · into the Ref omct · 
. · · Heders b7- 'such edw:ators as Yi.shai . .ldler, lfissan Te~t and othei-s. 
' ., 
·-' Oatsted1ng wng_ _the · VClllm . teachers: were. Paah ~slq: and Rachel 
~J.•"".,• · ,/.~ 11 _ . . · "~ ,. ... ,. :·.,.•:· 1 r_"' :, _1 ·· ._ ,."..:. j'·_,{ y~~-~ 1 • · .' •• • • , ' {, • • .• .. _ '-,, •,;' 
, Goldberg. . Important in the popa].arisation ot the llatural M~thod. na , 
.•. ;~~ · ·•' .','i. ~·· '~- · .. __ -_ ~--,'·'-'!.'~:-·. . . 
• - • l' • 
:the estabiisbaeut ot a maber ot ·p11bl1ah1ng;: houes which proctaced., 
e:rlensiTe T"eading matter tor children of school ap. These · SUie · 
-··---·,- ..... 
tactora .. re responsible tor .the· ~,..it ot the blatural. .Method: 
('.Y; 1a Western Europe and the Balkav•. · 
; ' , ... ., • ... - ;'" )._~ ·• ! . t :-
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Chapter VII 
IVRIT BE-IVRIT TRANSPLANTED TO NORTH AMERICA 
1he deYelopment of the Natural Method on the American continent 
di.tf'ered f'rom. ita eYolution in other places in both the .idea o.t 
Ivrit Be-Ivrit and its exponents were imported products. However, 
what it did have in common with Palestine and Europe, is the f'act that 
the direct method waa preceded by and aceaapanied with a budding Hebrew 
press and strugg'.l1ng ·Hebrev-sp0 aJdng clubs. It is .estimated thatt an 
· aggregate of' tif'teen periodicals, seven weeklies, and eight, morithliea, 
l 
appeared in this country :t>e.tore the year 1900. 
The tirst Hebrew-speaking organization, Shohare Setat Ever, waa 
founded in Nev York in 1860 by J • . D. Eisenstein, vho later edited 
2 3 
· Otzar Israel. In 1890, the Hoveve Sef'at Ever in Pi ttsbarg and the 
Dorshe Setat Ever in Philadelphia were organized. At that ti.Ile a union 
took place in Chieag.o between the Dorshe Hasafrut Haivri t and Saf'ah 
4 
Berura. Thia union indicates that the Chicago groups preceded the 
Pittsburg_ and. Philadelphia clubs. In Hew York, Hebrev-spealdng •oci8• 
eties were organized by each me of' newcomers. ·In Manhattan there 
was the <llale ~ society (1895), and Zerubabel (l896) an inter-colleg- ·· 
5 
iate Hebrew-speaking club headed by Israel Davidson, and there was 
Ivriah which Mt in Willi81118b'arg in 1905. Zerubabel was the outgrowthi 
., ··~1 /.,. 
o.t a very .active Hebrew-speaking organization known u Hoveve Sefat EYer-, 
whose meetings were frequented by the writers Gershon Rosenzweig and 
. 6 
Menahea Mendel Dolitzky' • 
.. 
. _., 
There was midoubtedly a considerable nuaber 0£ Hebrew-speaking 
. ---:- 7r • . 
indiT.l.dual.s scattered throughout the land. ·n~ ~-preacher~hi Hirsch 
' . ., . 
· Mul.anslq recarda ~ting_ mm:Q:' e:r thea in_ the course of his tr&Tela 
' • . . '"i-.-t 
... thrnghft1; the c:nav-.r.. During__ hia aojenrn. in C:u:LC~ti, he address,,. 
. ',',,)i ' . 
ed the student beq ot the Hebrew Union College in Hebr~ !-t the requeat 
· of Dr •. G. Deutch., Professor ot H:f.stor," ~ere,. no made the pn,per iatro-
7 . 
ductioa in Hebrew. A call was isned iD JUDe ·1905 t.e the variou 
_ Hebrew..apeald.Bg__ clllbs to J1eet in a -c,mteren~e ter_ the first t ble. The 
: 
inv.ltation concluded with lltrhOSOffer- believea in the nrrlval or the 
~ -
Jewish people coael" It was at this conference -that a special resol1ro 
. . . . . 
tion:vas adopted: •to i.Dtroduce Im.t Be-Ivrit in the sehoo1a and to 
. 9 ;. 
;improve Jer.l.sh education in general.• 
The .f'irst school.. and tor some tille the Oliq one in exf.stence in 
10 
the United States where •Hebrew vu taught u a living language" 
-
was the Shaare;y Zion school " at 40 p~onard St.,. Brooklyn., which was 
org-.!z9d as a private school on October 10, 1893 ~ ZTi. 'Hirsch (Zll!ldel} 
l'euurm. He arriTed in the United States a 7aar earlier trca Id.bau,., 
, • • , ·• • • • , • • •· •. 1 ·,._·;1l_.""'· 
_· Riga, where he bad cond:octed a Reder Metllkkan .. ·,,This -school. nmbered an 
' . 
• "' . I' 
. average of l?O children. E't'erytbmg was conducted in Hebrew, bot~ at .. 
' the 118.in ·bailding_ on Leonard Street and at its -branch on Stockteli Street. 
, . ,• • ,. l ' 
FoUlldation School tor __ the tirst three ;years, 
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· an eight year eurricul'1Dl, and a high school department in which advanced · 
students, past Bar Kitffah to about fif'teen and sixteen years of age-, 
11 
nre al.loved to continue tuition~tree. 
Aaong otller· incentives wu the Hebrew circlJl.ating libr&r7 in which 
.. 
reading_ matter trca oftraeaa and local illprmaed materials were to be · 
found an~ rep].ar prizes were awarded tor Hebrew conversations. Included 
in the other utra-curricular activities were clubs which were the tore-
rmmera ·~ the YnagJudaea flloTsent, Hebrew dramatic circles and perio~ 
ieal Hebrew pubii.caticma • Th~ -,st illportant ot · 'th•ae, vu Pirhe Sha.are,: -~~> 
Zion,. 1,02, which ahovs the literary- creativity of the pupils aged seYen 
-
to fourteen. · The tae <?_t Shaarq Zion went beyond the boundaries of. 
- •:.; 
Broolclyn and H•, York CitJ°•• · In a correspondenc~ by' Ozer Sillon about a 
s~t -~t .that~~~- p].ac~ in the readiDg_ rooa of the HoYeYe Setat EYar; ,,'.( 
the writer u.kea a special point~ praising the attentian of the children 
during an address given by their teacher, Mr. Heumann; their · close atten-
tion indicated the love iaplanted in th• for Hebrew .and tor their Hebrew 
. 12 -
instructor. In g~al Nel11118ml insured the school's surrlnl. by' amo~ 
cing __ its exlatence iD hand 1ea.tlets and paid adt'ertis•enta in the Hebrew 
lJ press. 
When the Sbaarey Zion sc~ool was ten years old, the Uptown Tal.aud·· · ... 
Torah, an. old-tuhioned. inati t1ltion located in the Harlem diatrict ~ · ~ 
• > I •• • 
Hanbattan, ~t a _ reorganizatien. His .position was taken . OTer b7 
fOl'll&tion of the achool into an Iffit Be-Iffit stronghold ia described by 
Hal.achov• k;y, who __ reorganized it. Accord:hlg_ to hia own account Hillel 
· Mal.achovsk,-'s first activity upon his appoinuaent in 1903 vas to bring 
into the school "the spirit o! the Hebrew language" by engaging. most . . . 
qualified .teachers "whose lOTe tor He~rew and its .literature influenced 
. ' ~ ' . 
the children. They- were: the poet Benjad.n .Silldller, the vri~, _J. •. ~. 
and __ .. ..,, 
Karkson,/Bernard Isaacs, 
' 1.4 
Detroit." 
~· ----· 
now director of the · ~ted._Hebrev s.choo12r in 
The tirst Hebrew kllldergarten organised indepelldentq of q: school 
was . established in the lever .East Side bJ' J • H. Luria.. . Al thougb its · . 
~ . . 
initial. parpose was to c0Blbat · the Christian. inn.1181lcu of the 'f'U'i01l8 : 
' ' 
ldssionar,- pre-school institutions in the area, the kindergarten with• 
its. Hebrew son~, dances, _and games became J1Uch like a transplanted · 
· Palestinian Gan Yeladia. • ,Due to financial d:ttfic11l. ties. it · vu later. 
... ~ t •, . • • • . 
. ccmnrted inte a He~c: ~arten and. Dq B1lr881"T vi th the · greater~ : · _ -
15 . . 
empbasis upon the lat~ _aspect. 
With the increasing waTes of Jewish 1w1gration at the beg1rm:fng of · 
the century: a representatiTe gro1:1p ot Russian "in~igentsia• CU18 to. 
these . shores.. The :majoritJ- ot the newcomers· Jl8.de their war to the 
reYolutioaar;r ·workmen's · circles. HoweYer, · the· ldneri tr incl11ded ~ 
Zielli.at and Hebrew scholars. Jaong thea were two enterprising teachers, . 
H. L. Zelikowits (Zelig) and J. H. Luria, who opeaed a . pri.Tate. school 
•• 11· 
BrooklJR .too vu the-setting of ·the Rational School tor·girls, . org&J?.-
- 90 -
ized in 190.5 by the vecy pious yet liberal-minded Jew, Abraham Sonn-
ansheim. Originally it was designed to equip its female students 
with the rudiments of reading alid writing Yiddish and elementary" He-
17 
brew pray-ers. . Sonnensheia a deTOted worker in behalf ot Jewish 
ed~cation together ¥1:th hi• _wife and children, put in a great ~eal ot- . -., _ ~ 
iilu and energy in the institution. In search tor constant improvement 
and ultillate perfection, he enlisted the aid of Ephraim Kaplan, at that 
ti.lie a young Hebrew teacher and incipient Jewish journalist. 
· Under Kaplan's leadership its ataosphere periodically grew 110re He-
braic and more modern. ·Attracted_ to the faculty were Kalman Whiteman., 
J .z. Frischberg and Rebecca .Schildkraut, a young teacher infatuated 
with a great youthtul. loTe for the Natural Method. The results were 
phenomenal. Instead or a disaal little schoo, there were three thriving 
branches cOJ1Bist:lng of JUlJ1' classes, tu1I to capacity. Its spirit vu a 
18 
thre&-fold combination or Hebrew, nationalism and tradition. The nn 
Bet Haseter Haleumi, National School tor Girls, in Manhattan was begun 
in 1910. While it was designed after the Brooklyn pattern, the school 
historically was an oft-shoot of the Hebrew kindergarten and na,. Nursery 
on Montgomery Street described earlier. The founder was A. H. Friedland, 
an eighteen year old lad who revolted against the notion that £inrish 
education was s;ynonymc,us rlth · the mechanics of reading the prayerbook and 
that it culminated in training boys to recite the Kaddish (prqer for the . 
19 ' . 
dead). The Nev York National School_, vi th an enrollment or 90Q studen~ 
. . . . 
· • · at one time, soon eclipsed its Brooklyn counter-part. It was such a · 
colossal success that it was compelled to open special Hebrew courses for · · 
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boys a~ well. The school attracted the attention and support of 
such prominent figures of that period as Joseph Barondess, Mordecai 
M. · Kaplan, Samson Benderly and Henrietta Szold. 
·_ The .. dynamic ;individual who k~pt the institution going in high gear 
f?r the firs~ ten ;years, was its 7outhf'ul organizer and head-teacher, 
A. H. Friedland. Abraham Ha;yim Friedland (in Hebrew he preferred to 
i• · . be called Hq:l.m Abraham), was born in Horodok, Lithuania, in the year 
• ' •• ••• :1 i; .. ; < . • -·. . .. . 
~i~1 )_ • • : __ • • ·,-1891., into a family of scholars. His (ather, Moshe, was a Torah scribe 
• •·,.J.1'·~· ~ • ~ ~ "', ~' ,.·· . 
~r.·· ··· · ~, ·· · and a . profound student of the Talmud. Even as ~ mere child A.HF became 
known as the . ''Iley" academic genius of the whole region. Friedland came 
to this country- at the age of twelve and continu~d his education in the 
Yeshivah Rabbi. El.aac Elchanan. At a later time, he ~ttended · elasaes at· 
Teachers College, Columbia University. After a . decade of i'ruitf'ul work 
in the Bet Sefer Leumi in Manhattan, he went to Cleveland in 1920 to 
head the local Hebrew Schools. He subsequently bec811le the director of 
the Cleveland Bureau of Jewish Education. Iil 1939 irmnediately prior to 
• • I 
his death there appeared in Palestine two of his books, one a volume<of •,:. 
Hebrew sonnets and the other containing short stories. A "tbi!d book of 
his, entitled Shirim, poems, was published posthumously. Most of his 
writings were written against an American background. As an educator, . 
Friedland was not just an educational theoretician but priaaril7 a • 
:: classroom craftaun w1 th a vision that went f'ar beyond ~e f'our walls 
of the classroan. In1his connection the testimon;y of a former pupil ~f 
Friedland describes hi.a as followst • •• ,He was not concerned about the 
.... . _;. 
. 
,J 
,;· 
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nuaber of chapters to be covered but was interested that his students 
acquire concepts, the illagea of (Jewish) heroes, their characteristics 
and their influences ••• and the result wu liTely- discussiOll and a 
,, 
S1Dlll&1";T by- that I teacher-Tiaionary- 1 • That is why' we pupils never knew 
dry lessons, and waiting tor the liberating bell. We were not forced 
. . 
to go to the Bet Bueter Halelllli. We ran to atud;y ot our own .free will.· 
The completion of one course served as the beginmng for the next course 
. - . 
because we lOTed .. each minute, ~h hour that we apent vithia that lorah 
~ ~ I . 
palace.• 
Much like Yishai Adlerrs Heeter Metnkkan in Hoael, the NatiOllal. School 
becae the Mecca ot the .tai tbtul. ITri t Be-ITri t, j;eachers. According to 
L.. Hureritch, _•The Bet Seter Le1Dd. .tor Girls was considered. the best ~ · 
our schools in this colDltr,r and •ernd .ter years as a no'bl.e aodel tor 
teaching by the Natural Method to hundreds of teachers in all corners of 
21 
the United States.• This opinion is shared by- llaJl1' who observed 
22 
Friedland in action during these days. 
• . I 
Friedl.and I s •tbodological innovations nre nU11eroua. As a progress- . 
. i' ~ '. ·, ,."\ ... 
· , • · t · ·· < 1.Te edDca~r;-. he emphasized increased puJil activit.r by uans of druati-
·" ·ii~ • ,, · 23 - . \''. . , 
zations, song, and plq. His songster contains 114 ~rorlsed si:aple 
Hebrew Terses to be uaed with aanuaJ. exercises in the teaching ot;grmat-
ical structures. As a great belieTer .in ~flW1tar,r r~ad1ng, ll'riedland 
. ... ~ ,' ., . .• ... . ,, 
wrote over 0118 mmdred graded stories known aa the Sippuria Y~iaSeri~. 
t ' ~ I• . 
He was al.so the first Jewish educator in Jaerica to cClllpile a basic .vord-24 · . ,_ . ,, , . · , · 25 
lie~. in preparation tor Bibl.e st~. In ' his"Pedagogic ConTersat1ou• 
Frie<il.and at.~~d to familiarise the Hebraw· teachers with the '~en~ 
-
th1nJdng in the general field o.t education. His little booklets, ·children's 
, ... 
- ~ -
songs, and educational. articles had the imprint·of originalit," upon 
tl).em, as did his frequent utterances on the negation __ ot the Diaspora, 
an idea that his own · contemporaries of later days found 1111Ch too 
26 
radical to accept. 
s.e·ot the other Ivrit Be-Ivrit acheols in existence in Manhattan 
at the time were: The Rabbi Jacob Joseph School on Henry: Street, which 
l .-''· ·• ' , . \ . . . 
· bad a parallel· Hebrew departaent in addition to the classes where Yiddish 
• J,~ • 
11'8 the laagµage of instruction; the Yorkville,. the l»wntovn,: and Rabb£ 
1 . . 
· i Israel Saluter ·Talnd Torahs. By 19ll the tollawi.ng~ achc,ols in Brooklyn :'_· 
were _mown to have eaployed the Natural Method: The Tilteitet Israel T'abmd 
Torah (rounded in 1906) on P9DDS1'lvania .&.venue, the Tal.aud Torah ot 
· Brolmsville• 011· Stone .&.venue which claimed to be the largest Jewish~ school:, . . : 27 ' . . . , . ' 
in the country with its 1500 stwienta; the lfew Tal.Dlud 'r~ral{' ~ Stockton: 
28 
St.ree; and the Yeshivah De,- Bensonhm-•t• 
Outside or Hew York City- the Chicago Hebrew Institute (later the 
J~sh People's Institute), was originated in the beg-inning ot the cen-
. . 
tury at t.he · .. ~tiative ot some natiGnal Mask:i.lia including_ Peter Wiernik, 
~ • • .,~~ ., • • I • 
a Jewish.nirirspaperman. ·rn Boston, the ITriah school was considered the· 
. • I , 
beat in Hev"Eng].and and was caapared favorably with the National Schools 
29 
., ill Kev York ~c-iv- In Philadelphia, there were already' three SC~S- : 
in 1906 which~ uaed ITl'it B ... rvrl.t textbooks. '?her. were Satah Berurah~ 
. , . .. . 30 . 
Bet Haaeter Halemd and Bet Sater I'ITi. .. 
Of aii ''the ·early" out-ot-tovn schools which adopted the direct aethod 
.. t . ' . 
none drew ~ - lllUCh attention and praise as the Baltimore Hebrew Free School 
ccmducted by"Dr. Samson Benderly-, a Palestinian. by birth and a p!Q'sician -
-- -; 
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by profession. In a correspondence from the United States which appear- ,.-,-. 
ed in Hashiloah, · issue o:t May, 1904, A. s. WaJ.dstein first describes 
the "anarch,- and frightful confusion in American Jewish edu.catioll• and 
then goes on to speak of Dr. Benderl7 ~ ~the only teacher in Aaerica 
who delved into the new pedagogic methods according to which he :founded 
31 
his school in Baltimore."· Four y-ears later Over Orah (Amos .Swalsk;r) 
.. 
also made favorable reference in Hayehudi to 11one of the Talmud Torahs. 
in Baltimore wherein Dr. Benderly- and _his wi:te are teaching by the 
32 
Natural Method, Hebrew in Hebrew." 
Samson Benderly- (1876-1944) was born in Safed, the city where the-
cradle o:t Ivrit Be-Ivrit stood. It was in that hilly- Gali1ean terrain 
·that Yitzhak Epstein took his students outdoors :tor the first nature 
. 33 
· stuc:17 lessons in Hebrew uut of which developed bis !Tri t Be-Ivri t thesis. 
Benderly- as an impressionable young man who~ have observed and absorbed 
the linguistic experiment that Epstein the gifted teacher, was carrying on 
34 
in the girls' school ot Saf'ed. He was naturally- aware of the work done 
by Yellin, Grazovsk;y and the other Palestinian educators. As. a cultur~; 
Zionist attracted by the · idea of Tebiya ('Jewish _ renaissance) he viewed : , 
the Hatural"Method as a sound approach to the continued rertval of Hebr911 · 
letters. B-emiei_rl,- made Ivrit Be.Jvrit nrespectable• and acceptable in ·, •. · 
' ~~tit• 
this country-. His indors•ent of the Natural Method and _repudiation of 
., , , .. 
\ •~. ;. .. . 
~ ' • <. V J 
the translatien method were made known in his official capacity as director ·-: .. 
.. . ,. . . . . 
of the· New York Bureau ot Jewish Education as follows: 
The Bureau is ••• searching for the shortest and most attractive road 
to the Bible and the Pray-er Book. The Natural Method is based on 
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pedagogic principles. The better teachers all aver the 
world have found that although it haa not yet been 
sutticiently developed, it promises g~d results. On the 
other hand, the translation aethod is lDlpedagog:l.c, and 
it has utterl7 failed, particularly in this country. It 
is, theretore, worth while to give the Bat.ural Method a 
tm,a,ough and extensive trial. JS 
In the light of the aboTe, Judah Leib Kagnea a clos~ associate, 
correctly: states tha~ Bender~ "vas for Ivrit Be-ITrit not because 
of mq abstract ideoloa. but because· he belined that this was the 
36 
shorteat .cut tor 811.T_laericaa child with limited hours to learn He~.• -
. j .; ;, [ 
~ ·accurate though aore significant to the aims ot this paper ,is -
Isaac B. Berkson' s remark on Benderly' s specific contribution in this 
area as he writes: " •• .rt was Benderly who set on foot the widespread 
J10Vement of: havil'lg_ liT.l.ng_ Hebrew illtroduced iDto the Tal.Jl'ud Torahs and 
31 
the Congregationa1 Schools as a generall.7 recognj.zed practice.• 
. 
Thia, Samson Benderl.y acccaplished through the principals and direct-
ors ot the various schools in the face of derision and perscnal. attack • . 
Ruaors were publicly circulated to the effect that Bend.erly received his 
. 38 
ovn •~ation in a aissionary school. The writers ffan appealed ·to 
39 
the teachers to sabatage the nn • et.hod.. In the attacks, the p,rscm 
. . . 
ot Kagnes, head of the Hew York KebUJ.ia.h {Commnitr) and Benderl.7'a chief 
. ' 40 
supporter~ was not spared either. 
Under .Bender~•• guidance the principals of the Talmud Torahs atf'il-
. ' j _:-.... , . ' ., ~ " -. . 
iated.. with the Bureau ot Jewish Educatien held:· & aeries of' conferences 
with the obj_ect of tor• ul.ating a city-wide unif'•m ·curricula_. After 
. . 
much discussion extending_ O'Y'er a ll1Dllber of sessioils the principals 
adopted tl:le toll.ov1ng resolutien un•n1wo111icy:: •~e Ivrit Be-Ivrit Method 
is the beat method and. we JllWlt arrange the course -of studies in accord-
"~ 
- -1>·§;1\.J· ... . 
ance with it, in a progressive manner: to begin to employ it with the 
spring _or the school year 1911-12 with beginners and to continue on 
' ' 1il 
each year· till the end o:t the- sffenth school. year." 
. . 
·; 
1'lie Natural Method was •ployed in the Hebrew Preparator"7 School• 
established by the Bureau or J'ewish Educati.on in Nev York City. Fr. 
two :aodel schools in 1910 the number grew to ~in by" 1916. They- were 
~all) Hebrew High School, still in existence. B:ecause the knowledge 
. . . 
f!':t Hebrew was considered imperative :tor Jewish teacher-candidates the 
curriculum emphasized largely Hebraic studies for the prcaising stu- . 
•' ' dents. This phase is described by Isaac B • . Berks0Jl1 Supervisor ·ot the · ia-· 
Girls' Schools (at that tl.ae) in an article in The Jewish Teacher: 
•Hebrew is here studied extensively during the .first three years • 
. . 
Sufficient wri~ing of Hebrew is obtained to enable the pupil ~ re~ at 
sight,. any prose portion o:t the Bible which she would llllderatand it read 
· course·-=' · --
- in English. The entire seven year.f gives a thorough groucling in Biblical., · 
Post Biblical. · and Modern Hebrew literature as well as · in the Li~ura.~ -To ·. 
acccaplish this purpose Ivrit Be-In-it was utilised to good advantage.· · . -
- . . . . . ~ ' 
All the good intensions notwithstanding, .Aaerican Hebrew teachers '., .... · 
.• . . • • .. . , ,-,· • . . f f ,_..,~ • ' 
• 7 ; • • • 
soon -felt that the Ivri.t Be-In-it textbo~ks iaported frcn Palestine and . " 
' 43 ' 
Europe :tell sl:IOrt er their :mark in this country-, due to the tact that -,·,: ,.,· ,. 
the subject-matter that was alien to the Jevisi child in .America.- The ,,_. · :; 
Bureau of Jewish Education set out to .fill the need by cODllissioning 
. ... . .. 
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the writing of new and more suitable text. This resulted in the two 
volumes of Sefer Hatalmid, written by Zvi Scharfstein under Benderly's 
supervision and used in pre-Bible classes. It was based on the central.-
theme technique, •in that it dealt with .the life of a New York Jewish . 
. . . 
famil.7 • . With s.ter Hatalmid the author embarked on a career of writing 
lebrew textbooks tor JIWJ1' grade•. Through "Shilo" his own publishing 
holllle, Scharfstein .made an innluable contribution toward the dissemin-
. li4 
ation of the Natural Method in the United States. The first Ivrit 
! 
Be-ITl"it reader for to~ beginners, however, was Hasefer Harishon by 
B. Isaacs, H. A. Goldin and B. N. Silld.ner. 
The extended infiuence of Benderly has been felt for many years after 
" 
through the men and women that he inspired to enter professionally the -t .·; · ... 
. ');,, 
'\ ·~ . 
. field of Jewish education. Among the early devotees of the Baltimore _ era 
were Rebecca Aronson (Mrs. Barnett R. Brickner) and Ben Rosen, later 
director of the Associated Talmud Torahs of Philadelphia. Benderly's 
New York nucleus included such outstanding members as Isaac B. Berkson, 
and Mrs. B~rkaim (Libbie Suchoff'), Israel s. Chipld.n, Alexander M. . . 
Dushkin, F.ananuel Gamoran; Jacob Golub, Leo L. Honor, A. P. Schoolman, 
and others. 
· Benderly' s effort in behalf of the Natural Method foJ."Jll8liy' af.f' ected 
'. 
cities other than Baltimore and New York. The new Bureau textbooks were "' ' 
45 
, widely used in the Middle West. Benderl;r also · had. a hand in the 191]. 
,., . ,, t • • . . 
•J. ~. :-) . :·v . .. . . . . ./\ , J ._ 
'i • .. '. · r eorganization of the Minneapolis Talmud .. :~orah, as he reco:mmemied . Elijah , 
· · . Even, one of the New York's best Ivrit Be-Ivrit teachers to serve as the 
46 
that school. Incidentally, the Talmud Torah with 
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its Hebrew kindergarten and its High School and the advanced studies 
department under the leadership of Even and Dr. George (Gershon 
Yaakov) Gordon (like Bender-ly, a physician by training and an educa-
,tor by inclination), became a model school in many ways. In ·their 
Zealous endeavor to retain the Hebrew character of the school, its 
47 
authorities would import teachers directly from Palestine • 
.Another mi~estern citadel ot Ivrit Be,.Ivrit in thoae . days, was • :·1• . 
• <'" ~ - - • - • • . • -
J • ,· I 
the Indiapapolis Talllud Torah headed by Louis (A.L) Hurevitch, who 
later became the founder and first director of the Boston Bureau ot 
Jewish Edu.cation. Bernard Isaacs and A.. D. Markson were formerly on 
the staff of the Uptown Talmu.d Torah in Harlem. The DlOVing spirit 
behind the school, and the initiator of the Natural Method there,was 
. . . . . 
Rabbi Isaac Elhanan Neistadt, ,~an ethical individual. who diTerted to 
his own person a great deal of the abuse hurled at the teachers. In 
a verbal interview held in liq, 1950, Bernard Isaacs told this writer 
an-amber of fascinating incidents about the personality ot Rabbi Nei-
stadt. · The latter woul.d stand in front of_ the Talmud Torah building ·. '.-. 
and placate all the parents who would come to complain· about the new 
methods and the teachers. Under all cirelDlStances he .would refuse to 
I 
let them bother the instructors who required a "clear head to teach." 
B~caus(! 'Rabbi Neista.dt· always stood between thea and the parents, the' 
teachers would refer to hila as-the "Amaud Heanan" the Biblical pillar·; 
of cloud, that stood be:t;ween the Israelites and the Egyptians • . The 
Indianapolis rabbi who was such a stallJlch·· supporter of Ivrit Be-Ivrit 
48 
was portrayed by B. Isaacs in a short story. 
- --;: 
(_ .·. 
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The other early pioneers of Ivrit Be-Ivrit in the country at 
large included Moshe Halevi and s. B. Maximon in the Chicago 
Hebrew Institute, Hillel Price (Bavli) and in the Buffalo Talmud 
Torah, M~_she Menuhin in ,San Francisco, and Ephra:iJD. A. Lisitzq in 
New Orleans. Other Ivrit .Be-Ivri.t pioneers ·concentrated in the 
49 
New England area, were Joshua Kaplan, ~• Tomarov, Alexander 
Goldberg, J. H. Pollock and Shaldma Stein. ·· 
For obvious reasons, Rev York. attracted the largest group ot 
teachers to whom the Natural Method spelled the only modern approach. 
to Jewish education. In ~tion to those already referred to in 
.this chapter there were A. Scheuer and B. Nanld.n of the Rabbi Jacob 
J~seph School, Haniy Handler ot the Stone Avenue Talmud Torah, Israel 
Ironovitz ot the Downtown Talmud Torah, Joseph Bragin of the Kebrew High 
50 
Schools and Rabbi s. L. Horwitz, formerly of the Israel Salanter 
51 
School and later of the Titteret Ha-Gr11o Tal.ntud Torah. Mention 
should al.so be made of the men who organized the first Hebrew Teachers• 
52 
Union in New York City in 19ll, 
53 
which is still in existence. 
and the subsequent group in 191k 
In Canada, generally, Ivrit B• I'ffit did not strike root till the 
early twenties, except in Montreal where Moshe Elillelekh Leri.n intro-
. 54 . 
duced it in the local Talnmd Torah about 1907. The foundation vu 
laid tor a modern educational system based upon the Natural Method .1!11 th 
- • • • • \ • ,- . I~-:·•·' ' -. i.,; 
.• l •• I 
the arrival of Kalman Bakhrakh, author of p~ary Hebrew Readers~ Sim.on 
Ginzburg, outstanding poet, Moshe Lenn, writer on scientific n.bjec~ 
in Hebrew, Barukh Katzenelson, author of Hebrew verse for children, and · . . 
r 
l e--
I " .. 
I 
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other former . teachers of European Reformed Heders. 
. ' . 
Among the advanced 
55 
schools in the Dominion are. ~he "Eitz Chaim" Talmud Torah in Toronto 
56 
Since •all 
• ~,- t~ 
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Chapter VIII 
VINDICATION OF AN IDEA 
On October 10, 1947, the first United Nations broadcast in 
1 
·, ~,i./, ,' · ·; :~ ·1 _, Hebrew was 1ni tiated. This was seven weeks before the adoption 
:,.;,fl • 1 • , , \ 
of the historic plan to partition Palestine., and seven months 
prior to the proclamation of' Israel as a sovereign state. Shortly 
after its inception, nThe Voice ,of America" inaugurated its 
2 . 
. periodical Hebrew programs., beamed to the Near East. 
Internal recognition of' the Hebrew language as a living "tiorlgue 
meant ready- recognition of' the Natural Method and its effectiveness 
in giving the Jews or the World a linguistic voice of their own.in 
addition to the pen that the,- had held dear over the ,-ears. Through · 
these broad.cuts the Jewish people as a collective group notified the 
world that they were cured of a;phasia. In spite of the continuing 
. controversy between oral and written Hebrew and the continued criticism 
ot· the universal application of Ivrit Be-Ivrit., _spoken Hebrew, one ot 
, '•; .3 ,., 
the main tenets of the direct method., is an indisputable fact. 
While established facts are important., the dynamic factors involved 
in the situation are even more signif'icant. In keeping with the object 
· ..!?, 
of this work ~t JIIU.St be stated over and over again that the Natural ; · ·. ; .. · 
i_ ~ l ) t: . -- - ·, . . . 
"'<t .. :,. Method was not a Jewish i.D9'ention., that 'it was developed b,y European · : . 
t i;:i_i ' ' ? .-,) . . "' ·: ' . . ' . ' - . ' : :: i_ .' 
. ~!:11, · • • thinkers and teachers. Its fortunate and successful adaptation to ;: •, 
r . · .. . 1 l . , . ... · ~ .\ ... , .. ? ' ::..,. 
" . • • . . :L ~ ~ < 
, the Hebrew school scme was announced repeatedly by J ewi.sh ,educators. ·~ . 
. ·,\':\i; ' ' ~· .! 
Al though some ~ebrew writers insist upon procla1m1 ng . their'. independ- .- . 
ence of contemporary educational thought., the truth rema1ns 
~-:;· 
-C; 
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4 
education is indebted in this respect to modern pedagogy. 
The steady development of the ·Natural Method to this day is 
dependent upon general educational methodology, as may be seen from 
· ~e educational discussion over a period of years. The Natural Method 
in the teaching of Hebrew is indirectly supported in a recent article 
entitled The Natural Method for Teaching Modern Languagues: Susan 
Wellek, a language teacher, simplitie-s the approach to teaching for~ 
. . 
eign lan~~s by- dividing the ·child• s deTelopment into the following · 
' : 
three stages: One, the child hears, UDderstands what he has heard, ·talks;· 
. . . . •· 
Two, the child learns reading after he has acquired"f~Ollle nuency- · in -~.;. 
ing; Three, when the child has some proficiency in reading, he lea.ma · 
5 
writing, spe)J1ng and gruaar. 
/ 
Another factor which cannot be OTerestimat.ed is the cuitural. part 
p1qed by the teachers throughout Jewish history. The following is an 
evaluation or the role of the old-fashioned "melamed" (teacher) in 
fostering Jewish nationalism.. 
The melamed was 110t a critical historian. He did not dif.t er-
entiate history frODL fable. The gnat that was said to have 
gnawed the brain ot Titus was as ·historical to him as the · 
destruction ot the Teaple by the same Titus. And yet he did 
:more tor the preservation of Jewish nationalism than all the 
well turned phrases ot modern orators when, on. the day pre-
ceding Tish' ah B • av in a voice choked with tears, he read 
to the pupils or the Hurban, the talmu.dic :narrative recount-
ing the details or the catastrophe that oYertook Israel in 
the year seventy and again in one .hundred and thirty-three. 6 
- . . 7 
Joshua Margolin, in his autobiogr~y- · paints practioal.ly the. · 
sae picture. Scharf stein speaks in a similar vein w1 th reference 
8 
to the "melamed" of the 188o•s. At the _beginning of the century 
Jewish instructors in -Europe were exhorted to do .their duty- like the 
. 9 
best of them. ( the non Jewish teachers). In a lecture deliTered 
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before the Student Union of the Teachers• Seminary in Jerusalem, Zutta. 
urged his disciples to take up where the old teachers left off, and a 
10 
"new vibra~ing Jewish generation will emerge from their hands."·., . The 
teachers there took up the challenge and instituted Hebrew as the ).anguage 
. .• ·• . ' . 
. • . ' • p • • - , 
• , , J : . ~ ~~• l •;o•,.,~-__ .. ,i; . . 
of instruction although they were looked upon as -"~!"according to 11 .. , 
a competent eye-witness. One historian of Jewish education refer to 
,. 
the teacher as "the primary factor in the developaent of ·a renewed cul-
. ' 12 ,, 
ture upon which he left his imprint and shaped its form."· . '-;-¥\ 
'Jhe increased use of Tvrit Be-;vrit in Jewish s~oo_ls acceler~ted 
the growth and expansion of the Hebrew language. Faced by-actual 
etVecy-da.y need., the Marhive Hasafah., the "expansi~sts" were called · 
upon to broaden the underlying base of functional Hebrew vocabulary. 
This ·was a desideratum for without adequate means, of expression :tJie. 
developnent of the Natural Method would autOlllatically be arrested. 
M~ had a share in the enlargement of modern Hebrew. They were 
nthe teachera in his classroom, the worker in his workshop., the 
13 
.•• 1scien~ist in his laboratory" and the child in the playground. But 
the conscious direction of this linguistic movement lq in the l;aands 
of -the Vaa.d Halashon., the Language Conmittee formed sixty years 
before the establishment of the State of Israel by Eliezer Ben Yehuda. 
' . 14 . . . . 
and his group of zealous Hebraists. · 
. • ',.•~• Ip,,/ ' , ., 
. ~ • , ll • 
Theechiet -mission of the Vaad Halashon., according to H. lf.Bial.ik.,.· · '•\ '• 
.,•1~•.••"~' .. F- .H._,, ·,.,_ .'J , 3:\,• 
''• was ato 'bring ~ty into the 'language" by (a) creating n~ te~iogf 'Y .'. .· , 
and adapting old terms for new uses;- (b) disseminating the new terms 
.. '/•. , 
through literary and school channels; (c) determining admisabilit7of 
' ! 
. . 
' ' 
words invented elsewhere; (d) improving the accent and (e) guarding 
15 
the uniformity of spelling. Practically the same ideas were 
expressed in more technical terms.of Joseph Klausner in an article 
16 
entitled: Haanarkhia Haleshoni t." 
The expansion of the Hebrew language took place in several di-
rections, the first and foremost of which was the unearthing of old 
. 17 
words in the ancient Biblical and TalJRudical literature. Next 
came the revitalization of classical expressions connoting new 
modern me'anings. A typical e:a:ample_ is the word "musalcb." which in the . 
Biblical context stands for a "covered place," but which is now the 
18 
term used for a "garage." Finally there is the continuous process 
of admitting foreign elements into Hebrew either in their orig~ , 
" .. 
form (radio), in modified form (mekhona for machine), in literal trans--
laticm (Gan Yeladim for Kindergarten) or by extending the meaning/ ~ a 
Hebrew word to parallel a foreign equivalent. For example, mat.eh, 
I literally a "rod"or a "staff'" is extended in modem Hebrew to mean 
19 ! 
In 1907 Reuben Brainin stated that "the fear that the language _ 
will become corrupted_by speaking it is a false one. - On the contrary, 
it is to bec~e enriched. Through oral Hebrew many new readers will 
be attracted to Hebrew literature ••• When we speak we shall expand our: 
20 
vocabulary:., create new expressions and invent· new words ••• _ ~ . 
prophecy contained in Brainin's reply to his critics has certainly 
proved correct, .f'or in 1947 was reported an annual. output of 1000 
Hebrew books in Palestine in addition to an ever expanding literary, 
, ·. 
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technical and professional press. 
21 
A cursory count of new Hebrew 
22 
terms ma.de in the same yea:r revealed a total o:t 13,239 words, a 
rather conservative .figure in the light of events. 
The absorptive and regenerative capacity o.r the Hebrew language 
caused by the introduction of Ivri t · Be-I!l'i t stimulated iz;i ·turn the · 
rand:tied growth of educational. institutions based upOn the Natural 
Method. In Poland the all-day Hebrev school, first organized in 
1915 under German occupation, developed :mto· a federation 0£ -"Tarbut" 
schools immediately after the Russo-Polish war~ A non-Jewish leader 
1 ' • • 
., 
of the German "Re.fonaed Radical Schools" of Berl:iJl who visited classes 
in Warsaw during the poat World War I period had this to say: •r was ••• 
amazed when · r was :iJl the. Hebrew school lb ere the teachers are using 
. . the Biblical language thereby creating such a natural educational. en--:: 
ti:ronment in which the children carry on their games in the language 
23 
of: the Bible. 11 
Hebrew as a modern language was also taught in; the "Shul-Kult," 
•' 
bi-lingual. -(Hebrew and Yiddish· schools) in the Yavneh schools spon-
sored by the Mizrachi (Religious Zionists) party, and in the Horeb 
institutions or the Agudat Israel,(non-Zionist· orthodox) group. 
But it was the Tarbut system that-led the others in -its devotion to 
Ivri t Be-Ivri t. In spite of the go.ve?'Dmental restrictions, which 
resulted in the closing of the two Hebrew teachers• seminaries in 
Grodno and Vilna, the student population. rose to ·90,000 in the ;rears 
24 
preceding World War II._ In the fifteen ;rear period (1923-1938) 
The Tarbut teaching staff increased from 561 to 1,350, while the 
- lo6 -
25 
number of its affiliated schools grew from 144 to 267. In 
Lithuania practically all Jewish children received a modern Hebrew 
education during the twenties when the Tarbut schools received most 
o:£ their material. support :£ram governmental agencies. Under the 
-· 
terms of cultural autono~ the governments of Czechoslavald.a., 
Estonia and ~tvia granted subventions to the Hebrew schools in 
26 
their respective countries. 
The effort on behalf o:£ Ivrit Be-Ivrit on the American continent 
i 
resulted in the formation of: Ffebrew summer camps wherein the work ot 
the schools is augmented and complemented. The idea of utilizing the 
camp £or Jewish educational · purposes first suggested by Samson Benderly' 
was taken up in the Cejwin Caaps. It was further developed in camps 
like Modin established by the Isaac B. Berksons., -Al.exander M. Dushkin 
and A. P. Schoolman and in Camp AchTah., organized and supervised by 
Benderly himself. These camps inspired more intensive Hebrew camping 
27 
projects. The .first Hebrew camp was opened as a part-time day-camp 
in Long Island., New York.,vhere ohly yoUDgsters with a speaking knowledge . 
ot Hebrew were accepted. For a time there was only one national Hebrew 
camp Whi(?h attracted Jewish children .trcm all OTer the country. Today 
there is a tota1 of twelTe such Hebrew camps in the United States and 
Canada. Furthermore., the tendency is to regionalize and localize theia 
28 
so as to make them accessible to larger numbers ot campers. 
In addition to the geographic distribution ot these camps is the 
significant tact that Hebrew camps are no longer the monopoly ot the 
• ,< 4 
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Histadrut Ivrit (Society for Hebrew Culture). Hebrew camps are now 
sponsored by synagogue groups, Bureaus o:f Jewish Education and youth 
organizations and even by private entrepreneurs. In summing up this 
aspect of informal. Hebrew education, one of the founders of the first 
camp states as follows: "The past decade has justified the experiment 
and proved that the Hebrew camp is an enduring value which fills a 
29 
real need in the Jewish educational scheme of the Diaspora." 
Another S\lCCess:fUl American experiment which justified the Natural 
Method is the'· inclusion of Hebrew as a modern foreign language in ~e 
High Schools. This was primarily due to the e.f'.forts o.f' Samson Benderl,.., 
rsrael Chipld.n and Judah Lapson. From its modest beginnings in two New 
York high schools in compact Jewish neighborhoods, Hebrew is nov taught· 
. . 30 
in the secondary schools of .twelve American cities. Accor~_ to , 
statistics in 1947, 95 general schools o.f' higher learning, 38 colleges 
and 57 universities,teach Hebrew in addition to 53 theological schools 
of all denominations. This makes it a total o.f' 148 institutions, which 
means that about 12% of all schools of advanced studies actually offera 
31 
courses in Hebrew. Besides, the vast majority of all the colleges 
and universities in this country- recognize the Hebrew language as a 
legitilllate subject for which academic credit is officially granted •. 
Instrumental in the growth of Hebrew studies in secular colleges are the 
various SUDllller stud;y-tours to Israel, which are of recent innovation 
32 
having begun as late as 1949. 
The phenomenal revival of Hebrew appears even more spectacular in 
comparison vi th the attempted rejuvenation o.f' other "dead languages 
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such as Lymri or Welsh in Wales, and Gaelic in Ireland. Of the two, 
Welsh is making less headway chiefiy because ot the split in Welsh 
nationalist ranks. The stronger group, concentrated around the 
-Welsh Review" maintain that one can best serve Wales in the English 
33 
language. Gaelic seems to tare somewhat better because of official 
goTernmental encouragement due to the more pronounced anti-Engaiish 
feeling in Eire. Even under these favorable conditions, Gaelic is at 
best, a secondary language from the point of view of every day usage. 
· But neither of the two languages had advanced to any degree approx[mat--
ing the status of modern Hebrew because neither has become the language 
of instruction in the schools • . Apparently-, in the case of the aforemen-
tioned examples, there never was the motivation and the enthusiasm to do 
- . ~ 
, ·, so, especially among the Welsh. 
On the other hand, the revitalization of Hebrew as an ideal carried 
within it the germ of a new society, of a new pattern of Jewish lite. 
Consciously, school undertook to reconstruct Jewish society along · 
normal lines by means of reviving the national attributes of the people 
of which Hebrew was outstanding. It was an educational. reform. serving 
a higher goal. The developaent and diss~tion of Ivrit Be-Ivrit 
happened concurrently with the rise and spread of the ideal ot Zioni• 
34 
and the resettlement of Palestine. With every- forward movement of· 
Zionism, modern Hebrew moved ahead as veil, and vice versa, for were it 
not for the Hebrew language and literature there would have been no 
. 35 
Zionism today. This opinion, expressed for the first time in 1900, 
is still held nowadays. This mutuality of' purpose between Zionia and 
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Hebrew education was brought to the forefront at the 1919 Conference 
or Polish Zionists by M. Braude, a Zionist leader .from the industrial 
city of Lodz who stated that: "The problem of Jewish education in the 
Diaspora must necessarily be related to the national revival of our· ·: 
• • • ,.,, • • • I • • • -
The 1933 Central Pedagogical Conference of.Poland put its stamp 
r . • - ·r ,1 · • ··::." ·; \ 10· A ~ -~ 
'.·' .,, or approval in a statement which read: "The reviva1 of the language i~ : ,: 
not_ an educ~tional aim in itself but part~ the renaissance _of an old-
new culture which requires the injection o.fthe Hebrew spirit •iiito a:i.:t 
.36 . 
aspects of Jewish educational activity ••• • 
In order to grasp ~ the i.Jllpact of Zioni~ upon th~·· Hebrew lu-_ 
guage a retrospective view or the status of Hebrew is necessary. Iil 
. . . 
-- 'f • • ..... - • • • .... -~ 
_ _ ., 1794 when plans were under way to revive Hameaset · publication in Berlin, 
. i·· .. _~--\ i"t,.:_?{ .; 6 • • ·- - ., • • -~ .. i .,. • " t•J,.; 
-)~:-:_ · . ·-: ·•,: , : rsaac Euchel, a .form.er editor natly refused to have anything _to do with. 
• '~/ .!,.,. fr.'.11-::,i~~ '· . ' . . . . . ' ~ i •• .,, . , 
· .. ,. it because he was convinced that there were no longer any Kebrev readers 31 . . . . 
A.bout the same time Ben Z'ev admitted the futility of 
. · 38 
in Germany. 
,, 
human edeavor to revive Hebrew, a task reserved tor God." 
. . 
: .. A c~st:ant .factor in this change ot att~tude is the eYer-present 
·'org~c relationship between Zionism and the Hebrew language. :&she :;. ·. ··.,! 
·,it-;~i:~... . . ,. :, .-.. - ' I' • • • ·. ; .. ~ •• • • :, ... .. ~; , :. i ·:· 
, : , ' ; · Sharett formulated this indissolube partnership in the following simple · ·· 
I I ' " .• 
__ ;., · .. ·,. ' -' yet convincillg terms: 
~~, , •. . 
•. ,·•:;;i, .. ,; ~· .! ~._- ' 
The Jews of Israel would have never been able to become a 
·' nation . had they not possessed ·their own language and proved:'. 
themselves ·capable of reviving it. On the other hand, the · · 
' Hebrew language:1 'Would never have attained· its present high .. 
· degree of ~developnent nor have established_ itseif so .finaly·:i 
if the people had not-· attained statehood. :'".39 . .. ,t· •·,: 
... ·,t.) 
I' ' . t. .. ;~~~-~t'~ . 
Although the tone of finality 1n Sharett1s statement may ·be challenged ,. ;i--:.. 
' ~ . . 
•'. • ·"? '4 ' ( t'--1 .._-· 't; 
the fact rema:i.ns ·that the ideas of Hebrew revival and the resettlement·;/ _ 
( 
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of Palestine shared common roots. Contributing in no small meaaure to 
this outstanding twin achievement in Jewish life was the concomitant 
development and acceptance of the Natural Method in the teaching of 
Hebrew in Jewish schools in modern times. The Ivrit Be-Ivrit experi-
ment begun in Constm,.tinople in 1873, implanted in the . soil o£ __ Pales- . , . ., 
.. · • .,. -·-• •- ·' ll1l'1'-
tine and transplanted in Europe and the Uni tea States, -took forty 
years to prove its worth. Forty years is . a symbolical figure representing 
the wandering and wondering of a people in transition, but not without ·. '. 
design._ The outcome or -~e linguistic ba~~e _·in Palestine in 191.3 certai.Dly 
. justi:tied. the vision of progressive teachers -as aga:inat the attitude o:r:- the 
conservative educator. Further vindication of the idea of a modernized 
Hebrew language came toward the end ot ·the · second period of forty years 
with the establishment or the State ot Israel. 
r • .... . • . 
To look upon it all as a . miracle as it is coDTeniently regarded is 
to r_educe a deYelopnental.. process to a mere label. It is also to deprive 
the pioneers of Ivrit Be-Ivri.t of their well deseI"Yed cr~dit for a great 
historical accomplishment. By implication,. such a tag., also tends to 
deDT huaan beiJJgs the divinely-given right to elim:1nate illlper~ections . 
and thereby to improve the world in· which they live. 
- -;; 
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Chapter V 
TEE VANGUA.'IID ROLE OF TEE PALESTINIAN SCHOOL SYSTEM 
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Chapter VI 
PROGRESS OF TEE NATURAL METHOD IN EUROPE 
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in community-supported schools by Sann1el Hayim. Komsky, Ha.melitz. July 8, 
1872; Shalan Ha-Levi Epstein, Ha.tzefirah• 1890,. No. 40, • Exactly in the 
same vein wrote J.M:. Levinsohn• Ha.tzefirah, 1890,. Nos. 42, 43. Little 
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'>t~..; t~-,~-,,,,32 .. - Quoted from the 11Freind" in Hapa.dgog. 1904, P• 236. 
~-. t .}i~;f :,.:' : ' _,~: '> • f 
•':~-;;,· 33., .. Nissan Tour.off'• Sefer Tourof'f,. P• 24; K'."L ... Silman-! ·op., Cit• 
/,~• .. ,':'! J-. ' -' ,. / \ .. ·:~ 
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Chapter VII 
IVRIT BE-IVRIT TRAUSPL&fTED TO NORTH AMERICA 
I. Moshe Davi~• "Para.shah Betoldot· Haivrit Be-America." Ha.doa.r • 
• . • f' 'l,. 
Vol. ,XXVII • . _P• ·726. " ''1. 
, ·, '\ r • 1•.· 
· , 2. Zevi Schi_rfs.tein. ,Set.er Hayovel Shel Agudat Hamorim ' Haivrim Bi-New ... ).'_-4,:;· __ 
,.,._, ---4_ •••• ·,>;· ·;, ', ·: -. ~ ~ , : . · . ,, . . . •.t .. ·· . ~- ~-l~";:" 
-·York Usevivoteha·• P• ·1ss. New York. :, 1944. 
3 • . Schartstein 's contention that the Pittsburgh organization .:was 
founded in :1885 does 'not agree with ·the msmoirs of its founde~. --Hillel 
~: .• . :."'. ' ' • . , l;~t~"" ::';•<: j \" .: • · ..... ~ • · • t ' • , - • 
Malachowsk:y._; _See · ~tve fllllel . Ben Z 'ev Malachowsky..- Vol. 
Shulsing;r B~~~ . ~ -ooicl.yn; ;I940., 
4. Jacob Zausmer. Hadoar• Vol. XXIII. P• 853., 
5. A.R. Malakhi• Hadoar. Vol. XXIII. P• 321 .• 
6. M.z·~• R~~k:· ~~er Ha~ha.nah Liyehud~ .Amer.ba.feis!!~t . ivrit Be-
• :-: 
1 
• • ~ .. i{-(J~ -: . • 1 , •• , ·_.;, { 
.America~ ·wew. :rork;' "l935·_:-,. ·. 
1, ' ..... . .. 
7. Zevi Hirsh Maslia.nsk:y. PP• 224-228. Zikhronot. New Yark. 1924. 
a. Haleam.. 'No. 27. 1905 quoted by J. Za.usmer. ·op. Cit. 
9. J. Zausmer• Loe. Cit ... . 
·Leo .I,. -Honor,. ·"Jewish -Education in the Unit-ed States." . 
_________ im:l __ Pr_e_s_e_n_t. Vol. 'II• P• 159• C~co. New Yc:rk,- 1946. 
. . 
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13. A.M. Dushkin, Op. Cit. P• 484. See Appendix C. of this __ ,manuscript. 
14. H. Malachovsky, Op. Cit., Vol. I, ... P. 31, Vol. II, PP• 85-86 • 
15. A.M. Dushlci!l, Op. Cit., PP• 84-85; A.S. l,faldstein, Hahinukh., Jan-
Feb~c 1912, PP• 161-170, commends the work of an.other "only existing Hebreur ~ :i~":~: ~,!r;F -. ••;-::•••; • • _. • ., : ~ 
. ·r·:tt ({Xind~rgarten in New York which is supported by the Mizrachi' organization." 
. ,.· ., "'· . ' . . . . 
:t~f~ :A;peal for the establishment. _of more kinderga.rle~ . in order to .- "make the 
really natural II is made by Sha.mer, Z~, Hadevorah, Jum 24, 1912., 
Scharfstein, Sefer Hayovel s'1el Agndot,- ,tc. Op• Cit~., P• 157; -
i. ·. ·~ • f 
)~ ' . - : 
~,\., Scha.rf'stein, Toldot, Hahinukh• etc. Op~ Cit., Vol. II, P• 197. tr -... " , . ,· 
\;' ;;_ 17 .. A •. Dushkin., Op. Cit., P• 82. 
18. Kalman Whiteman, Hadoar, Vol;. VIII, P• 379. 
.. , 
'wl . 
19. Eaanuel Gemoran., Sef'er Hazikaron Le, H..A.. FriEdand., P• 39• New York, . 1940. 
,.. 
20 .. . Deborah Fis~-Berlin.,. Shev.-ile Hahilmkh,, P• -50• Vol. 
'2~: . ',A.L. Imrwitch, Sef'er Touroff .;sP~t~~1 1938~ 
I, . (New Series). 
' • · 
22. A. Spicehandler., Safer Zikkaron, etc. Op. Cit., PP•· 48-49; J •. Gordon, 
Hadoar, VoI. XIX, No• 35. 
23. H.A. Friedland, B'amezamer Lebate Sef'er Velaam, C~eveland., 1929. 
-~ -·., lR . ,: '1 ,..~~!~.• ... ~ ~,· · 
.~--!$j,' ' f \_ ~~ ~ . ' . . :·. :.: .• ' • ' ~)( ._. \ . 
-~ '. 24. E. Gemoran• Op. Cit., P• 40. Other frequency word. lists were later 
':, 4 .• ~~ .. ·,· - • • .;_ • • . .. • • ~ • ,~ t3:.:~ ' ••,r: "'_"· .. _-~· .. .t."· ,-:· . . ' , 
canpD.ed in Palestine by Eliezer Rieger and in the Un~ted States :t,y· William 
, / r • t • 
.. '"' ' .. ': ;, ~ '' . 
Chomsky. On his other contributions see Jacob S • Golub~-·Jewish Education, 
Jf ,1'._ >/~: ,~ol. ~• pp.: 182-:-~86. 
~ Ti; ii•, · . , ': · ' ·. •· "' · 
.-,. 1~f . . 25. A~H• Friedland., "Sihot Padgagiot•" 
-~ . . , ... ,.. . , -i ~ _____ _, 
>r~J;·: .,..,.., ... ;' ··~ ·,\ ' jl,rf .-- . 
26. Mordecai'.'~~evi• S8f'er Hayovel shel Agudat 
_,,,, 
28. Zalman Heller ; ~D,rkenu, July 1938, PP• 71• 73. -· 
----'--•---- ·--··-----
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29. Dai'., Had Hamoreh., PP• 1_42-143. 
30. Zevi Scharfstein., Toldot., Op. Cit • .,. Vol. II~ P• 198. 
31. A.S. Waldstein., Hashiloah., . May 1904., PP• 4'10-414. 
32. · Over Orah (Isaac Sai.valsky) Hayehudi., Vol. XI., No. 40. P• a. 
33. See P• 28 of this manuscript • . 
34. · :Although Benderly did leave Safed· for Beirut as an adolescent 
was not at all impossible for hm to follow Epstein's pioneer work 
in Ivrit Be-Ivrit from his new location. See Alexander M. Dushkin., 
~ 
• ' •, ~ I • , " 
'Jewish Education,. Vol. XX., P•·· s._, -.::· .· .- • 
; . 
l' 
35. S. Benderly., Ams and Activities of. the Bureau 
produced in Jewish Education, Op. Cit., P• 105., Part of' the statement 
:; (not quoted) disowning the claim of' "making Hebrew a spoken 
oountry." despite its emphatic tone., seems to have _ be~. written 
for public consumption rather than part of' a ~personal oredoo 
36. J.L. Magnes., Jewish Edu.cation., Ibid • ., PP• 4-5. 
37. Isaac B. Berkson, Ibid • ., P• 24;; On Benderly's other 
see other. articles · in s a.me issue as well as A • 
. ,, . - ·.• . 
____ Ham __ o_r_:1.m __ ., etc .. 0p.-- ·91t .• ., PP•- 343-351. 
·· i.x"'- ·. , 
38. Rabbi Balaban., Hadevorah., Vol. I, No. 8., PP• 13-14., Akiba 
14. · 
39. Balsha.n~.: Loo. 
. . . 
40 • . H.S. Newheusen., Ibid1 ., No~·-s., P• 
, . , h 
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· 42 • . Isaac B. Berkson, The Jewish Teacher. Vol. I, P• 105; A.:M. Dushkin 
Op. Cit. PP• 107, 116. 
43. Harry Simon, "Bemi Ha.asham..., 11 Hayom., Vol. I, Nos• 77-8-9-80. 
44. Most ·or Scharf steins educational contributions were made in the:..·, __ - , 
• ,1 l • .,_,. .' 
issue dedicated in his honor, Shevile HahinuJdl., .:vo1 ; . IV, -·No• .3-4_:, .. :~.·- .... : :-
• • .. • ff ,. ·,,. ~·.i ... ~- :: 
45 • Bernard Isaacs, -!' ormer teacher in Indianapolis ·-and · nOlf . superiJitend-- -· . 
,' , '- . • -~ ·: ,• :· .'~! J~; ,.} •" 1,1 ~ . f- ,'.:-:;I~:,- I • ' 
Detroit United .He~rew Schools, letter .to _author• ~ted .N0v-.~ 6,.~{.J-952. 
,- ; . - ·1 ;'/ ! ;, .· ' '.;f J-' .. ·: ... .. ·/1. -~-:-'j . ' , 
46. Shelano Ben"'.9Zemah, Shevil.e Hahinukh, V~l• V, p.~:.14., . . ·• .. 
. ~ - ~ ._~- >···>)r:·-;,;--..- ;,~~ .... 
·· 47. , Ibid., P• 16, Dr. Gordon actually took over the 
school. in professional capacity _in 1928. 
L. Honor, Jewish Elementary Education in th·e United States 
P• 13, New Y0~k, 1952J A.D. Marks~,n ~-~ Xitve~,: P•.- 86,_;_Kvutzah r.,.,~-. 
l, j :·~· J 1· 1:•.~~~ ·: ~·~ ··• ... · q · ~ ·r .,J.,._ . .?{1 ·•· 
Ivrit, Detroit, 1938. Th, short story "Bagolah" -~ · found 1n Bernard · 
Isaacs' Mikeren Zavit, Detroit, July, 1921 • . , 
49. Among them "irere J 0 slma. Kaplan, author of' _a: recent exegetical. 
•, commentary on the Book of Job. (Tel Aviv, 1951.) ~d if .H. Polloclc. · Th~· ·:.- · ·. 
''\(·'. .: :, '· ' . . • ',. . ·.. ,., ., ~. . ..• ,· . ',\.;if, , 
·: ·; ba.~kground and work of Pollock. author ot· many a.bridged Biblical texta.; in :, : _':' .. 
,. ' • • ·_;.: •· • • • 1ft, "'. ,' i . .. . .:·:~ ·.¥ ·;;:f~ ( \ ':,· ~ ~, . ·;. _.• :t~: 
in his autobiographic notes ; : Sha,;ile '"irah~.: · ,_ fL 
f· .. 
P•· 70-71; see also Nissan T_ouroft, ·vol. IX, P• 130-138. 
Ramah,. Vol. ll, P• 168 
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53. Mena.hen .G. Glenn• Sefer Hsfovel Shel Agudat • . -eto., Ope Cit•• 
pp• 399-438 .;· 
54~ Zevi Soharfstein, Toldot Hah.inukh., etc. Ope- Cit., Vo]..---II• P• 390. 
55,.~t.,,:: Jubilee Book Talmu~~,t;ah~ tz. Cha~"., -~glish. ·Hebrew .and Yiddish, 
- -:<. -.:, 
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Chapter VIII 
VINDICATION OF AN IDEA 
l. United Nations File DPI 62/15/02;: (4). Recognition of spoken 
Heb;ew rithin the Jewish sphere is clearly ··demonstrated by the special 
all-Hebrew sessions recently instituted at the Annual Conventions of 
. ' ' . ~ . . . .. , 
,.•. \ . 
the ' Cen.traf ·conference of American Babbis. 
; ., . 
-2 ~ · In Palestine Hebr8'W broadcasts have been heard regularly· over 
t t , {,; 
· / . Kol -~ erushala.yim, ·"Voice of Jerusalem, from _th~- 'time the Palestine 
• "t ;;, \:~ ':'t_j, .. -.·,~. ,t/ . .. 
~ _.1' -· Broadcasting Corporation began its operations. 
~/ .,./ • • ' • I ~~: r 
3.- · See .Chapter IV on opposition to Ivrit Be-Ivriii. on the ground that 
Hebrew. would thereby cease being a. literary language. In America, Chomsky-
•' . '... ~ ,· . 
· and Sohartstein a.re still divided a.s 
\/i:-: ,: -~si~ -~ '·to · be pla.ced on reading or 
t:\/ li:: __ . ·, ... · 
.\ :'i.. ;r ,former and S cha.rC,stein. the la.tter • 
1 .. ~1-r~~r£\: . - . 
~ Israel,' as expressed in the daily press, 
' '<;. 
Nov. 9, 1946; H. Shur, Da.va.r, Feb. 2, 1951. 
4. Moreh Tzair, Hashiloah, Vol. 28, P• 289 • 
. 5. Susan Wellek, The Modern Language J 0urnal. Vol. XXXIV, Ho• 1,. P~·-:·42. _·,,,. 
. p.28, ·_; ·:··, ... . 
6. Louis . Ginzberg, Students, Scholars and Saints./J .P.s •• Philadelphia~ 
r 
7. ~oshua Jl&rgolin, Darko shel Mehanekh Ivri, P• 16~ 
- .......... - . 
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10. H.L. Zutta, Hashiloah, Vol. :XXI., P• 97 • 
V 
11. Nissan Tourof'f., Hahinukh., Vol. IV~ No. 1. 
r, 
12 • . Zvi Scharf'stein., Hahinukh. B•eretz Yisrael, PP• 16-17., Ogen., New 
York, 1923. Sharing the high regard f'or Hebrew teachers a.re other writers 
. 1 
• o~ .education, see: Eliezer Rieger, Hahinukh Haivri B1eretz Yisrael, Vol. 1, 
I:. ... }., · '' ', 
,·~ p.;( 21.s. l)rl.r, Tel Aviv, 1940; Shelomo Dov Goiten, Hora.at Haivrit B1eretz; 
~]- .,~_ ' ~ 
, -. . . ., . . 
· . . , Yisraell, P• 11., BenJamin Walman, Talpiot., Vol. ~, P• 791. 
· 13. N .H. Tur-Sinai., Leshonellll, Vol. XVII., P• 34 • . 
l 
.. 14 . .. ·· The "Vaad Halashon" was :f'oun~d on Aug. 28., . 1889 in Jerusalem.. 
' )n addition to Ben Yehuda the other .rbunders included Yehude. Grazowsk:y-Gur, 
Aaron Mayer Jla.zia and David Yen.in• With the establishment of the 'state ot · 
: ·· " Israel the Language Committee was transformed into the Hebrew lenguage 
AcadEmcy",, a semi-official govermnentai body endowed with special authority., . .'~:-·. 
; . . .... ~ ' . . . '. 
, '" .· . See Shlmel Eisenstadt., . Israel., Life and Letters, Vol. VII, P• 10 • . 
la; i., .• l '!_: J t rJ, • · 
' :,r ·~u ~\:.,,. " ' 
t ~!.!c' · 15 • . ~im Nahman Bialik., Devarim Shebealpeh., Vol. II, PP• 138-39, 
Dvir, · Tei Aviv, 1935. 
16. Joo eph Klausner, Hashiloah, Vol •. XLIII. PP• 386-95. 
tf•,5. · 17 .. See Ab. Goldberg, · Sei'rut Vaomanut., PP• 77-102, Og~; New York, 1929; 
'.'!:I 'l ! h 
.~ ::,1 . •:7<t· ... ' . -•• < • • .!{ -.::: . .,i.., •·• : a.", t , •. ·;;/, f ' ,;,,;_: •.. , ,• H' 
·1 ,: ... ; ~: r .. , 18 •.r'k:i:thigs ;; II., : 4S ·;1a· • . :i:Bo~h the . passage ::ana:J~a~hi~.&a::;8XBl.misti.o;w- ,.&n.fL . f',2 
,~ .. -1-,~ ... ~ , - ~~ . ··. _-?\· -- . - -~ _ · .. , '.:~~~f~~ _ ~:·~. . .' :~:;s; ~ _ .~ ~-
, : -. qitoted~:1,y.,Yfihak. Jirl:ni:iri. : JJadoar-,_: V-01.t lEili pi~56. · ~:-'" ;;, c- l' < >, : . J-:~. : . 
,. •• • ' , .._ . - - •I. • • .,, ' ,"T • 
19. Ralph William Weiman, Native and Foreign Elements .. in a. Le.nguage• 
I J, ·'\ 
· · A Study in General Linguistics applied to :MQiern Hebrew, PP• 66-67, Russell 
,. ~ ' 
; Press >.Philadeiphia.., .1950. 
- •✓ 
r 
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20. He.olam, Vol. I, P• 408. Brainin's enthus;asm for the new Hebrew 
vocabulary is expressed in the entry in his diary on Nov. 29, 1908. '-It 
followed . a visi,.t .~ ,Orlov, a teacher of' gymnastics in Herzliah, who 
,!· . ::, 
showed Mm · his manuscript of a Physical Training Manual in Hebrew .. ji, · · 
" . . . . "j '( 
Vol. Ill, ¥onograps 
~•-223, N~ .!~k, · 1940 .. 
21. Yitzhak Avineri, Hadoar, Vol. ~, P• 766. 
'• ; . 
22.,_ · Zvi Sehartsteih,. Ibid., P• 334. 
·, ' -~- .. .. ,1,•. -
23. · F. Slm.aiurson, Hahinuk:h, Vol • . XI, No. 1. 
24. Z 'ev Blatberg. Shevile Hahµiukh, Vol:. llI, P• 76. 
25. Nathan Eck_• The Educational Institution of Polish Jewry, 
P• 13., New York,, .1947; On the Hebraic atmosphere 
Hebrewr schools in Pol~d,. see: Aryeh Tartakover, Ha.doar, 
P• 434-436. 
26_. Aharon Berman, Toldot Hahinukh Beyisrael Ubaamin, PP• 
27. I.B. Berkson, Jewish Ed:l.cation, Vol. XXI, P• 7; Albert p. 
., , ·.~~' 
(11:' 
man,: V~l• XVII, p:~ 6-15;: Samson Benderly, Vol. lX, P• 109. . , :;~{J 
28., "Massa.d +.feph~ and , ~ssad Beth" are sponsored by the His.ta~ 
, ... • 1/f:f~;~:.-'!~ . \· i.; /' . 
Ivrit of AmericaJ ;"Massad" :t.t>ntreal and "Ma.ssad11 Toronto by locai' edu-• 
' . 0 . . . ., . 
• cational groups; · b · '"Ramah" camps in Pe~sylv~ia, Connect_i~ut 
. . ' . { . ' •, 
f .. . . • 
sin ._ Jen.sh Teacher s -Institute 
• : "":: .~'°;: '\ :.•: .. ~:J:·:1. 
Amer.ica - ·.·"Sharon"\ - . College of 
; "' ~ . ·•.. . ,'•,t ': ~ 
of the • Jewish Theological s·eminary ~f .. 
. / " • '. >, \i, 
' • • . . ':i{_. · i·' .. .. 
Jewish Studies of the Chicago Board1.:ot ·1 
. ·,'It, .\; 
• ~ . J 
·n . , ,t: :. 
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'·.:.:? }' ' 
' ' 
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. ;, ' . . . ' 
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and "Es.hel." is a privat~ly .owned Hebrew camp. 
I /-· . (:_ -_:· · 
~·-.. .- ;-
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29. Shlomo Shulsinger, Hebrew Camping in the United State1, New York, 
1950, P• 5; E. Simon, Hadoar, Vol. XXVIII, PP• 985-6; A. Soviv, PP• 986-7. 
30. Joshua Hochstein., Hadoar, Ibid., P• 983-4; Judah Lapson, Shevile 
B'ahinukh, Vol. XI, PP• 146-148, Vol. XIII, PP• 113-115. 
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32. M.S. Ben-Meir, Hadoar, Vol. XXIX, No. 33 .. 
33. Gwyn Jones, W2lsh. Review, Vol • . I,. P• 2.;: Having visited in Wales 
during 1944-46 this writer found the above sentmems representative of 
Welsh opinion. See also statistical.data. ·for tl?,e beginning of the 
century, confirming this a'jrtitude, Israel Zangwill, Principle of Nation-
a.lities, PP•· 68-69. 
, 34. D.B. Suler, Haeshkol,- 1900, p • . 18; "Wha.tever is creative and 
bp.oyant in Jewish life is in som, mea.sure a direct emanation from Hebrew-
literature.," according to Eisig Silberschla.g, The World Through Literature, 
Charlton Laird, et. PP• 205-206, New York, 1951. 
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+ • -- ~. •• • • • • - = -
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APPENDIX A 
Announcement of Merkaz Ha-Morim (Teachers Cent-!r) in Palestine 
to th~ effect that it was not able to meet r~quests frQl!l neigkborini 
countries fer IVRIT BE .. IVRIT teachers. It is couplea. with an appeal 
to European teachers to volunteer tor work in these lands• 
! i!l:)) ,.,,, 
.M,N ,.,,"'!!l,, ,:i:i)M ,,,ri.v:i cnpc r,r,1, NMU~C!l 
ri,i.,N ,c:,) r,,.,nN ri,i,Nc ri,=',.,,:,. !i,.,r, o,.,,., '''N!l 0,-,,cr, t:,ic ,N 
c,,',,:,r, o,:,,cn riN O''MM!l!l ,cC,', 0,-,:,..v o,.,,c ol:'1, "'='' (,,.v, o•iic ,tp~:in 
.(.V''!l.V ,1:,.,c) ,:i,:i ,.:irimlZ' ,c,, oJ ,1e ,n,,:,.v:i 
,:,,r:,C, ,ri,,nN ri,i,1eC, cwm:, "'='' o,,:, o,,,:,, UN . l'N ui,NCIZ' 'lllO 
CN, ,t:,io, ,.v,,,,tt, ,',11,n:,. o,,,r.:,n ,.,,,:,.n1, o,,:,..vn tl'l'lM.VM Mi3'':ION!l C')U) UM 
cn,n,,,31r, ,.,,i,, ,ilMEltt' ,,o, ri,,,,11nn, Cltt' itl,'', l:lij:)M ,n,i,N, vo.,, CM o•i,,o 
. '"N!l C ' i i ~ M T :, -, 0 : r,o,-,iN;,· 
I. 0 s e r k o w s k i, J a ff a (Palasti~a). 
( 
.., .. -
- l. '-± C -
APPENDIX B 
Advertis~ment of the opening of a new Hedar :JJ:et:J.kk.i..>i whicl\ 
featured Hebrew conversation as an :i:l:.traction for the first +,ime• 
The Heder Metukkan was located L11. Lodz arid th~ advertisement appearei 
in the Harsa,r Ha Tzefirah,a 1895, p. 2:38 
-,::,, ,n:ic:, c~,c ,,:, ~too ,r;,, p, ,~M 
't:, ',:,:l n:it:Ji1 u1~,~D nuci;,~ p,~c,:, 
.,tt?M C'Ju,c, c,nc,o c,,u~ ~,, , c,,,c~il 
n',nn:ic , t:'ip ,,, ~',:, :it= np', ,~ ,c~• 
:,,,,.: ',p n,,:,;i .it~i1 ,,o, ,, nM,.,p:, 
,,r:,c!:, ,,~',n;, ,,c, ,l1, ii!lii ~n:,:a 
' ice, ,r,:,:, c~,,c~n r,::,r,c:, , ,,n ,,,c~~, 
c,,,c~n ',:,pt, ,~)ii nt ,,co ,,,~ ~M ; c,~,,:,n 
liM iln, ~z,,c n,:,at:, •:, n,pan • M~M r'P" 
. •~ ,nc~ ,:, ,~~, 11', , c:,ln, ,,., "' cn•12 · 
• .liV:l1~MJ pMY' ,~~ •Wl'U 
{1') Ziegelstrasse Ji , 66. [ :'=tl 
\ 
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APPENDll C 
Advertisement ot s. H. Neumann's Shaaray- Zion Schoel in Brooklyn, 
the tirat school te eMpley Ivrit Be-Ivrit on the American continent. 
·1t appeared ter several consecutive weeks in the Chicago 8--Piagah. 
The repordueti•n belew i~ dated 1 Iyar, 5658. 
I C'MC i1'MC ,,,:l 
-:-rnri', n=ir: rn,,np:, 'llMtt: 
I'~ p, i l ~ lm'l:I pnJll'I •a,, "11'11'• i11r:,n-n,l 
n11u,, n,•n~ p, ,nl nl~ ac, ,D'll' C'Dnl m 
DDJn DDJO ilCllnl'I~ '1'1' il'IC D•IC'llt ,,1l,- D•:r,, 
,"nD~ n•l:,JU Dl ,,.,, 'l'jl~l'I '=1"''1 ntl'I i:,•n-l-Dl 
· • M'l:l~n, ,"nD 'illOm 0l - ::,•sn -
'1J7 l•IC 0.-,,0 2 ,'10,. ip::,n rnp!,m:, Jl11tl · 
l'l'l' .n•~mc :,n:,, fllll'n ,w•n n~nn. .. c,sn) 
pnp-, , • ., ,mu, : D..,_, · , ,D'C' :,,,n mplxm 
n11c:, ,IC i D J-,i,Jn ,ar,w• 'D' '."1l'1 ,J7"11' ,••r, 
-fllll'IC 
'10';,-- l'll'W:I D"nMIC D"1MIC I0-'1';,-, '1~ ~ 
n II c, ::, · ·n • ., l , , , l ., • , ,::,n::,•0~::,, ,n l i n · 
.,,.n nu,,~ nm D"'l'l'l nn11· 0~::, ,sn n • n 
.-,.nc,-n nn-,nrn 
o•l'l'l _, u•.>~,11, U'D~ ,U"1D'l0 'l'CD 
• ,.,,.., ..,.,.., ,u 'l>n• .,~ "il:'lt.-: V11:>n., mn 
DM'~ 'l'I ~l ,U'Dl i•n• ,MD ')nl i:r, •::,cu, 
~ •~l UDJ rlll ..,n,, 'l"llt 'llm 
.,JM0.,l .n -W 
-'.') L10nard 81. :r-rear Siegel. Brooklyn. 
APPENDIX D 
Selected List of Early Ivrit Be-Ivrit Textbooks 
(Chronologically Arranged) 
HANOKR IJ.N44R by Abraham 11ap·e. v11na. 1859. Sixty-five page 
Reader noted f'er.- its introduction in which the author appeals to _the 
:teacher to adjust :, his teachings to the needs · ot . the child. 
. . ·r 
AMMON PADGOG by A.braham ·Mapo. Kc,nigsberg. 1868. 
of' ' the book consists of. basic vocabulary. short sentences 
cal :ru.les. while the aec<md part is Oil8 continuous story. \ I "'1! .,'·: l t, ~ 1 ~ • ~ 
, • .• I,~~·( .\'~ ;( ~ Jt. \~-•. 
GAN SHAASBIJD( .UfiALDE YISBAEL by A.. Rosenfeld~ Warsaw. 1880 .. A , v .. ; ~).<,:, / ,., 
' ., I •,.' .-,.,_l-'.dl , \•;;5'•'> 
post primer• re-published in a. second edition and well received in .1890.,~:' ;;c.11:Y 
, } • - _' I .-<-~:~•~~-1:• tif t\~;,: 
KAARKHE· u:smm EVER by Joshua Steinberg • . warsa.w.,. 1887. 11.A.·. si:11~:,1· i:4'i:• ,,-
~ - the iacred tongue arranged accorcling te a new method in line with the ·.,,"./~·:·· 
linquistic reaearch of our time.• Fmphasis mostly on grammar. , ·, 1 ·.J'.· .,1. '~· ~·. • 
i_. :f~_.·:, !.'{ /tl;r:-~ ' 
MIKBA. IBYALDE 'llf.AI YISRAEL by Da.vid Yellin., Jeruaalam. · 1a8-r. :· ;~ l' 
of the first supplementary reading books. used. in the Alliance Schooll.", · 
J 1am. "'''ik era.sa • . :: l, .-\' 
··1· .. , 
rm LENORE BNAI ISRAEL by David Yellin• · Jerusalem.. 1889 • . 
more advanced book than the one preceding. designed tor older boya.i~t 
Readiilg matter consists of selections trom the Biblical am. post-l1• 
. lical literature. J\.· 
J:\_·_~\'i 4,_~;·\,;.'j 
MIXRA. KODESR by Hayim Jacob Kraner. Lodz• 1890. Contains , numer'oua· /'ft' . 
stories and poans in flowery language. 
SHAASHUD! 11for ~ohool children" by David. Judelowitz and. Judah , · 
Grazovsky. JentSal•• 1891; a colleat;ion of fables and parables 
by teachers and proofread 1:>y Y ehiel llikhel Pines• 
..... ~~ "t .• l'· ."... . . . 
T.A.L YALDUT by z•~ Yavetz. Jerusalem. 1891 (Vilna J:.891). J.' Sirty-. , ., · ·, 
l \ ;,, . , ' 
page beginners beolclet· · crowed with religiou.s Jewish inf'ormationJ: not; to·•. 
be contused with '",Tal«Yald.ut" by Davia Reis• Bellman's• N81r Yark• .10942• .. \·'::, 
· which is based on the; translation method. . . -.. . ···:•tcr 
, :·,.•;;,,,, '·:. · · · "i ', :. 1r~ ~ / "'. ,, , •,i.~rt-.··~<J ~ 
·BET }fASEFBR LIB''lQI YISRAEL by Da.vi4 Judelowitz., Bayim Ziprm;., amt ;:~;.; 
. ·Juuh. Grasmlcy; Jeruaale. 1892. cona'i1ta _of a aeries of six bookle,ta·, aa t·~- , . 
. , ~11 as_ a •~ozdor" containing torty le• s0118 • . one ' tor ea.ch week ~t·,the-,_..:- .,.,:;1,;r,•,i~, .. 
• ohool vea:r ./ ', . . . ' ' . . ' • 1!! .,, ' -~ /,, ,I. ,· '.,, ,· '; -·.,.,' ·)·· 
'•·.' ' , · /(f, n, . •: . F' ' '.~'',. . :,/{1 i 1 ,/~/·. 1 • 
. . SEKHIYAT HAHEMDAH Leyalde B'nai Yisra.el by Yehw:la Grazovsk:y and. , ·'·.".(11,{,> 
.A• L. lmrwitz·• Ha-Or • . Jerusalem. :1892-2."-three pamphlets containing· read. -:·'{ ~tiC~ '. 
1ng material ba.sed ~n Russian and German! sourcea. • .:, . · tl,' :· .. 
:f 1'!~ 
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(:) . HAMORIAH by Z •ev Yavetz. Jerusalem. 1894• "reader far the school _ 
and the heme," consists of Palestine-centered selections (poems and 
legends) with . the · emphasis on traditional concepts. Some of tbe stories 
are without vowels. Orn.emental language hardly suitable even far 
children of the pa.st generation. · 
BET SEFER IVRI, Vol. L, by Judah Gra1ewsk:y, (Gur) published by 
Hat~i Jerusalem, 1895• '12 pages, deals with the child.'• enviromnent. 
BET SEFER IVRI, Vol. II. by Judah Grazowsky, Hatzerl.· Publishers. 
' 1896, 258 pages, contains a variety or biographic material or general 
_nature such as the stories of great inventors, etc. The language has . _._ 
' ~ a Biblical flavor to it• Many editiOlls of botµ volumnes were reprinted 
-tG"~ :,;:\ ·.~·-~t_ti,-, in Poland and ·used outside of Poland. 
J}· N Hr·~~ • ' •·-~·,-
. ,~:rJ.;· ·:- 1.\Lif, · 
i t ~y;,. 
i. (;:\ 1if 
.. 
. • • ' ' r ',,; " 
_ BET SEFER ,IVRI, Vol. III by Judah Gra.z..aky1 Jeru_aal.-•. 1899, 
includes short stories, poems (mostly J.L. Gordon's), selectiOJ1S frC111. 
.Jewish History $lld grammatical exercises. "' 
IVRI'l' BE-IVRI'l' by ·Yitzhak Epstein, Ahiasat, Warsaw,. 1900,. textbook· . 
for. "children of four years of age and up," including thirteen pictures 
without captions for recognition and description by the pupils and ~ 
.,,, , _-, _ outline of 100 r-J.es sons for beginners. Pref'a:ee addres aed . to t _eachers 
· ~ }., :, ; ·_., t1.- _, · plains the-· natural method and motivates its use by pointing out the 
1Jr., · :·, ;.' r· : benefits of Ivrit Beivrit over the tranalation method. ~ f . :J}j(l '"',~ 1 f;,•·-~,,. _ .. +~ ~- ffl°·. -~ r ... s' ,:. 
:. ' . ~ MIKRA LEFI HAT.AF by David Yell in, Tu.shia, Warsaw •. 1901, a. ~rimer~,<. · --r 
phonetically arranged., with a teachers' guide named. 11Lefi Ha.tat.""- wi~ly 
used by Ivrit Be-Ivrit teachers since it encourages simple conversations_.,; 
BEN AMI by s. Ben-Zion, (A. Gutman), a series- of six readers the 
.f'irst of which -was published in Odessa by Moria in 1903. It is written 
in natural language, flowing style, and its content is modern Jewish lite .. · 
~ . . . 
1,f, ·. -· : . BET SEPER IVRI BEB'.ADASB'. by B'.. Piurke, Grayevo, 1903, cii4: not.. liT& f'; ~:~:;.' up to its name even at the time of its publication for it is t'ull or. 
,, :·'.";..:f1t Bib~ical passages and classical phrases. 
HADIBBUR H!IVRI by M. Krinsky, three volumes, Warsaw, 1903• in- · . 
a varie_ty of sE!lections with the maj~r emphasis . on s :imple narration. , 
• I 
OSEF SHIJtlll LIYELADDI by David Yellin and B'..L. Zutta, 
thirty pages · song pamphlst. · 
, l 
~ . 
, _ j 
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SAFAR HAY.AH by Pea.ah Leib Fischman and Mendel Menahem Lieberman, 
New York, _1905 and Riga, 1910, contains simple prayers and stories as · 
well as pictures and drawings aimed to teach pupils to read and write • . 
SIFRENU by Yishai Adler,_ P. Auerbach, Y. Yehiel,. a.nd :M. Krishevsky 
(Ezrahi), with the assistance ot N. Tcn~o:tf', Vaad B'sh1n11ka, Jaffa, 1909. 
Three graded volumes with vowels and illustrattons. Reading end writing 
drills - accentuated • .: : ,. " .· · · ·' · · •, · · · ' 
I ,,. ... ' 
•" 
· SEFAT 'YELA.DI?l ;by H.,' P. ·:aetgmau a.nd. S .H. Barkoz., Two- volum~s, con-· 
. . .,. • 4. .. ' • ~ 
.- ts.ins many attractive and well illustrated short stories, had many editio~s 
. of which the .American was produced by the Hebrew Publishing Canpa.ny, 1910. 
In Palestine it was f'.ir!5t published. in 1926 ..: 1 . ·• 
HASEFER HA.RISHOB by B • . Isaa~s~ ·.B•:;t,Silkiner· and H. Goldin, Hebrew 
Publishing Company, l,iew<York~ 1910,-, for·tl;aolute beginners contains ne . 
more than new 3-4 nrds' per llsson. Vo~~lary is repeated in alternate 
less·ons.. ' · 
IVRir by H~- Goldin and B.' Silk, .. New York, . 1910,. progress;vely 
arranged textbooks for the firs_t three school years• 
I • 
HAZAMIR by N~ah Pines,- Koria, 0d.esaa, 1912,.. Songster eont~ing.. · 
both DDlsic and texts,. of p_oems by poets of the Haskalah such as Adam. Ha.-Coha 
Lebenson and his son. Ki.ca Joseph, etc • . 
~~.. . 
. SEFER RATAJJOli by Z~i Scherl'stein,. edited by Samson Benderly, . Z. Vols· • .' 
lbreau · of Jewish Education, New York 1912, Patterned after English R ad.era 
used il{the public s~ool•:. of that period. . , . e . . 
:--
SHEURE HIS~UT by-J. Ozarkonky (A.zaryahu) and. J~M. Krishevslcy 
(Ezra.hi), Xohelet, 'Jaffa, 1912, designed for the first three years and 
consists. mostly of :!,n:{'ormation·r egarding the Palestinian setting of tha-t-
period. .:'-• · 
PERAKI?l RISHOlffil By Jacob Fik:hm.an, -Vilna·~-'. _i913,, 'iiterary anthologi~~ 
in three volumes-. Vol . ... I . is for the 2n~ and 3rd school year; Vol. II is 
for the 4th year, and Vol. III is for the 5th and 6th year students. 
( ·· 
\. : 
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